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Michael Tsapatsis and his colleagues have engineered
nanoscale lattices that can save money and energy in
industrial processes. The lattice pores come in different
sizes in order to separate mixes of chemicals.

Pore research = great science
January 15, 2013

Michael Tsapatsis is an architect of
the molecular world

The crystal lattices Michael Tsapatsis
builds are architecturally stunning. 

And they pack a lot of power,
chemically speaking.

Created by the University of
Minnesota chemical engineering
professor and his colleagues, the
lattices contain holes, or pores, that
act like a molecular sieve, allowing
only molecules below a certain size—
or even just certain forms of the same
molecule—to pass.

In one example, Tsapatsis and his
team are making a nanosheet that
can separate ethanol and water. If
applied in Minnesota ethanol plants, it could substantially reduce the costs and energy consumption
needed to purify ethanol.

The team also has assembled sheets of the lattices into stable 3-D structures with built-in catalysts
that can, among other things, turn molecules found in crude oil into gasoline. These structures may
revolutionize the synthesis of many industrially important chemicals by giving higher yields.

The research could also lead to slashed energy consumption and costs—along with much greater
efficiency—in making plastics, biofuels, and pharmaceuticals, as well as gasoline, diesel, ethylene
and propylene. Consumer costs could also drop. The discoveries have both been published in the
journal Science.

So how did they do it?

Holey sheet

The star of this story is zeolite, a naturally occurring mineral in which atoms of silicon and oxygen
crystallize into intricate lattice structures. The pores vary in size, depending on the particular crystal
structure. Tsapatsis and his colleagues discovered a way to make extremely thin "nanosheets" from
zeolite lattices in which the pores act like the holes in a sieve to separate small molecules.

"The smallest nanosheets are about two nanometers thick and can be hundreds of nanometers
long," says Tsapatsis. "These are the only nanosheets that can be used as a filter."

The zeolite nanosheets can be spread over a highly porous disk that would be placed in a tube to let
only molecules below a certain size flow past. One example is the separation of different forms of
xylene (see diagram).

Pores in nanosheets can be constructed so as to let valuable p-xylene (right) pass while
keeping out m-xylene, which has the same constituents but in a different arrangement.

The p-xylene form, which is valuable for making plastic bottles and polyester clothing, has the same
chemical constituents as its cousin m-xylene. But only the "p" form can squeeze through the pores
in one of Tsapatsis' zeolite nanosheets. If the walls of a chemical reactor tube were porous and
spread with layers of this nanosheet, only p-xylene would escape to be collected.

House of cards

In some zeolites, a certain proportion of the silicon atoms are replaced by aluminum and other
atoms, which allow the zeolites to function as catalysts to accelerate chemical reactions. Their
regular pore structure allows them to favor formation of certain desirable products. But most zeolite
catalysts lack an efficient way to guide molecules to the catalytic sites.

"Traditionally, molecules must travel a long path through a zeolite crystal's pores to get to all the
catalytic sites," says Tsapatsis. "Some of the catalytic sites—deep inside the crystal—cannot be
reached by the molecules. Moreover, many molecules get stuck in the pores as they try to leave the
catalyst."

Model of a zeolite "house of cards" assembling itself.

If you were a molecule, it would be like driving the narrow side streets of a town to find a barbershop
(catalytic site), then trying to find your way out again after being shorn (chemically changed).

But Tsapatsis and his colleagues have coaxed catalytic zeolite nanosheets into connecting at right
angles, forming a structure like a house of cards. 

Now, molecules just have to diffuse through broad spaces between the nanosheets, dart into one of
numerous shallow, regularly spaced pores that harbor a catalytic site, then diffuse out again. It's like
getting a haircut at a mall where the barbershops are numerous and at regularly distributed.

The result: immensely speeded-up chemical reactions, and time and money saved. 

"The efficiencies of these new catalysts could lower the costs of gasoline and other products for all
of us," Tsapatsis says. The technology has been licensed to Minnesota-based Argilex Technologies,
which aims to use it to obtain higher yields of desired chemical products. 

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu.
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Philip Binns volunteers at an after-school program of
Pillsbury United Communities in North Minneapolis, not
far from where he grew up. 
-Photo by Greg Helgeson.

Fulfilling a Dream
Students in Upward Bound
at the U who graduate from
high school become Dream
Scholars. Wherever they
enroll, their "I Have a
Dream" Scholarship is put
in escrow and paid out as
each year of college is
completed. A total of 460
scholarships have been
awarded since 1991.

Big impact
Today TRiO has eight
programs nationally that
serve more than 840,000
low-income and first-
generation college students
and students with
disabilities. More than
15,000 of those are at 29
sites in Minnesota.

Legacy of a Dream
January 15, 2013

Philip Binns has a clear memory of
the day in 2005 that Upward Bound, a
federally funded college preparatory
program for low-income and
educationally disadvantaged high
school students, came to his house.
He was a ninth grader at North High
in Minneapolis. His family had plans
to go to the gym together, and that
didn't happen every day. But when an
Upward Bound staff member
knocked, his mother opened the door.

"We were filling out forms and I was
thinking, 'I could be at the gym right
now!'" Binns remembers.

Upward Bound never let up. For the
next four years, it brought Binns to the
University of Minnesota after school
at least one day a week—more when
his grades slipped. It also allowed him to earn an "I Have a Dream" scholarship, created as an
incentive for low-income Minnesota kids who are participating in Upward Bound to graduate from
high school and then college.

The first two years of "UB" did not look promising. Binns, naturally
quiet, preferred to fly under the radar, whether at school or the U.

"I felt like quitting—I actually failed sophomore English," he admits. "I
saw it as a chore. My parents made me do it."

Through Upward Bound, Binns came to the campus each summer for
rigorous classes in English and math, introductory Latin, and ACT
prep work.

The "I Have a Dream" scholarship encouraged his parents, too.

"I kept talking to him about the bigger picture," says his mother, Verna Binns. "It was a huge
stepping stone."

Slowly Binns started thinking about the future.

In 2009, Philip Binns entered the University as a Dream Scholar
participant in Student Support Services. Like Upward Bound, Student
Support Services is a component of TRiO, a series of innovative
efforts that began with the Educational Opportunity Act of 1964 to
address the social and cultural barriers to education. Once at the U, a
whole new world opened up for Binns. He explored career ideas,
made friends, took racquetball, and used a break to learn Spanish
during a three-week program in Mexico. He got an A in public
speaking.

When Binns declared a youth studies major, he began to volunteer.
Over the past three years he has tutored fourth graders in math and high school juniors and seniors
in history and English. This year he works with grade-school kids in an after-school program not far
from where he grew up.

Stay in school, he tells them. Don't do drugs. Now in his senior year, he's aiming for graduate school
in public health.

Closing the achievement gap
Joyce Bell first heard about Upward Bound from a friend in the late 1980s.

Unlike Philip Binns, Joyce Bell did not come from a family that supported her academically. School
was an escape, and Upward Bound became a lifeline, especially in the summers she spent in and
around the U.

"More than anything I needed a place to belong and a place to feel safe," says Bell.

She didn't know anyone who had gone to college, but with Upward Bound assistance and the
promise of a Dream Scholarship, Bell applied near and far. She attended the University of St.
Thomas, eventually returning to the U for a doctorate in sociology. In one of the most competitive
academic job markets ever, Bell was hired at the University of Georgia and then got a tenure-track
job at the University of Pittsburgh.

Bell has been asked how she did it. Once in a graduate school course, the professor challenged her
argument about poverty and education by asking, "What makes you able to do it and not them?"

"What I can say without a doubt is that I didn't have any more drive than most of the people around
me, I'm not any smarter, I wasn't destined to go to college, I didn't have any magical bootstraps to
pull myself up with," Bell says. "I had intervention. I had Upward Bound…I had people and programs
in my life that pointed out opportunity and made it clear how to take advantage of it."

Contact the writer at marty001@umn.edu.

This story was adapted from Connect magazine, a publication of the College of Education and
Human Development. Read the full story. 

Generation Next Partnership
Learn more about the new public-private partnership the U of M joined to address the achievement
gap crisis in the Minneapolis/St. Paul region.
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Noora Räty made 22 saves in Saturday's game against
North Dakota to earn her 96th career victory. The
Finnish native is now only four wins away from tying the
NCAA record for career victories (100).

Photo: U Athletics

Winning streak hits 30 games
January 15, 2013

The women’s hockey team continued
its remarkable roll with a weekend
sweep of North Dakota

There was reason for the Gopher
women’s hockey team to be nervous
about North Dakota coming to town
this past weekend. After all, the last
game Minnesota lost was to UND, 2-1
in overtime, on February 17 of last
year. And since the 2009-10 season,
UND has notched five wins over the
Gophers, including three at Ridder
Arena.

You had a sense that the team led by
the Lamoureux twins, who left the
Gophers program after one season,
would give Minnesota quite a
challenge, and that played out on the
ice Friday and Saturday. 

The Gophers responded with a pair of
6-3 victories (identical scores but vastly different games) to run their winning streak to an NCAA-
record 30 games. They’re running out of records to chase, but this leaves them two games shy of
Wisconsin’s record of 32 straight games without a loss, a mark that’s in reach with a pair of games
this weekend at Minnesota State Mankato.

Get a load of these numbers

The 2012-2013 Gophers, the defending national champions, have put up some utterly jaw-dropping
numbers this year—and even going back to last year—from home and road winning streaks to
offensive production and lock-down defense. For instance: 

•  The consecutive victory streak now stands at 30 games, an NCAA record. By extension, the
streak of wins or ties is also at 30, two short of the record held by Wisconsin.

•  The Gophers have won 17 consecutive games on the road, also an NCAA record. They broke
Mercyhurst’s record of 15 on December 7.

•  Heading into the North Dakota series, Minnesota had outscored its opponents this year by a
margin of 114-12. That means the Gophers averaged scoring nearly six goals a game while giving
up .6 goals a game. In 20 games, they had never allowed more than two goals a game while
shutting out their opponents 11 times. Stingy, indeed.

•  Here is the most remarkable stat of all. Heading into the UND series, the Gophers had trailed just
once this season. They fell behind North Dakota 1-0 early in the second period of a game on
October 28, but that lead lasted only 39 second before Megan Bozek notched a power play goal. To
repeat, for the first three and a half months of the season, out of 1,200 minutes (or 72,000 seconds)
of game time, Minnesota was only behind for 39 seconds.

A good challenge from North Dakota

Gaudy numbers aside, Minnesota met a good match in North Dakota. After falling behind Friday
evening 5-0, the visitors netted three goals in the final seven minutes of the game and became the
first team to outshoot the Gophers (35-25) this year. Junior Amanda Kessel’s four goals were the
difference.

Saturday’s contest was tight from start to finish, despite the final score. The game was tied at 3 in
the third period until Rachel Ramsey scored on a power-play wrist shot from near the blue line with
11:00 remaining. Kessel accounted for the final score with two goals (her 30th and 31st) in the final
minute—one on a nifty breakaway move and the other an empty netter.

Minnesota’s 30th consecutive win actually caused fans to stir a bit. Even though the Gophers had a
number of great scoring chances in the first period, they fell behind UND 1:59 into the game. And
they continued to trail for the next 27:06, until Rachael Bona knotted the game 9:05 into the second
period.

In a year of impressive statistics, playing from behind for half a game was one for the books.

© 2009–2014 Regents of the University of Minnesota. All rights reserved.
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Image from NASA's Curiosity rover of a martian rock
showing veins that may be the result of water moving
through fractures in the rock and depositing calcium-
rich  minerals. Image: NASA/JPL-Caltech/MSSS

Starwatch February 2013
January 17, 2013

With Venus and Mars dropping out of
the morning and evening skies,
respectively, Jupiter and Saturn are
the only bright planets visible for all of
February.

Saturn, a morning planet, starts rising
in the east before midnight and ends
the month coming up around 10:30
p.m. It keeps appearing earlier
because Earth is catching up to it in
the orbital race. Bracketing the ringed
planet are bright Spica, in Virgo, to
the west and giant red Antares, the
heart of Scorpius, to the east.  

February evenings belong to the knot
of bright winter constellations with
Orion at the center. Jupiter continues
to pump out the wattage near
Aldebaran, the eye of Taurus. And
this is the best time to see Sirius, the brightest star, following at Orion's heels in the constellation
Canis Major.   

February's full moon shines the night of the 25th-26th. Algonquin Indians called it the full Snow
Moon, as snows tended to be heaviest this month. It was also called the full Hunger Moon, because
hunting was difficult.

If you're under dark skies an hour or two after sunset in late February, you may notice a faint oval
glow extending from the horizon along the sun's path. This is the zodiacal light, the result of sunlight
glinting off dust that extends far out into space in the plane of the solar system.  

Groundhog Day began as a Celtic holiday called Imbolc, meaning lamb's milk, marking the halfway
point between the winter solstice and the spring equinox (and the start of the lambing season). It
was held that if the day was cloudy, that portended rains to soften the earth and hasten planting,
hence the tradition that not seeing shadows means spring is right around the corner. 

A new comet, Pan-STARRS, is on astronomers' radar and will swoop closest to Earth and the sun in
March. If it brightens enough, it could become visible above the sunset horizon. We'll see.

Although Mars is all but gone from sight, NASA's Curiosity rover continues to send back images of
its investigations inside the Red Planet's Gale Crater. Some recent pictures show rock streaked with
veins, similar to veins that formed in Earth rocks when water flowing through cracks deposited
calcium-rich minerals. Curiosity is, at this writing, getting set to drill into rock, looking for signs that
the planet could have supported microbial life.

The University of Minnesota offers public viewings of the night sky at its Duluth and Twin Cities
campuses. For more information and viewing schedules, see: 

Duluth, Marshall W. Alworth Planetarium: www.d.umn.edu/planet 

Twin Cities, Minnesota Institute for Astrophysics (during fall and spring semesters):
www.astro.umn.edu/outreach/pubnight 

Check out the astronomy programs at the University of Minnesota's Bell Museum ExploraDome:
www.bellmuseum.umn.edu/ForGroups/ExploraDome/index.htm 

1/18/13 Contact: Deane Morrison, University Relations, (612) 624-2346, morri029@umn.edu 

Find U of M astronomers and links to the world of astronomy at http://www.astro.umn.edu.
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Research at the University of Minnesota points to a
population of immune cells that may be enlisted in the
fight against miscarriage, pre-eclampsia, and other
complications of pregnancy.

Close to home

According to the Minnesota
Department of Health, in
2010 the state saw 352
fetal deaths (only those of
20 weeks or more are
reported). Also, there were
302 births in which the
mother had eclampsia (0.4
percent), compared to
68,105 births with none.

Jared Rowe

How rejection is rejected
January 22, 2013

The story behind fetal protection from
rejection

The mystery has lingered since the
dawn of immunology: Why doesn't a
woman's body reject a fetus? 

A University of Minnesota team has
recently found a short answer. It
comes down to a specific type of
immune cell whose job is to suppress
other immune cells that would reject a
fetus.

During pregnancy the population of
these cells, called Tregs (formally
FOXP3+ regulatory T cells), expands
100-fold. Finding their key role gives
medical science a basis for
developing therapies to prevent
recurrent miscarriages and
inflammatory diseases of pregnancy, notably pre-eclampsia.

The work, led by M.D./Ph.D. student Jared Rowe, has been published in the journal Nature.

"It was previously known, because of research in mice by [former U of M professor Sing Sing Way],
our other colleagues, and me, that Tregs in general were expanded in numbers in pregnancy," says
Rowe, who has since received his doctorate and is now working toward an M.D. "They expanded by
50 percent, and the expansion was essential to maintaining pregnancy in mice." 

Their work showed that in mouse pregnancies, this behavior of Tregs exactly mirrors the behavior of
Tregs found by other researchers in healthy human pregnancies.

"In our new paper, we show that this [overall] 50 percent rise in Tregs was actually due to a 100-fold
increase in Tregs specific for the fetus whose function is to protect the baby from the mother's
immune system," Rowe explains.

How to tell a fetus—and what to do about it

As a fetus forms, it produces molecules unique to it called fetal antigens. Circulating in the maternal
blood are Tregs that recognize and respond only to fetal antigens. These Tregs quickly multiply and
suppress the activity of "effector" T cells that also recognize the fetal antigens and would attack cells
containing them.

This ability of Tregs lasted at least 100 days after birth, Rowe says. In
other words, the maternal Tregs remembered the fetal antigens even
in the absence of pregnancy. During a second pregnancy, their
memory allowed them to expand faster and more than 100-fold and to
provide better protection. 

Ordinarily, memories of foreign antigens are formed by T cells that
attack the cells (or viruses) that bear them. Memory fuels a more
vigorous immune response the second time around, and this is the
basis of protective vaccines.  

"But this is the first naturally occurring system that primes the memory
development of Tregs," Rowe notes. "If you can get Tregs to form a
suppressive memory, these findings could be expanded to protect against autoimmune diseases
like lupus, rheumatoid arthritis, and multiple sclerosis, where the immune system attacks one's own
body, and this may also have implications for transplantation."

Imperfect protection

The observation by Rowe and his colleagues that subsequent pregnancies were less likely to suffer
rejection is well known to obstetricians, who have noted lower rates of complications in later
pregnancies. But this added protection holds only if the father remains the same.

"This implies something about the
father, and it's suggestive of fetal
antigen," he says. "We showed that
fetal-specific Treg memory formation
could explain this clinical observation."

We all make antigens—usually proteins
or protein-carbohydrate complexes—
unique to us that allow our immune
system to identify our tissues as "self"
and others' as "foreign." 

A fetus, too, makes antigens, under the
direction of genes from its father and
mother. But if a second fetus's father is
different, so are the paternally derived
antigens, and it's back to square one
for the mother's Tregs that protect the

fetus. (Maternally derived antigens are seen as "self," not "fetus.")

Also, in recurrent miscarriages and inflammatory diseases of pregnancy like pre-eclampsia, the
large increase in Tregs fails to occur. The therapy available to obstetricians for pre-eclampsia or
miscarriage is to deliver the baby, Rowe says.  

"It's not known why the increase in Tregs fails," he says. "But if we can find a way to strengthen the
Treg activity, we can prevent these conditions. Being able to manipulate/research the fetal-specific
Tregs promises to unlock these possibilities." 

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Google Apps at the U is changing the way students,
faculty, and staff interact, work, and learn. It's also
saving millions.

By the numbers

Current users in UMN
Google Apps: 70,000
students, 25,000 faculty
and staff, plus 5,000 alumni

Cost per user, per month for
email before Google Apps:
$12 (software, data center
costs, personnel, storage,
licensing)

Amount of data storage
Google provides free for
each U of M user: 25GB
(2.5 million GB overall)

Number of 8GB iPods it
would take to hold that
amount of data: 312,000

Number of laptops (at
today's average laptop
storage capacity of 120 GB)
it would take to hold that
amount of data: 21,000

For more information, visit
the University's Google
website.

Google Apps at the U
January 22, 2013

Several years ago the University of
Minnesota became the first major
research university to tap Google for
its ever-evolving suite of applications
—email, calendaring, video chat, and
more. And in 2010, the U took the
leap to become one of the first
universities anywhere to offer the
entire suite of apps to faculty and staff
—not just students.

With IT costs running nearly $200
million per year at the U, the
economics of the shift from operating
and supporting its own systems alone
were reason enough for the move. In
fact, a recent analysis by technology
research firm Gartner Inc. estimated
that the move is valued at more than
$15 million a year. But the value that
Google Apps bring to communication and collaboration between users—students, faculty, and staff
—is even greater.

"We've standardized our collaboration tools, and in higher ed that's no
small feat. Now the University is able to avoid the effort associated with
the never-ending upgrade cycle. We removed ourselves from that
pattern by adopting Google Apps. And in the process, we've saved
millions of dollars." —Bernard Gulachek, associate VP for IT.

Apps in the classroom
Abram Anders recently contributed a chapter to the U of M e-book,
Cultivating Change in the Academy, about his integration of Google
Apps into the classroom. For him, Google simplified his teaching and
has made his time with students more meaningful and effective.

"It replaced five or six third-party tools I had been using before Google
apps—I was doing a lot of work to find these tools, and now they're all
in one place," says Anders, assistant professor at the University of
Minnesota Duluth's Labovitz School of Business and Economics.

Anders has used Google for a range of classroom activities, all
organized around the theme of maximizing his time with students and
their interactions with each other.

"When you can find ways to support students interacting meaningfully
—which is not easy—but when you can achieve that, you reach an
almost exponential growth in the quality of content and the specificity
of the feedback they're getting." Anders, in his early 30s, is no
stranger to using technology. But today's students are already using
Google Apps in their personal lives. He sees his job evolving to help
them use the technology to learn better—to interact in new and
innovative ways.

"For example," says Anders. "I set up (Google) chats while students
are giving presentations. I'll immediately ask students to give kudos—
what is something this student did well? So they'll give a presentation,
sit down, and they'll have 10 comments about things they did well.
That kind of feedback, I think, is really a game changer for the levels
of engagement and the kind of motivations needed for students to do well and improve."

Anders says the integration of Google Apps in education is in line with a new theory of learning out
there—connectivism. It says, essentially, that a big reason we're seeing such an explosion of
innovation and creativity and change in the economy is that it's allowing people with good ideas to
connect with each other and with resources and tools.

"A popular term going around in education now is this idea of 'participatory learning,'" says Anders.
"Students are not receptacles or products to be made, or to be filled up in a factory model of
learning."

"When you can find ways to support students interacting meaningfully,
you reach an almost exponential growth in the quality of content and
the specificity of the feedback they're getting." —UMD professor Abram
Anders.

IT efficiency
For Jim Hall, IT director at the University of Minnesota Morris campus, and until 2010, senior
manager for operations and infrastructure at the Twin Cities campus, Google Apps are all about
efficiency and providing value to faculty and students.

On the relatively small campus of Morris, Hall says that his staff of about seven was supporting a
half-dozen email clients. "It was a big problem for our help desk. We were in real straits trying to
support the different programs." Hall has written extensively (and enthusiastically) about Google
Apps on his blog, which was recently named a top-50, must-read, higher-ed technology blog.
Google has reduced his campus's IT costs and the resources required to support multiple email
clients, calendaring, and more, which frees his staff to work on supporting faculty in teaching.

Hall has even challenged his staff to use the Google phone tool to make free long distance calls. In
doing so, that staff of seven (of 25,000 U employees systemwide) has managed to cut monthly
phone call costs from $75 to $9.50 per month.

Making change
That sounds like small change at an institution with a $3.5 billion budget, but it's change to be sure.
And the big picture, says Bernard Gulachek, associate VP for IT in the U's Office of Information
Technology and a leader in bringing Google Apps to the U, is that it has fundamentally changed the
future of technology infrastructure.

"With Google—we altered the way email infrastructure is provided. And we have a single
institutional calendaring system used by everyone. We've standardized our collaboration tools, and
in higher ed that's no small feat. Now the University is able to avoid the effort associated with the
never-ending upgrade cycle. We removed ourselves from that pattern by adopting Google Apps.
And we're now tapped into Google's rapid innovation cycle. And in the process, we've saved
millions of dollars," says Gulachek.

Not to mention the fact that all the data related to these tools has to be stored somewhere—and
Google has taken on that task, too.

"There's no need for a new $20 million brick and mortar data center," says Hall, who was working on
the TC campus in 2008 when the U began contemplating the switch to Google.

"Look, you have to buy new hardware every couple years, new storage every couple years. We
were due to buy new hardware, and it's not cheap. It's very expensive. We shopped around, looked
at different options, and Google provided not only the features we needed but did it at the right
price: which was $0. It's really hard to beat free."

The adoption and use of Google Apps is just one of many University efforts to achieve Operational
Excellence. Learn more at excellence.umn.edu.

Contact the writer at overland@umn.edu.
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The cost of commitment
January 24, 2013

U proposes debt relief for students
who bring health care to underserved

Joy Hwang was 10 years old when
her family emigrated from Thailand to
the United States, settling in Berkeley,
California. And she's always been
mindful of the health care that many
people in developed nations have—
and of the urgent health needs of
those who have far less. "For me,"
she says, "the biggest thing is to
prevent unnecessary deaths and
unnecessary diseases."

Bringing health care to those most
at risk
A few years after earning her
undergraduate degree, and inspired by the international humanitarian group Doctors Without
Borders, Joy resolved to enter professional school in pharmacy, aiming to bring health care to those
most at risk.

For refugee communities that lack resources, a well-trained pharmacist can play a crucial role. She
can provide vaccinations to prevent infectious diseases, and can help combat chronic conditions like
diabetes or hypertension by matching medications to a patient's unique disease state and biological
profile.

Joy chose the University of Minnesota because, she says, "it offers an exceptional quality pharmacy
and public health education" and because Minnesota is known as a shelter state for many refugee
groups, including its large Somali community, where she plans to focus her work.

The cost of commitment
But the financial burden she'll bear—beyond her commitment of mind and sweat and skill—will be
high. She's now in her first year of the U's four-year pharmacy program. "Upon graduation," she
says, "I could expect to accumulate upwards of $200,000 in student loans."

Helping those who lift Minnesota
In its two-year budget request to the state, the U has included new ideas to help students pay for
college. Specifically, one proposal is to offer debt relief if a student enters a health care profession
and works three years in an underserved area of Minnesota.

In Joy's case, her student loan debt would be reduced by 15 percent per year for up to three years.
The proposal would make it far easier for her and other motivated students who commit themselves
for years to meet one of our state's most pressing needs—providing health care to its underserved
communities.

As she puts it: "Such assistance would be tremendously helpful in allowing me to focus on attaining
my aspiration instead of worrying about my financial burden." 
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Agriculture is a primary engine of Minnesota’s economy,
accounting for 20 percent of the state's GDP. So it
makes sense to keep the men and women behind the
curtain—the farmers—healthy. 

Supporting the Agricultural Life
January 25, 2013

The rural life is not a particularly easy
one, and yet 18 percent of
Minnesotans live in rural areas.
Neighbors may be few and far
between; emergency rooms, grocery
stores, and schools, a long drive. And
if you make your living off the land,
your success is extraordinarily
susceptible to the weather, not to
mention the markets. And as it turns
out, farming is a hazardous job.

With food a primary engine of
Minnesota's economy—agriculture
accounts for 20 percent of
Minnesota's GDP—it makes sense to
keep the men and women behind the
curtain—the farmers—healthy. After
all, there wouldn't be much for the fork
without them.

"This shift creates incentives for providers to focus on quality. We want
to make sure our rural communities don't get left behind." —Rural
Health Research Center director Ira Moscovice.

Day-to-day risks
"Agriculture work is recognized as one of the more dangerous jobs," says Bruce Alexander, U of M
professor in environmental health sciences. "It puts people in close proximity to animals, machinery,
dusts, gases, and chemicals."

Alexander heads up the Upper Midwest Agricultural Safety and Health (UMASH) center whose
mission is to reduce the burden of illness and injury in agricultural workers and their families.
Established in September 2011, it's one of nine regional Centers of Excellence in Agricultural
Disease and Injury Research, Education, and Prevention funded by the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health.

UMASH's focus is animal agriculture, and it takes a One Health approach, a global concept that
stresses the inextricable connection among animals, people, and the environment when it comes to
health. UMASH is concerned with zoonotic diseases—those that pass from animals to humans—
and is exploring the possibility that antibiotic resistant organisms may be affecting agricultural
workers.

The center is also examining, through a series of studies, how different means of dairy and pork
production—from intensive methods to more traditional practices—influence injury or illness in
workers and their families. Once risk factors are identified, targeted prevention methods can be put
in place. These methods, like agriculture itself, must change to meet current needs and
demographics.

"The shift to larger operations has changed the workforce, which is increasingly made up of new
immigrants, so disease and injury prevention must consider language, literacy, and culture in a way
it hasn't before," says Alexander.

Getting good care
When people on farms do get injured, where do they go? What kind of care do they receive? And
how do they pay for it? The Rural Health Research Center has been asking questions like these for
20 years as it confronts the challenges of rural health care. For farmers who work for small
operations or themselves, center director Ira Moscovice cites two particular concerns: lack of
insurance coverage and quality of care.

"Due to a variety of factors, people in rural areas are more likely to have preexisting conditions, and
they're more likely to have chronic illnesses," says Moscovice, health policy and management
professor. Both things make it more expensive to get private insurance coverage. And farming is
considered a high-risk occupation, which also drives up premiums. Being uninsured or underinsured
has a serious impact on seeking care.

"When you put farmers' natural stoicism together with the lack of, or inadequate, insurance
coverage, they may delay going to see a doctor," Moscovice says. "Early cancer diagnosis data, for
example, show that people are 2.5 times more likely to delay going to see a doctor if they don't have
insurance." The federally funded Rural Health Research Center is one of six in the United States.
Each was asked to choose a major theme, and the University center chose to study the quality of
rural health care, an issue that has been largely ignored.

"For many people living in rural communities, if they had a local doctor or a small group of doctors,
that was [considered] a success," says Moscovice. "Very few researchers have been interested in
what was actually going on in rural health care and the quality of services people were receiving."

So the center has been working to develop relevant quality measures to monitor and evaluate rural
health care and to make sure the quality issue is on the table as future health care reform and policy
changes occur. These efforts are being helped along by the government's focus on quality care
nationwide.

"Recently, necessary services that lead to good patient outcomes have been what payers
(insurance companies or the government) want to support," Moscovice says. "This shift creates
incentives for providers to focus on quality. We want to make sure our rural communities don't get
left behind."
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Burckhard Seelig led a team that evolved a novel
enzyme in a test tube.

3-D structure of the evolved enzyme (an RNA ligase),
using 10 overlaid snapshots. In the top region, the
overlays show the range of bending and folding flexibility
in the amino acid chain that forms the molecule. The two
gray balls are zinc ions.

Jurassic Park molecules?
January 29, 2013

Enzymes evolved in the lab hold
commercial and scientific promise

Whether big, small, slimy, or tall, most
animal bodies are symmetric. 

Except for sea anemones, starfish,
sponges, and the like, animals have
bilateral, or right-left, symmetry. Us
included.

The bilateral body plan became the
norm over eons of evolution. But what
about molecules? Have any evolved
common structures like a body plan?

Yes: the bundles of protein called
enzymes, which carry out a sweeping
variety of chemical reactions in living
organisms. They have common features that also evolved over eons, but no fossil enzymes exist to
reveal any ancestral versions.

Too bad, since new jobs for enzymes have arisen—like breaking down pollutants and making
biofuels or drugs. If only we could, as in "Jurassic Park," resurrect some of Nature's discards and let
them try their hand.

Enter University of Minnesota biochemist Burckhard Seelig. In earlier work as a postdoctoral fellow
at Harvard, he evolved an enzyme that performs a useful function—joining pieces of RNA together
—and has a unique structure that may be a throwback to earlier enzymes. 

Using a modified version of PCR, the standard technique to generate multiple copies of genes, he
and his colleagues generated trillions of DNA sequences, which they eventually turned into trillions
of proteins, introducing mutations with each iteration of the process. They then screened each
generation of proteins for any that could splice RNA and selected the one that performed best for
further study. Now an assistant professor in the University's Biotechnology Institute and Department
of Biochemistry, Molecular Biology & Biophysics, Seelig, along with colleagues, has recently
published a description of the enzyme's structure in the journal Nature Chemical Biology.

"It's the first artificial enzyme evolved in a test tube," says Seelig. "A handful of people worldwide
make artificial enzymes, but they do it by rational design. They tinker with ones from nature that are
already based on billions of years of evolution. But our enzyme is the product of just a few weeks of
evolution."

Seelig gives much of the credit for the research to graduate student Fa-An Chao, whom Seelig co-
advises with his colleague Gianluigi Veglia.

Primordial protein?

The enzyme is a true original, a quality that has attracted not only commercial interests but NASA,
which is one source of Seelig's support.

"I see our work as a way to study the early history of functional proteins—that is, early life on Earth
or life as one may find on other planets," he says. "But most importantly, it's a great way to tailor-
make enzymes for different uses."

Except with this method, enzyme
designers won't be bound by previous
notions about how enzymes should
look.

Newfangled fold

All proteins are composed of chains of
amino acids. The "body plans," or
structures, of proteins, including
enzymes, are achieved when the
chains fold into the correct 3-D
architectures, incorporating two basic
features: 

1) Twisted chains of amino acids called
alpha helices (helixes); and/or

2) Flat chains of amino acids folded
into hairpin curves like a paper clip
(beta strands). 

Both alpha helices and beta strands can stack up into bigger structures to increase the diversity of
enzyme shapes, sizes, and functions. But Seelig's new enzyme has neither alpha helices nor beta
strands. Its folding is simpler, and two zinc ions act like chemical pins to hold the molecule together.
He describes it as "small, wobbly, and flexible." 

But it does the job.

Seelig foresees a use for his enzyme in sequencing RNA, an essential step in deciphering the
functions of numerous stretches of human DNA that were once thought useless and labeled "junk
DNA." It's now known that those sequences contain master switches that control other genes and
may hold the keys to understanding hundreds of baffling diseases, including autoimmune disorders. 

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Researchers from around the University of Minnesota—
at the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural
Resource Sciences, the College of Science and
Engineering, the College of Design, and Research and
Outreach Centers (ROCs), among others—are working
across disciplines to address issues related to climate
change.

U expertise in a changing climate
January 29, 2013

In recent years, scientists have been
pointing to some distinct, if not
alarming, trends in our nation’s and
world’s climate. And while some still
debate the legitimacy of “global
warming,” there can be little doubt
that something is in the air.

Many of those changes have been
detailed in a new report from the U.S.
Global Change Research Project—a
document intended to inform federal
climate and environmental policy in
the coming years.

“Evidence for climate change
abounds, from the top of the
atmosphere to the depths of the
oceans,” the report states. “The sum
total of this evidence tells an
unambiguous story: the planet is
warming.”

Among the report’s findings:

•  The U.S. average temperature has increased by about 1.5°F since 1895, and more than 80
percent of this increase has occurred since 1980. The most recent decade was the hottest on
record. 

•  Human-induced climate change has increased the frequency and intensity of some extreme
weather events. Much of the country has seen an increase in prolonged stretches of excessively
high temperatures, more heavy downpours, and in some regions more severe droughts.

•  In the Midwest, longer growing seasons and rising carbon dioxide levels are increasing yields of
some crops, although these benefits have been offset in some instances by extreme events such as
heat waves, droughts, and floods.

•  And in the Great Plains, rising temperatures are leading to increased demand for water and
energy and impacts on agricultural practices. 
 
U researchers attack the problem

On the heels of that report’s release, five researchers from the University of Minnesota testified
before a joint committee hearing in the Minnesota House of Representatives about the climate
change before us, and how current science can help inform investment decisions in the state.

Their expertise ranged from climatology and forestry to water resources and agricultural products—
evidence of the broad-based, interdisciplinary work happening at the U.

Jonathan Foley, director of the U’s Institute on the Environment, coordinated the testimony, and
spoke two weeks after the hearing about the challenges ahead and the many things the University
brings to the table. 

As for the reality of climate change, it’s moved from a scientists-are-theorizing story to “hey,
everybody’s noticing” story, says Foley. “The big, broad pattern is becoming clearer—the climate
that we’ve been used to for thousands and thousands of years is beginning to change.”

But the University of Minnesota, he says, is a world leader in looking at the issue of climate change
from three different perspectives:

1) Understanding—realizing what is happening to our climate across the world and here at home;
2) Mitigation—how we prevent the warming from getting significantly worse in the future; and 
3) Adaptation, or building resilience into systems so they are less susceptible to disruption by
changing climate.

“The idea is that we’ve got to look at things like our agriculture, water, cities, and forests, and say
‘How are we going to manage these in a shifting climate?’ he says. “How do we plant our crops?
How do we manage our water resources and our forests and our landscapes and our cities in light
of climate change, at least for the next couple of decades?”

The U already has world-leading experts in renewable energy—biofuels, solar, and wind—exploring
new ways of producing energy so that we don’t release as much carbon dioxide and other
greenhouse gases into the atmosphere. 

Foley points out that the U is also at the leading edge of developing sustainable agricultural
practices, including using grasses for biofuels and working toward more carbon sequestration.

“These are all areas where Minnesota is one of the best places on earth for research,” he says. 

In addition, there are experts at the U doing extensive research into reducing the effects of global
warming on cities through the heat-island effect, and trying to design “a climate-smart city,” he says.

Bridging internally and connecting externally

The University of Minnesota is doing terrific work in addressing climate change via the three
aforementioned perspectives, Foley says. 

“Very few universities in the world could even come close to this kind of balanced portfolio of
expertise,” he notes, “especially on the ‘What can you do about it?’ part.”

The challenge, of course, is gathering the research happening at various colleges and across the
entire University of Minnesota system and combining it in ways that lead to even more creative
solutions. 

That’s where the Institute on the Environment comes in. 

“We’ve been helping to connect the dots,” Foley says. Even more important is that these ideas and
solutions get out into the world, he adds, and a joint legislative hearing filled with politicians
concerned about Minnesota’s future is a great place to start.

“That’s the real job—to bridge internally and then connect externally,” he says.

__________________

The U researchers who testified at the joint legislative hearing were Mark Seeley, a climatologist in
the Department of Soil, Water and Climate; Harvey Thorleifson, professor in the Department of
Earth Sciences and director of the Minnesota Geological Survey; Peter Reich, Regents Professor in
the Department of Forest Resources; Nick Jordan, professor of agronomy and plant genetics; and
Bonnie Keeler, a grad student who studies the economics of land use.

Related Stories
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Prototype "vibrotactile" gloves designed at the
University of Minnesota

Seeing through smoke
February 4, 2013

Sensor gloves detect obstacles for
firefighters in smoky rooms

University of Minnesota researchers
have taken a step toward providing
first responders with a new means of
finding their way through dark or
smoky buildings.

Lucy Dunne, an assistant professor in
the College of Design's Department of
Design, Housing & Apparel, and
graduate student Tony Carton,
working with funding from the U’s
Minnesota Agricultural Experiment
Station to augment the sensory
awareness of first responders like
firefighters, designed gloves that use
ultrasonic sensors to detect walls and
other objects.

When the sensors detect an object, a microcontroller translates the sensor signal into vibrations: the
closer the object, the stronger the vibes. The technology has not been tested under field conditions,
but in lab experiments blindfolded volunteers found the sensors “intuitive” and were able to use
them to reliably detect the presence and position of obstacles. 

Last week, the two researchers met briefly with Minneapolis firefighters and showed them sensor-
equipped gloves. 

“In design, there is a lot of value in making a prototype. Doing so moves the idea from our minds
into the physical world, giving us the ability to evaluate and iterate,” says Carton, who designed and
built the glove prototypes. “This prototype is just the start of an interplay between the opportunities
we have technologically, and the needs of the first responders who could use improved perception.”

Truly a work in progress

The research is more about exploring the broader potential for developing sensory augmentation
through wearable devices than about developing a product that will be on the shelves in the near
future. 

“First responders are our target user group,” Dunne explains. “The exciting thing is that smart
clothing can give a first responder the ability to perceive things that they can’t perceive now, for
example, by making them aware of changes in their vital signs, or giving them a ‘sixth sense’ about
changes in the environment.”

The technology used in the vibrotactile gloves is fairly simple, she says, and has been implemented
in other forms. The challenges have more to do with implementation than the exact technology. For
example, an optimal way must be found to display the signal intuitively, and tell firefighters or other
users what’s going on without asking them to carry or wear more equipment.

Now, firefighters must feel their way through dark or smoky spaces, and so it was no wonder the
sensor-equipped gloves piqued their interest.

“They were curious—this was the first time many had put on a tactile display,” says Dunne. “They
said there was a lot of interesting potential for technology to change the way they do their jobs.”

Fast work

The researchers began work on the gloves in October. And although lab studies show that the
concept works, they already see avenues for improvement.

“For example, we plan to improve the prototype in terms of the sensitivity and responsiveness of the
vibration signal so firefighters can make finer and faster distinctions between distances,” Dunne
explains. “With this technology, we can’t tell a human body from other obstacles, which is something
the Minneapolis firefighters were very interested in being able to do.”

Carton sees one valuable task the technology already can perform:

“Now that we have something in hand, we are taking it to fire departments and other emergency-
response groups and saying, ‘Here’s an example of something we’ve made, an example of the
research we do, and let’s talk about the other needs you have.’”

It just might spark a conversation.

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Lesa Nord

A humanitarian and a scholar
February 4, 2013

U alum Lesa Nord talks about her
Fulbright Scholar experience

Lesa Nord was one of two U students
on the Twin Cities campus to receive
a highly competitive Fulbright
Scholarship this year to the United
Kingdom, where she is completing an
interdisciplinary degree in
humanitarianism and conflict
response at the University of
Manchester.

Nord began her college education at
North Hennepin Community College
before transferring to the U and
receiving a bachelor of individualized
studies with high distinction from the
College of Liberal Arts. Along the way she has become a certified Emergency Medical Technician,
and she’s already served as a volunteer interpreter and technician on medical mission trips in
developing countries.

We caught up with Nord in the UK after the holidays to talk about her experiences at the U and
abroad. 

What was your reaction when you learned you were named a Fulbright Scholar?

Nord: I was extremely excited. It is a long process to be selected and there was a lot of waiting. I
had an alternate plan in the case that the Fulbright didn't work out which was to go to medical
school this [past] fall in Iowa. I had been trying not to get my hopes up too high, and was basically
over the moon to learn that I had been selected.
 
Your master’s will be in humanitarianism and conflict response. What steered you toward those
fields, and what drew you to medicine in the first place?

Nord: I went to Mexico when I was 12 and for the first time realized that there was a huge group of
people that lived lives different from anything that I had ever seen or experienced before. It was the
first time that I had seen poverty on such a large scale and it made a huge impact on me. I did
several other trips after that and really felt compelled to try to do something to help.

This also went alongside a love for human biology originating in high school biology. I love medicine
because I find humans and how they live and think fascinating and also because it is a practical way
to actually do something to help people.

How has your experience been so far at Manchester and with the program?

Nord: The Fulbright program has been incredible. I've made so many connections here … and it’s
especially [beneficial] because I don't come from a background of doctors and had never talked with
people who worked full time in the humanitarian field before. Now I have several people who can act
as mentors and help me in my future career.
 
What were the fields in your "individualized studies" at CLA, and how has it helped you to be able to
choose your areas of focus?

Nord: My focuses were Spanish, life sciences, and linguistics. And for me it was perfect.  In order to
go into medical school it isn't necessary to get a degree in the sciences. The recommendation that I
received was to study what you find interesting and make sure that you get some life experiences
outside of straight science, which I was eager to do.  

I had taken some time off and lived for two years in Argentina and was eager to improve my
Spanish, which proved beneficial when I translated for doctors on a short-term medical trip to
Honduras.

I was very happy with my program at the U.  I liked that my program gave my the flexibility and
freedom to chart a bit more of my own course and I had several great experiences such as working
as a TA in the anatomy lab course, working in The Visible Heart Lab doing research, and getting
experience as an EMT.

Do you still see yourself in a career as a physician working in international aid, or have your
thoughts changed since you've been there?

Nord: That's a really interesting question that I've been wrestling with lately. I would still definitely
like to do trips, but I'm less certain about going into it full time. It's not an easy career choice and
medicine is demanding as it is.

It's also interesting to learn about all the ethical implications about going in to help and finding that
your help at times can do more harm than good. That doesn't mean that I don't think the aid industry
is doing good things, just that it really needs to be well thought out. I don't know what my role will
look like in the future, but I do plan to incorporate humanitarian work in some fashion.
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Reuben Harris led a team that discovered a major
source of DNA mutations in breast cancer.

Top view of a female breast with a tumor. Features body
silhouette, lobules, lactiferous ducts and tumor.

Breast cancer DNA mutator found
February 6, 2013

A virus-fighting enzyme is implicated
in breast cancer

It's well known that sunlight and
chemical carcinogens can mutate
DNA, and that mutations are essential
for cancer to develop.

One big mystery was what causes the
thousands of mutations evident in
most breast cancers.

Now researcher Reuben Harris,
Masonic Cancer Center, University of
Minnesota, and his colleagues have
found evidence that one of our own
proteins is a major source of these
mutations. The researchers have just
published evidence implicating the
protein—an enzyme called APOBEC3B—in the international journal Nature.

"We've discovered a rogue DNA-mutating enzyme in more than half of breast cancers. This is the
first clear example of enzyme-induced mutations in human cancer," says Harris, an associate
professor in the Department of Biochemistry, Molecular Biology & Biophysics. "With this knowledge,
we might be able to do something about it.

"An obvious next step is to determine how early APOBEC3B starts contributing to mutation in breast
cancer, and figuring out ways to suppress the accumulation of these mutations. This could have a
major impact—for instance, in decreasing the chance of tumors developing resistance to current
therapeutics." 

Calling card for cancer?

APOBEC3B belongs to a family of enzymes called APOBECs (A'-po-becks). They function, earlier
work in Harris's lab found, to mutate DNA. Some, active in white blood cells, mutate HIV-derived
DNA as a first line of defense against the virus. APOBEC3B also seems to act normally against
viruses and other parasitic elements. 

But Harris and his colleagues turned up
several pieces of evidence pointing to
APOBEC3B as a source of mutations
in breast cancer. For example, they
discovered elevated APOBEC3B levels
in many breast cancer cell lines and
fresh breast tumor cells (but not normal
breast cells) they studied. And
disabling the gene for APOBEC3B in
breast cancer cell lines slashed the
number of mutations and established
clear cause and effect. 

They further showed that APOBEC3B
tends to mutate DNA in a certain
pattern, which is written all over most
breast cancer genomes and is
equivalent to a "calling card."

Gutting a guardian 

Consider one of the best-known "cancer genes," TP53, which functions to suppress cancer and is
often referred to in scientific circles as "the guardian of the genome." Working with large data sets,
the researchers found it is mutated—and inactivated—in breast tumors with high APOBEC3B
activity.  

The best explanation for this, says Harris, is that something turns on APOBEC3B activity in cells
that are otherwise healthy. It then mutates the TP53 gene and inactivates it, unleashing a chain of
events that results in cancer.  

"We showed that APOBEC3B causes chromosomal damage and mutagenesis," Harris explains.
"Also, we see higher APOBEC3B activity at all stages of breast cancer, implying it's an early event.
So we favor APOBEC3B as the cause of TP53 inactivation."

Inessential gene, enigmatic enzyme 

"APOBEC3B is a double-edged sword," says Harris. "It's a really good [antiviral] enzyme, but its
DNA-mutating activity can also be detrimental to the cell. Obviously, this has been balanced by
evolution, and it generally doesn't become a problem until near the end of reproductive age."

But it isn't essential for life; although present in many Europeans and residents of sub-Saharan
Africa, the gene for APOBEC3B is lacking in many Pacific Islanders and Asians, notably Japanese,
who have a very low rate of breast cancer. 

Harris would like to know how the absence or presence of APOBEC3B and its gene correlates with
cancer risk and other factors.  

"We are confident that our breakthrough will trigger a domino effect of additional research and
clinical studies that result in better outcomes for patients with breast cancer," he says. 

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Chemistry graduate student Kathryn McGarry
demonstrates safe laboratory technique.

Dow + U = lab safety
February 8, 2013

A new safety campaign for
laboratories takes hold

They say you can never be too
careful. At the University of
Minnesota, that goes double.

Through a unique partnership with the
Dow Chemical Co., graduate students
and postdoctoral researchers from the
U departments of Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering and Materials
Science (CEMS) are leading a
campaign to improve and sustain the
safety culture in chemistry and
chemical engineering laboratories. 

Last fall they kicked off the campaign,
"Safety Starts with U!"

While Dow is not providing a financial donation for the initiative, it is sharing its best-in-class
laboratory safety practices, examples, advice, and resources. Last spring Dow sponsored a two-day
safety training for students and faculty at its facility in Michigan, and it has been providing advice to
the students and postdocs since. 

The safety partnership could help other universities across the country, as well. 

"Dow's leadership in assisting universities to strengthen their commitment to safety will yield long-
lasting benefits to the academic enterprise nationwide," says Frank Bates, head of CEMS.

"The fact that it is being led by the graduate students and postdoctoral researchers is terrific," says
William Tolman, chair of the chemistry department. "Their energy and creative ideas are already
having a profound impact."  

Joint Safety Team

Graduate students and postdocs in the two departments have formed a Joint Safety Team (JST),
comprising 62 laboratory safety officers (LSOs) and interested graduate students from the two
departments. The JST's safety campaign focuses on improvement in four areas, summarized
"CARE": compliance, awareness, resources, and education.

The JST has compiled a "guidebook" of recommendations for improving safety practices. Short-term
items implemented this fall include posting new laboratory signs that emphasize personal protection
equipment (PPE) requirements, potential hazards in the lab, and guidelines on how to make the
labs safer places to conduct research.  

Kathryn McGarry, chemistry graduate student and chair of the JST Administrative Committee, notes
four successful events so far:

• The first round of LSO-led laboratory walkthroughs in November and December gave each
principal investigator and 51 LSOs a report on how their labs performed, and the LSOs saw the
safety concerns in other labs.

• In January the first Cleanup Week, held in collaboration with the Department  of Environmental
Health and Safety (DEHS) for the chemistry department and CEMS, resulted in the safe disposal of
321 samples of unknown waste, saving thousands of dollars and improving safety in the labs. 

• A new website (www.jst.umn.edu) provides JST and safety related information to researchers and
LSOs.

• The first LSO training session, held January 16, attracted 51 of 52 LSOs. 

Sharing the wealth of information 

Also, McGarry says, "safety moments" at the beginning of seminars are becoming popular and
spreading.

"I heard from a University of St. Thomas professor that Professor [Thomas] Hoye included a safety
moment in his recent visit to UST," she says. "The focus was on the chemical trimethylsilyl-
diazomethane and the necessary safety precautions when working with this compound."

"The peer lab audits have been especially helpful," says doctoral candidate Nick Erickson, a former
LSO from a CEMS lab and former member of the JST Administrative Committee. "Personally, this
has given me the chance to see how solid hazardous waste is handled in other labs, and we've
used that knowledge to improve our labs. [Also], having standard signage has greatly improved the
use of personal protective equipment in labs. Having the hazards listed on the door of each lab, and
how to safely avoid them, is a constant reminder to wear the proper safety equipment in each
situation."

Lessons from this pilot project will be shared across the University.

"The Department of Environmental Health and Safety is committed to learning from this innovative
program and sharing what we have learned from this experience with others across the campus,"
says Craig Moody, director of the DEHS. "The students involved in this program should be very
proud in knowing they will have an impact on the health and safety of thousands of students and
staff in the years to come."

—Adapted from a September 2012 article by the Department of Chemistry
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Image of the red supergiant star Betelgeuse, in Orion,
by the European Southern Observatory's Very Large
Telescope. The resolution is equivalent to seeing a
tennis ball on the International Space Station from the
ground. Credit: ESO and P. Kervella

Starwatch March 2013
February 12, 2013

By Deane Morrison

Once again, astronomers wait with
bated breath to see if a new comet
will turn out to be a delight or a dud.

Comet Pan-STARRS reaches
maximum brightness around the 9th-
10th, but it may be easiest to find on
the 12th, when a thin crescent moon
can help. Look west about 45 minutes
after sunset, using binoculars if
necessary; the comet will be about
four degrees, or eight full moon
widths, left of the moon. Pan-
STARRS moves northward each
successive night, appearing below
and slightly right of the moon on the
13th. It will quickly fade, so try to
catch it if you can.

Saturn, a morning planet, begins the
month by rising in the east around 11 p.m. It comes up two hours earlier by month's end, but with
the onset of Daylight Time, that translates to 10 p.m. The bright star just to the west of Saturn is
Spica, representing an ear of grain held by Virgo, the virgin. Saturn's rings are nearly 19 degrees
from horizontal, and it brightens steadily as Earth prepares to lap it in the orbital race.  

While Earth is gaining on Saturn, it's busy leaving Jupiter in the dust. Jupiter comes out blazing in
the west-southwest, still hugging Taurus and its brightest star, Aldebaran. Try looking on the 17th,
when a fat, waxing lunar crescent hangs below the giant planet. Jupiter is now moving eastward
through Taurus, but Earth's orbital motion is carrying the whole assemblage westward, into the sun's
afterglow.

The full moon comes the morning of the 27th at 4:27 a.m. CDT. This moon was known to various
Algonquin tribes as the full worm moon, for the reappearance of earthworms; the full crow moon, for
their late-winter cawing; the full crust moon, for the icy crust on snow that has thawed and refrozen;
or the full sap moon, as the time of maple sugaring is now nigh.

Spring arrives with the equinox at 6:02 a.m. CDT on the 20th. Since the fall equinox, sunrises have
been later and sunsets earlier the farther north you went. But at the spring equinox, all that
reverses. Now, the farther north you go, the longer the day. And at the exact moment of the equinox
—either one—an observer from space would see the sunrise or sunset line cutting the Earth in half
vertically, from pole to pole.

The Andromeda Galaxy, the Milky Way's closest large neighbor, made news recently because of the
tiny dwarf galaxies that orbit it. There are dozens known, and they have been thought to be
remnants of primordial structures that helped form big galaxies like the Milky Way. It was also
thought that they orbited each in its own orbit, sort of like bees swarming around a hive, or that they
formed along an extensive filament of material that is falling into a galaxy. 

Now a team of astronomers has found that 13—almost half—of Andromeda's known dwarf galaxies
orbit in a single plane that is sharply tilted with respect to Andromeda's plane and about a million
light-years in diameter, which makes it close to 10 times as broad as our galaxy. There has been
debate about whether some of the Milky Way's dwarf companions also form a similar structure, so
this discovery is sure to influence further research and theories about how all galaxies formed.

The University of Minnesota offers public viewings of the night sky at its Duluth and Twin Cities
campuses. For more information and viewing schedules, see: 

Duluth, Marshall W. Alworth Planetarium: www.d.umn.edu/planet 

Twin Cities, Minnesota Institute for Astrophysics (during fall and spring semesters):
www.astro.umn.edu/outreach/pubnight 

Check out the astronomy programs at the University of Minnesota's Bell Museum ExploraDome:
www.bellmuseum.umn.edu/ForGroups/ExploraDome/index.htm 

2/21/13 Contact: Deane Morrison, University Relations, (612) 624-2346, morri029@umn.edu 

Find U of M astronomers and links to the world of astronomy at http://www.astro.umn.edu.
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Finding and developing innovative technology solutions
for research, education, and the day-to-day work of
CBS is at the core of CBS-IT. But too much day-to-day
work can overwhelm and bog down innovation. CBS
has made a number of moves recently to put the core
of IT back into the hands of the college.

Blink

Getting rid of the day-to-day
has freed CBS IT staff to
innovate solutions like
"Blink" (cbs.umn.edu/blink),
a list of life science-related
seminars around campus.
Previously, says Bantz,
seminars were advertised
on 30 different websites,
usually in the form of 30
PDFs—or worse, he laughs
—posted in elevators in 30
different buildings.

Blink captures more than 40
seminar series hosted by
departments and centers in
the College of Biological
Sciences, College of Food,
Agricultural and Natural
Resource Sciences,
College of Science and
Engineering, College of
Veterinary Medicine, and
Medical School.

IT efficiency at CBS
February 19, 2013

"Operational excellence is not just
about purely saving money. It's also
about getting more out of the money
we have to invest," says Craig Bantz,
director of technology innovation with
the College of Biological Sciences
(CBS). "It's about a better way to do
things."

Nevertheless, it's hard to ignore that a
"better way to do things" has resulted
in CBS spending less now on
information technology services than
it has at any time in the last decade,
while at the same time getting more
out of IT than ever before.

Bantz is responsible for leading the
CBS Information Technology
department. Finding and developing
innovative technology solutions for
research, education, and the day-to-
day work of CBS is at the core of
what he does. But the problem is that too much day-to-day work can overwhelm and bog down
innovation.

So Bantz and CBS IT have made a number of moves recently to put the core of IT back into the
hands of the college.

We need to answer a question for students: Why do you want to go [to
the U]? What makes us unique? Here…you're discovering—with
leadership from faculty, working right there alongside them. You can't
Google that. -Craig Bantz, on reinvesting IT money in academic
technology.

Paring back to innovate
One step they took was to transfer the position responsible for installing updates and software on
CBS computers—computer management—to central OIT. The move saves the college about
$90,000 per year, while freeing CBS-IT staff to work on research support and educational
endeavors such as instructional technology, Bantz says.

But it's not just a shifting of costs. Because of the nature of the work, the position is scalable.

Nate Wagenaar, an OIT information technology supervisor who is involved in leading the U-wide
Help Desk consolidation effort, says that this computer management aspect of help desk support is
an IT service on campus that is often duplicated.

"It uses tools that scale very well. Once you hit a large number of computers, it doesn't increase the
amount of effort to do significantly more…so the same amount of work might be required to manage
500 computers, as say, 5,000," says Wagenaar. That puts the CBS-IT staff member who transferred
to OIT in a position that can now benefit others at the University.

The U is pushing for similar moves systemwide under the Help Desk consolidation, launched this
past December. In fact, CBS just announced that it will shift its desk-side computer support to OIT
as well, making it the first tangibly sized collegiate unit to shift all of its help desk functions.

After that, says Bantz, "CBS IT will do only things specific to CBS—it's kind of the holy grail of
academic information technology."

Big savings in time and money also came to CBS when the college moved its 3,000-plus web pages
to a new web content management system—Drupal—a move the U just announced systemwide.
CBS.umn.edu went live with Drupal in June 2011, the first college-wide implementation.

When CBS lost a web manager to a new job, they took the opportunity
to evaluate the primary responsibilities of the position—which in part
included making requested updates to those 3,000 pages. They found
that by moving to Drupal, a user-friendly web management system,
they could avoid rehiring, save $75,000, and end up with a more
efficient process to boot.

"Drupal is so user friendly that our website is updated much more
often now by more than 40 people rather then just one person," says
Bantz.

Together, these two steps have saved CBS about $165,000, or
approximately 5 percent of the $3 million CBS administration budget.

Putting savings to use
Savings have been used to start a computer subsidy program to
encourage CBS faculty, staff, and graduate students to buy the
highest-performing, most cost-effective computers by consulting with
CBS-IT in purchasing decisions.

Another major beneficiary of IT savings has been the creation of the
Active Learning Lab, a CBS pilot program that gives undergraduate
students all the tools they need to perform independent research in
circumstances that mirror those of a professional scientist, says Bantz.
The lab is very different from a teaching or instructional lab, where a
student might be given a set of instructions, follow an experiment, and
—lo and behold—it works out according to a plan.

"How research happens—new research—doesn't come with a manual. Here, undergrads are
working with the same tools a grad student or faculty member has. This is something we're going to
be talking about in a year," says Bantz.

"Faculty defining themselves via a lecture these days is difficult. There are free lectures online that
will be watched by millions of people. We need to answer a question for students: Why do you want
to go [to the U]? What makes us unique? Here…you're discovering—with leadership from faculty,
working right there alongside them. You can't Google that."

Related Stories
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Shattering the classroom walls
February 21, 2013

eLearning extends reach of U
educational offerings

"eLearning shatters the idea that any
class has to be constrained with
respect to space or time," says U
chemistry professor Chris Cramer.
"The walls and boards of the
traditional classroom disappear as
connection to networked content,
knowledge, and experts can take
students and instructors anywhere in
the world."

What is eLearning?
It's actually an old idea—using technology to support learning and increase access to it. The
University of Minnesota has been doing it for nearly 100 years.

Some examples: In 1915, the U began producing educational films. In the 1940s, KUOM radio aired
learning programs for children homebound by polio. The "Health Talk & YOU" TV show began
running in 1987 (now there's a Health Talk blog). And in 1996, the U offered its first online courses.

Technology-enhanced active learning classrooms were piloted in 2007 at the U, which now has
more of them than any other institution in the country. Faculty use them to "flip" their courses—
shifting lectures online to free up in-class time for interaction with students.

MOOCs
Technology's revolutionary potential for education was felt again on February 20, 2013, when the U
announced it would begin pilot testing a handful of MOOCs—massive open online courses.

The U reached an agreement with Coursera, launched in 2012 by two Stanford computer science
professors. Their interactive online platform allows an instructor to teach even hundreds of
thousands of students in a single course. Anyone will be able register for the U's five pilot MOOCs
for free and for no credit.

"We're excited by the opportunity to explore innovative ways of using eLearning to extend the reach
of University of Minnesota educational offerings across the state, nation, and globe," says U provost
Karen Hanson, who is orchestrating the U's strategic approach to assessing the latest educational
technologies.

"We believe MOOCs represent another new frontier in eLearning, one that we should explore, albeit
with caution," she says. "MOOCs are not a sure thing for any of the universities engaging in them,
and so this will be a small pilot that can help us assess the value of MOOCs to our long-range
eLearning strategy."

Professor Chris Cramer, who is working with Provost Hanson as faculty liaison for eLearning
initiatives and is teaching one of the pilot courses, agrees that the right role for MOOCs has yet to
be determined. "To be honest, we're just not sure yet," he says. "We're all doing it for the first time.
However, part of the attraction is being able to assess teaching effectiveness on very large numbers
of students."

eLearning: multiplication rather than substitution
Besides MOOCs, the U's eLearning strategy includes targeting promising courses for enhancement
or redesign, and offering graduate and professional students access to select programs in online or
blended formats.

"It is important to note that eLearning works best when it multiplies what a good instructor can do,"
Professor Cramer says. "It is not really a substitute for an actively engaged instructor. But,
constantly developing technologies have expanded the ways in which teachers can be maximally
effective."
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Ralph DeLong and the ART-1 artificial chewing
machine.

Closeup of the ART-1 artificial mouth, showing streams of lubricant trained on the point of contact between
chewing surfaces.

Double winner

The School of Dentistry
now has two Gies Awards.
The first, given in 2010,
came in the "outstanding
vision—academic dental
institution" category.

Chew on this
February 22, 2013

How a 'motor mouth' is changing
dentistry

If you want your dental fillings,
crowns, implants, and so on to last,
you can thank ART.

Chewing involves some of the human
body's most complex motions, and
ART, the artificial mouth at the
University of Minnesota School of
Dentistry, can perform a year's worth
of chewing—300,000 cycles—in just a
day or two.

By reproducing the motions and
forces at play in human chewing, ART
is invaluable for testing the
performance of dental materials and
guiding their development. It chews with real teeth, teeth made of composite materials, or any other
material an investigator wants to test, complete with a stream of water or artificial saliva.

First developed in 1983, ART—now in its fifth generation—has become the gold standard for testing
dental materials without human volunteers.

"Our discoveries are in the technology used to evaluate materials," says Ralph DeLong, professor
and interim chair of the Department of Restorative Sciences, who built the original apparatus with an
engineer from MTS Systems Corp. "ART-1 was the first artificial oral environment that chews
effectively, using physiological parameters such as the force applied, where it's applied, and what
happens to teeth when you chew."

ART-1 won the coveted IR-100 Award for 1983, placing it in the top 100 inventions of that year. Two
of the many other notable robotic inventions by DeLong and his colleagues:

• DeLong and others developed a system to digitally map the 3-D profile of a tooth or a sample of
dental material. A computer compares profiles before and after a chewing test to calculate the
amount of wear. The number of chews that produce a given amount of wear indicates how well the
test material will hold up in a real mouth.

• DeLong's colleague Maria Pintado pioneered a toothbrushing machine. She outfitted toothbrushes
to measure the motions and forces produced when many volunteers brushed, then programmed the
machine to duplicate the various patterns and see what worked best. The results were used in
toothbrush design.

Center of innovation

In 1991 professor William Douglas, along with scientists from 3M, created the first University-
industrial center, dedicated to putting their technologies to work in dental product development. 

Called the Minnesota Dental Research Center for Biomaterials and Biomechanics (MDRCBB), the
center has just won another major prize: a William J. Gies Award for Vision, Innovation, and
Achievement—the Oscar of dental education—given by the American Dental Education Association
Gies Foundation. The center won in the category of "outstanding vision—public or private partner," a
tribute to its history of bringing farsighted research to fruition.

The center continues to evolve under Alex Fok, its director since 2007,
who has added both technical capacity and industrial partners,
including General Mills and orthodontics maker Ormco.  

"The strength of the center is its ability to simulate oral challenges in
the laboratory," says Fok. This provides "a way for companies to
identify and respond to challenges before they reach the time-
consuming clinical trial phase."

DeLong and colleagues are now designing the ART-5 machine, which
will chew real food as realistically as possible—responding, for example, to texture.  

"We don't know how people chew food," DeLong says. "We do know there are pressure sensors in
periodontal tissue, and we speculate that it gives early information about how much [chewing] force
is necessary."

The goal is to improve dental implants, small metal cylinders used as anchors for a new tooth.
Though tough, they lack the cushioning of periodontal tissue. DeLong and his colleagues will use
ART-5 to determine the best occlusion, or meshing of teeth, to minimize stress on teeth with
implants. They expect to have it up and running by December.

If it seems no test of dental materials or practices is beyond MDRCBB, you're probably right.

"If you wanted to test dental floss, we'd figure it out," DeLong says. 
 
Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Occupying a place in U history
February 22, 2013

Horace Huntley reflects on his time at the University

It was a defining moment in University of Minnesota history, as well as African American history.

On January 14, 1969, a group of about 70 African American students—along with community
activists—occupied administrative offices on the first floor of Morrill Hall with a list of demands for
then-president Malcolm Moos. 

The protesters were led by Horace Huntley and Rose Massey Freeman, two officers of the Afro-
American Action Committee. They negotiated with Moos and other administrators and finally
reached an agreement after about 24 hours. 

That demonstration led directly to the creation of the Department of Afro-American and African
Studies at the U, and indirectly to the departments of Chicano studies and American Indian studies.

Huntley, a retired professor of history at the University of Alabama Birmingham, was back in
Minnesota this past fall for the dedication of Huntley House—a living-learning community in Sanford
Hall for black, male first-year students. 

He spoke about the efforts of black students at the U in the late ‘60s, as well as the importance of
the University connecting with the greater community.

Related Stories
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Bluffs along Minnesota River tributaries stand as stark
reminders of this landscape's 13,000-year history of
erosion.

Digital elevation model of a bend in the Le Sueur River, showing four major
sediment sources in its watershed: upland fields, ravines, bluffs, and
streambanks. Floodplains are sediment sinks. The Le Sueur flows toward the
Minnesota River from the south.

Mending the Minnesota
February 27, 2013

A study of its basin paves the way for
cleaner water everywhere

The Minnesota River's usually placid
surface belies its status as a river —
and a watershed—in need of help.

The river is naturally prone to heavy
sediment loads. It runs through rich
glacial deposits, in a channel carved
by a catastrophic flood at the end of
the last ice age, when a large lake
formed by glacial meltwater gave way.

In the last century, however, its
watershed has undergone dramatic
changes as human activity has added
to the river's burden of sediment and
nutrients. And lately, climate change
has been exerting its effects—
notably, shorter, more intense storms that magnify inputs from erosion.

University of Minnesota researchers have been studying the watershed for years, seeking ways to
stem the erosion that degrades water quality and robs the region of priceless farmland. In
September the University received a five-year, $4.3 million Water Sustainability and Climate (WSC)
grant from the National Science Foundation to lead a multiuniversity study to learn how climate,
water and human land use interact in the watershed and develop tools to study similar situations
nationwide.

The goal is to gather data specific enough to guide efforts to remedy problems and inform policies
that support clean water.

"This grant brings together some of the top scientists and engineers from across the country to
study one of the most important issues of our time—water sustainability under climate and human
stressors," says civil engineering professor Efi Foufoula-Georgiou, the lead researcher on the grant.
"Change is often inevitable, but if we can use the best of science to understand the 'workings of a
system,' its complexities, feedbacks, and vulnerabilities to change, we are halfway toward
sustainability. The other half is working with decision- and policy-makers to implement science-
based solutions."

Water, water everywhere

The Minnesota basin is a prime model for this kind of study because its waters are highly degraded.
It also presents a golden opportunity to study how to deal with difficult, universal questions about
how to restore the health of a major waterway while preserving prime agricultural capacity. One
question under scrutiny is how the effects of an extensive network of drain pipes and tiles that move
excess water from agricultural areas to streams interact with the effects of higher precipitation
brought on by climate change.

"With climate change, more water is coming in, then tile drains move it out very rapidly," says WSC
researcher Jacques Finlay, an associate professor of ecology, evolution and behavior. This and
other factors lead to "more water moving out, and more erosive power. [WSC researcher Patrick]
Belmont has shown that these [stream] banks are a major source of sediment in the river."

Finlay credits Belmont,
a former postdoc with
the U of M's National
Center for Earth-
surface Dynamics, with
laying much of the
groundwork for the
current study.

"Our study shows that
Minnesota farmers
have made great
strides in reducing soil
erosion through better
tillage and conservation
practices," says
Belmont, now an
assistant professor of
watershed sciences at
Utah State University.
"Drain tiles have likely
helped reduce soil
erosion by reducing soil
moisture, which has the
effect of increasing
rainfall infiltration into

the soil—and thus minimizing surface water runoff.

"In addition, we need to recognize that drainage is essential for maintaining high crop productivity.
So we need to come up with a solution that continues to allow these benefits—reduced soil erosion
and increased agricultural productivity—but reduces high flows." Possibilities, he says, include
controlled drainage, wetland restoration, and detention basins.

Flowing forward

The WSC researchers will employ a variety of methods to identify features of the watershed that are
most sensitive to change from different sources and the most effective land and water management
practices to manage changes. Field work begins this summer and will include, for example,
collecting sediment cores from flood plains to see how patterns of sediment deposition have
changed over long periods of time.

"Sediment is a major stressor in streams," says Finlay, whose focus is food webs and ecosystem
processes. "We want to address impacts on local streams, which are sensitive to fine sediments.
They degrade spawning habitat. [My team and I] want to know what limits the food energy from
primary producers like algae and microbes from moving through the web all the way to fish."

The WSC researchers will look for tipping points (thresholds) in the responses of physical or
biological systems to change. Knowing how much change organisms and streams can tolerate will
be valuable in applying this research to other riverine systems.

"There are some real costs to things that are happening now, like too much erosion and nutrient
leakage, and we need to decide as a society how to deal with them," says Finlay. "Those costs
haven't been factored into land management decisions as much as they should."

"Key to any sustainability study are models of how water, sediment and organisms interact," says
Foufoula-Georgiou. "Over the long term, they must predict how changing one part of the system
changes another part and anticipate critical thresholds and the fact that interactions may amplify
change. Our team aims to develop such a predictive framework for the Minnesota River Basin that
is also transferable to other sites."

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Erin Diamond prepares a volunteer for an EEG
experiment.

One brain-y student
March 5, 2013

Erin Diamond shines as a brain
researcher

In October 2010 freshman Erin
Diamond first walked into Yang
Zhang’s lab, knowing nothing about
his specialty: brain imaging.  

Before the day was out, she was
setting up experiments, putting an
EEG cap on volunteers, and generally
undergoing total immersion in the
field.

A Freshman Research and Creative
Awards Program scholarship from the
College of Liberal Arts (CLA) allowed
Diamond to join Zhang’s lab. While
conducting research there, she
learned MRI and other sophisticated techniques to study how the human brain works.

Her future in Zhang’s lab was already in the works when the scholarship came.

“I had a course with Dr. Zhang, and I’d seen his research on his website and thought it was
fascinating,” says Diamond. “A few weeks later, he needed an undergraduate research assistant
and asked me to apply.”

Diamond’s work with Zhang—and, more recently, Benjamin Munson—in CLA’s Department of
Speech-Language-Hearing Sciences has made her a seasoned researcher aiming for a career as a
speech-language pathologist. She graduates from the University of Minnesota this spring.

When eyes and ears disagree

As a UROP student with Zhang, Diamond studied how the brain reacts to conflicting information
from sound and emotional cues.

For example, volunteers were shown pictures of faces whose mouths were shaped to make either
an “ee” or an “ah” vowel. Then they heard “bob” or “beeb,” which either matched or conflicted with
the mouth shape. She also studied how brains responded when pictures of angry or happy faces
were paired with angry- or happy-sounding words, again in either matching or conflicting
combinations. 

With EEG, Diamond recorded which parts of the brain responded differently to matched and
mismatched cues—an indication that mismatches were detected. She found that mostly the right
half of the cerebrum responded to emotional mismatches, while the left half responded to phonetic
mismatches.  

This kind of research can be used to show how typical and atypical brains respond to different kinds
of information, she says. 

“Having this kind of data with, for example, autistic children might show that their brain's response to
emotional cues is different from typical kids’,” says Diamond. “It lays a theoretical foundation for
therapy down the line.”

Zhang has nothing but praise for Diamond’s knack for research.

“I was greatly impressed by her … eagerness to acquire not only theoretical knowledge but also the
necessary laboratory skills to conduct studies as a researcher,” he says. “She is very patient with
the [volunteers] and meticulous about the details. For example, she spotted a couple of minor
mistakes and typos in one of my manuscripts under preparation for journal submission.”

Speaking of speaking

Also with Zhang, Diamond took part in studies of how native English speakers and Chinese
[Mandarin] speakers learning English processed English grammar and meaning.  For example, with
sentences like ‘I have two hand,’ the brains of native speakers showed a much clearer and stronger
response to the error than brains of Chinese speakers.

“I’m interested in all aspects of bilingualism, but mostly people who are deeply bilingual,” says
Diamond. “If we have, for example, a stroke victim who speaks Spanish at home and English at
work, we have to understand how the two languages work to provide better interventions. We have
to understand how the brain organizes languages.”

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Economically Motivated Adulteration or "food fraud" is
estimated to be a $10–15 billion per year problem in the
food industry.

Consumer watch

There are a few things you
can do on a personal level
to reduce your chance of
falling victim to food fraud,
say Kircher and Everstine.

1) Just like that Rolex you
got for $15, if it sounds too
good to be true, it probably
is. So, rule number one for
the consumer is just that. "If
you see a liter of extra
virgin olive oil at your local
dollar store for $4, the
chances of it being 100
percent extra-virgin are
pretty slim," says Kircher.

2) Buy from reputable
companies that have a
vested interest in protecting
their brand. They're doing
what they can to protect
their supply chains and their
name. 

3) When possible, buy in
whole food form—not
preprocessed foods. Buy an
orange, not orange juice,
and juice it yourself. Buy
coffee beans, not ground
coffee.

To protect and defend...our food
March 11, 2013

Very few people in the United States
are inclined to eat horse meat. It's not
on the collective cultural palate—
whatever its merits elsewhere in the
world. Europeans aren't too fond of it
on the whole either, as demonstrated
by the recent uproar over the
adulteration of beef in multiple
countries there.

Fortunately, so far at least, horse
meat hasn't been found in the U.S.,
and with the help of the University of
Minnesota National Center for Food
Protection and Defense (NCFPD),
horse meat and other edible
casualties of Economically Motivated
Adulteration (EMA) or "food fraud" are
less likely to be on the menu anytime
soon.

Big money motivation
The horse meat scandal is one more addition to what has become a $10–15 billion per year
problem in the food industry. EMA is essentially the mislabeling of food or the willful addition of
inferior or undeclared ingredients for economic gain. And with an ever more complicated, globalized
food chain, the opportunities to pad everything from beef to olive oil with false ingredients are
considerable. Indeed, it seems today that nearly everything affects the food supply; a butterfly flaps
its wings…and oops, there's a butterfly in your burger—or worse.

And the problem is thought to be widespread. NCFPD estimates that an estimated 10 percent of the
food we buy on the shelf may be adulterated. Still, in most cases food adulteration doesn't pose a
health risk. The perpetrators are not intending to cause harm—because if it's detected, their system
is shut down and they don't make money.

Still, EMA has caused serious health consequences, and so researchers with the NCFPD are
developing tools to help regulators and the food industry reduce and prevent incidents. One, an
EMA Incidents Database, catalogs incidents of fraud since 1980, and identifies their characteristics
—from the type of adulterant used in the food to how the regulatory system was evaded.

A second database focuses on susceptibility—which ingredients are susceptible to being tampered
with, and the standards by which to test and ensure those ingredients are what they claim to be,
says U of M research associate Karen Everstine. Both databases are available to industry and
regulators at foodshield.org.

Researchers are also developing a tool—FIDES (Focused Integration of Data for Early Signals)—to
identify and warn of food threats on a global scale so that companies and regulators can focus their
limited resources on high-risk situations. The tool pieces together weather information, global trade
data, pricing indexes, policy changes, political and civil unrest, and more so that the data can be
analyzed and used in a predictive and meaningful way prior to people getting ill, says NCFPD
director Amy Kircher.

Country of origin
To illustrate FIDES, consider that in 2011, three-quarters of Thailand
was flooded. Thailand is the world's number one exporter of shrimp.
When the country flooded, it lost much of its shrimp harvest, says
Kircher, so the world should have seen a decrease in the amount of
shrimp available on the global market.

"If that decrease doesn't exist, somebody else has entered the market.
Someone could legitimately enter the market with a safe product…but
this tool allows us to say, 'the conditions are right for adulteration,' and
then alert companies and regulators that they should test shrimp at a
higher rate than normal," says Kircher.

Everstine says that the tool will help to monitor the myriad of
influences on the worldwide farm-to-fork food chain, and to detect
incidents of EMA before they cause public health harm.

"With these long supply chains, or globalized food supply, it puts us
more at the mercy of the regulatory systems in those countries where
our food is coming from," says Everstine.

Food nexus
The intent of the FDA's Food Safety Modernization Act passed in
January of 2011—called the most sweeping reform of food safety laws
since the 1930s—is preventative. But NCFPD has been working
toward preventing food contamination ever since it was chosen in
2004 by the Department of Homeland Security as a Center of
Excellence—the only one of its kind in the nation focused solely on
food protection and defense. Since then it has partnered with
companies like Cargill, 3M, Target, General Mills, Land O'Lakes, and
government agencies like the USDA, FDA, and the UN—all with an
interest in keeping food safe for the consumer.

Here at the U of M, more than 20 colleges and centers are working together on issues related to
food and protecting the global food supply through the U's Food Policy Center.

Related Stories
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Cloud Cult began as the manifestation of Craig
Minowa's solo work, but as the years have passed the
band has grown, and Cloud Cult now counts eight
members on stage. (Minowa is seated.)

A voice for the energy in us
March 12, 2013

Alumnus Craig Minowa lends his
lyrics to the U

These are busy times for Craig
Minowa. The U alumnus recently put
the finishing touches on his band
Cloud Cult’s latest album, “Love,”
which had its formal release March 5. 

Now there’s a tour to plan (including
two dates at First Avenue at the end
of April), two young children to look
after, and the environmental causes
that he espouses. His life is a
marriage of passions and pursuits
that has earned him a growing legion
of fans. 

Even if you’re not familiar with Cloud
Cult, you may have heard Minowa
singing “There’s so much energy in
us” in the University’s current “Discovery Illuminates Everyone” television ads. 

Getting people ‘fired up and inspired’

That line, “There’s so much energy in us,” climaxes a lush anthem by the same name on Cloud
Cult’s 2010 “Light Chasers” release. It’s a perfect fit for a campaign built around showing how the
University nourishes the light of discovery and the energy of its students.

When he was originally approached to have his music used, Minowa was wary, “just because we’re
really, really particular about what types of commercials our music is used in. We’ve said no to a lot
of potentially lucrative advertising offers,” he says. 

“But then when they showed me what their intention was and also showed me the videos for it, it felt
completely in the vein of what we feel our mission is these days, which is to get people fired up and
inspired, and help them realize there’s a whole lot of strength on the inside that’s waiting to be
tapped, and this world is in need of people to tap that deeper energy.

“I felt like this campaign was all about that, and reminding people of the importance, too, of having a
strong state-based research [university].”

Spoken like a true spokesperson.

Formed by his days at the U

From an early age, Minowa has been attuned to environmental issues as keenly as to music. He
started at the U majoring in music composition, but decided to change course. 

“I felt the calling to switch my major to environmental science (with a focus on water resources), and
that was mostly because I didn’t feel like I could do as positive work with music. It felt like [music]
was more of a personally focused thing, and I wanted to have a career that felt like I was bringing
about positive change in some kind of way.”

He’s managed to meld both careers without missing a beat.

“I think ego is the biggest disease of the music industry, and if you get
up on stage and you’re too caught up in yourself you block the flow of
what I believe are deeper, more powerful energies out there." — Craig
Minowa

Around the time Cloud Cult’s first record was released, Minowa noticed a music industry “that was
really far behind on the whole practice of integrating environmental friendliness into their product
line,” he says. This was in the waning years of the long box CDs. 

So he formed the nonprofit enterprise Earthology. It gave him a platform for pursuing
environmentally conscious behavior in the music industry; as well, Earthology doubles as the
epitome of an independent music label. 

“It was natural to take a lot of what I learned and apply it to the new business—and that was where
the [reuse of] CD jewel cases came into play,” he says. (Minowa and his wife Connie were at the
leading edge of collecting discarded CD cases from college campuses—including the UMD and
UMTC campuses of the U.)

At first, the green movement in the music industry sputtered a bit, but with time that has changed. 
Says Minowa, “Everybody’s kind of waking up to the fact that you can reduce your impact on the
environment while maintaining your profits.”

Tapping the energy 

Minowa is grateful for the space he enjoyed at the U of M to both work and create.  

“I ended up doing a lot of independent study coursework through the U so I could have time to do
internships and pay bills with different jobs around the city, but also to have enough studio time to
keep working on the albums,” he says. “So that flexibility that the U provided was really critical for
me to be able to continue music and balance [my] schedule.”

He’s also complimentary to the U for providing an environment for the student-led Radio K to
flourish, and recalls the thrill of hearing his own songs played on Radio K. 

For that matter, he enjoys hearing Cloud Cult music on other stations, especially NPR, which both
he and Connie are big fans of. “It’s kind of neat when you’re in the kitchen … and all of a sudden
you hear a little piece of your song in the background of a program.”

But he’s not one to bask in the adulation of screaming fans in a venue like First Avenue.  

“On stage the best performance is a performance where you are not conscious of yourself,” he
says. “I think ego is the biggest disease of the music industry, and if you get up on stage and you’re
too caught up in yourself you block the flow of what I believe are deeper, more powerful energies
out there. …  

“There’s a lot of mystery and energy in this universe that’s happening around us all the time, and
we’ve got to learn to step back and let that manifest itself.”

Contact the writer at moore112@umn.edu. 
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At the University of Minnesota, health care
professionals learn how to incorporate scientific
evidence into their practices.

Putting evidence into
practice

A few ways the U promotes
EBM/EBP:

•A new module for first-year
medical students introduces
EBM principles

• A journal club for residents
and students on the
Medicine Service at the VA
teaches critical evaluation
of medical literature

• A recent workshop helped
train faculty in the U's
Academic Health Center
(AHC) who teach EBM/EBP

• Two School of Nursing
courses have students
identify and synthesize
evidence that may apply
clinically

"The U of M is a leader
because we cover the
entire EBM spectrum from
researching to practicing
and teaching," notes
Shannon Reidt.

Why health care needs science
March 15, 2013

The U brings scientific data to bear on
health care practices

Post-menopausal women used to be
given estrogen replacement therapy
(ERT) on the assumption that it would
benefit them.

But no scientifically valid studies had
proven it.

"When one was finally done—the
Women's Health Initiative in the early
2000s—it showed that ERT raised the
risk of both breast cancer and heart
disease," says Hanna Bloomfield, a
professor of medicine at the
University of Minnesota and acting
associate chief of staff for research at
the VA Medical Center.  

Bloomfield, along with many colleagues in the medical, nursing, and other health professions, is
active in the U's push to integrate scientific evidence into health care practices. It's called evidence-
based medicine (EBM) or evidence-based practice (EBP), since it also informs care decisions by
nurses and other non-M.D. practitioners.

"EBM hasn't been the norm because there has been a strong and ancient tradition within medicine
that a physician's clinical experience and knowledge of the patient should be paramount,"
Bloomfield explains. "This made sense before there was any science on which to base clinical
decision-making."

But not now. That's not to say, though, that scientific results are or
should be the whole story.

"EBM involves integrating clinical evidence and clinical judgment, and
this integration is key," says Shannon Reidt, an assistant professor in
the College of Pharmacy. "It's not just applying clinical evidence to
patient care like a recipe from a cookbook." 

Jonathan Koffel, a librarian at the Bio-Medical Library, did much to
organize the workshop (see sidebar) and helps in numerous other
ways, including attending patient rounds with the Department of
Neurology.

"I'm in the hospital with physicians, going room to room [seeing]
patients, and I try to find evidence to help with diagnosis, treatment,
and follow-up," he says.

Tales from the front

"Medical students, or our own residents, may take up an EBM project,"
says Shailendra Prasad, an assistant professor of family medicine and
community health. "If they see a patient and conclude that they should
be doing some intervention, we give them tools such as how to do an
effective literature search, the different sources of medical information,
and how to weigh the quality of sources."

Weighing evidence runs from evaluating articles from a Google search
to answering a patient who has read a news article or an "ask your
doctor" ad, Prasad says.  

"We have learned that the best evidence to apply in clinical situations
is evidence that has been generated with [appropriate] patient
population samples," says Ruth Lindquist, a professor in the School of Nursing. For example,
evidence generated by studies of men may not apply directly or completely to women. "Women
have often been excluded from studies due to potential risks related to pregnancy or the fetus, or
potential complexities of hormonal cycles. Likewise, ethnic and cultural representation in studies is
important [in translating findings] to the broad range of patients for whom we provide care."  

Renee Crichlow sees EBM as a way to evaluate evidence and guard against, among other things,
treating symptoms rather than patients. She points out a case that involved a drug to correct
irregular heart rhythms that often occur in people who have had heart attacks. But a study showed
"that people who received one particular anti-arhythmia medication had a higher rate of mortality,"
says Crichlow, an assistant professor of family medicine and community health. "The disease
outcome was fewer arhythmias, but the patient outcome was more deaths. This was an early case
where evidence started to shift practice."

Scientific evidence is invaluable to nurses doing patient care, says Lori Rhudy, a clinical assistant
professor in the School of Nursing on the U's Rochester campus.  

"For example, there's a lot of evidence around bedsore prevention and other things wholly in the
domain of nursing that were discovered through research, like the frequency of repositioning
patients and factors like friction and shear, which play a role in the development of the condition,"
she says.

All these issues drive U health care professionals to actively promote EBM/EBP.

"There are a lot of initiatives in AHC to engage students in different disciplines so they start EBP
with their training," Rhudy says. "We have lots of investment in EBP and a culture that supports it."

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Comet Pan-STARRS graced the western sky during
mid-March. Photo: NASA

Starwatch April 2013
March 19, 2013

By Deane Morrison

The lion may seem a more suitable
symbol for March, but it's in April that
Leo makes its best showing. And this
year so does Saturn.

Look high in the south during the mid-
evening hours and you're sure to spot
the majestic form of Leo, with its head
outlined by the backward question
mark of stars known as the Sickle.
Leo's tail ends with the constellation's
second-brightest star, Denebola, at
the point of a triangle of stars east of
the Sickle. Anchoring the Sickle is
Leo's brightest star, Regulus.

West of Leo, about halfway to the
Gemini twins, you may see the faint Beehive star cluster, in Cancer. Below Cancer is the serpentine
head—one of them—of the multiheaded monster Hydra, slain by Hercules.

East of Denebola, binoculars may pick up the rather diffuse scattering of stars called Coma
Berenices, or Berenice's Hair. It is named for Queen Berenice II of Egypt, who promised the
goddess Aphrodite she would sacrifice her hair if her husband, Ptolemy III Euergetes, returned
safely from a war expedition. He did, she cut her hair, she put it in Aphrodite's temple, and either
somebody stole it from there or the admiring goddess placed it in the heavens.  

This is the best time this year to see Saturn. The ringed planet reaches opposition on the 28th,
when Earth laps it in the orbital race. At that time it appears directly opposite the sun in the sky, so it
rises in the east around sunset and stays up all night. Its rings are tilted about 18 degrees from
horizontal, and it'll be at its brightest in five years. Compare its brightness to that of Arcturus, the
star almost directly to its north. The bright star west of Saturn is Spica, in Virgo.

Meanwhile, in the west, Jupiter starts out fairly high but ends the month being drawn into the sun's
afterglow. See if you can spot Jupiter and Saturn across the sky from each other around mid-month.
On the 13th and 14th, a waxing crescent moon visits first the Hyades star cluster of Taurus and then
Jupiter.

April's full moon was known to Algonquin Indians by several names: the full pink moon, for the
carpet of flowering ground phlox that appears in early spring; the full sprouting grass moon; the egg
moon; and, in coastal areas, the full fish moon, as mid-April was the time of the shad spawning
runs. The moon reaches perfect fullness at 2:57 p.m. on the 25th, rises shortly after sunset, and
travels the night sky in company with Saturn. 

The Lyrid meteor shower peaks around 7 a.m. on the 22nd. Meteors will radiate from the east,
between the constellations Lyra and Hercules, which will be in the south in the predawn sky. If you
get up an hour or two before daybreak, you should have a moonless sky to watch for meteors.  

The night of April 30-May 1 ushers in an old Celtic holiday called Beltane, one of four cross-quarter
days falling midway between an equinox and a solstice. Beltane marked the start of the light half of
the year. At sunrise on that day, the nasty spirits that had tormented humankind all winter were
banished for six months—until Halloween.

The University of Minnesota offers public viewings of the night sky at its Duluth and Twin Cities
campuses. For more information and viewing schedules, see: 

Duluth, Marshall W. Alworth Planetarium: www.d.umn.edu/planet 

Twin Cities, Minnesota Institute for Astrophysics (during fall and spring semesters):
www.astro.umn.edu/outreach/pubnight 

Check out the astronomy programs at the University of Minnesota's Bell Museum ExploraDome:
www.bellmuseum.umn.edu/ForGroups/ExploraDome/index.htm 

3/21/13 Contact: Deane Morrison, University Relations, (612) 624-2346, morri029@umn.edu 

Find U of M astronomers and links to the world of astronomy at http://www.astro.umn.edu.
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Noora Raty makes one of her 21 saves against Boston
University in the Gophers' 6-3 victory in the
championship game of the Frozen Four. Raty was
named the Frozen Four's Most Valuable Player.

A perfect season!
March 24, 2013

Gophers wrap up unblemished
season with a second straight
national championship

The Minnesota women’s hockey team
finished off its magical season in
impeccable style Sunday, downing
Boston University 6-3 at Ridder Arena
for a second straight national
championship.

The unprecedented undefeated run—
Minnesota finished the season 41-0-0
—gave the Gophers back-to-back
titles and their fourth national
championship overall.

Leading 2-1 late in the second period,
the Gophers regained a two-goal
cushion when Amanda Kessel, whom
a day earlier was named the Patty
Kazmaier Award winner as the nation’s best player, blasted a slap shot from the right face-off circle
past BU goalie Kerrin Sperry. 

That gave a charge to a standing-room-only, Minnesota-partisan crowd. And when Milica McMillen
converted a cross-ice pass for a power play goal with only 12 seconds remaining in the period, fans
began sensing that this would be a game with less drama than the previous two for Minnesota,
which both resulted in precarious overtime wins.

The Terriers notched a power play goal by Marie-Philip Poulin early in the third period to narrow the
gap to 4-2, but Minnesota’s Rachel Ramsey restored the three-goal lead at 15:27 of the third.

Then, after BU again climbed to within two on a 6-on-5 goal with 2:52 remaining, Kessel iced the
championship emphatically with a well measured empty-netter at 19:11. The crowd counted down
the final seconds, and as the horn sounded the Gophers raced to their net to mob Noora Raty, the
Frozen Four’s Most Valuable Player.

“This is an incredibly special team and one that will go down in the history books as one of the best
ever, if not the best ever,” said head coach Brad Frost, who received a an ice water shower from two
of his players after the game. “To go 41-0 is amazing, but to go through the WCHA as we did without
a loss is amazing, and then all of the non-conference and ending the tournament here without a loss
is something I can’t even put into words.”

“Honestly, I don’t know if I’ll be able to top this feeling. It’s amazing,” added Kessel, who racked up
her 45th and 46th goals of the season, along with two key assists. “A lot of people are crying, but I
can’t stop smiling. I’ll be sad when I can’t play with these amazing players anymore, but right now, I
can’t stop smiling.”

The tense climb toward the magic ‘41’

For much of the year, things looked pretty easy for the defending champion Golden Gophers. They
began the season ranked No. 1 and riding an eight-game winning streak from the end of last
season.

Then for four months they proceeded to break every record in the book for winning streaks in
women’s college hockey. 

But their previous two NCAA tournament games were epic overtime battles. North Dakota forced
them to a third overtime and almost 119 minutes of hockey before succumbing 3-2 last weekend,
and Boston College also forced overtime in the Frozen Four semifinals Friday before Minnesota
escaped with another 3-2 win.

Which made a three-goal victory in the championship game feel like a bit of relief—for both the
players and the fans. 

“We finally got relaxed when we got playing because there was so much pressure to get to this
Frozen Four and the national championship game,” said defenseman Megan Bozek, one of five
Minnesota players named to the all-tournament team. “It was great to have a sold-out Ridder
[Arena] and that helped keep our nerves in check. We were able to play 60 minutes of Gopher
hockey.”

And that put the Gophers in a position to claim bragging rights like no other college hockey team
has. Said Raty, the all-world goaltender from Finland: “It doesn’t matter how you say it, no other
team has done this. So our record speaks to the fact that it is the best season in women’s hockey
history.”

The streaks and records continue

With the victory, Minnesota continued the streak of dominance for western teams. Since the first
NCAA tournament in 2001, teams from the Western Collegiate Hockey Association have captured
all 13 national championships. The University of Minnesota Duluth leads the way with five titles, and
Minnesota and Wisconsin both have four.

As well, the Gophers continued to pad their own ongoing streaks and records. Among them:

• 49 consecutive victories, dating back to last season

• 49 games in a row won or tied

• 41 victories in 2012-13 (breaks Wisconsin's record)

• 0 losses in a season (also breaks Wisconin's record from 2006-07)

Read more and watch video highlights at GopherSports.

Contact the writer at moore112@umn.edu.
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Anthony Weinhaus holds plastinated brain slices.
Foreground: plastinated heart/lungs set.

Paul Hill holds two plastinated hearts: one (r.) normal, the
other enlarged and with severe defects.

Model showing the Circle of Willis, an arterial "roundabout"
deep in the brain.

The world behind 'Body Worlds'
March 25, 2013

U lab is among a handful to
'plastinate' human organs

If you've seen the Body Worlds exhibit
at the Minnesota Science Museum,
you know how well the modern
preservation technique called
plastination works.

Organs are preserved in silicone or
polyester, which solidifies them and
protects them from decay while
keeping their shape and appearance. 

Plastination also renders organs or
slices of organs—notably the brain—
less fragile. Anatomy students can
just pick them up and examine them
closely, glove- and fume-free.

University of Minnesota anatomy students can, that is. The U has one of only about a dozen labs in
the country that perform plastination, and for educational—not public or commercial—and limited
research purposes only.

"Plastinating is a way to maintain difficult structures and pathologies," says Anthony Weinhaus,
director of the Program in Human Anatomy Education. "For example, we have a dissection of the 12
cranial nerves and the Circle of Willis, an arterial structure deep in the brain where blood circulates
like cars in a roundabout. We also have hearts with pacemakers and stents— we don't see these
very often."

Tour of a broken heart

The technique was pioneered in the 1970s by German anatomist Gunther von Hagens, whose work
is on display in Body Worlds. Now Paul Hill, a staff member with the U's Anatomy Bequest Program,
carries on the legacy by plastinating organs of donors who have given written permission. Weinhaus
uses the specimens, or "plastinates," to teach courses, including the human gross anatomy lab
required of students of anatomy, medicine, and other health professions.

He finds one plastinated heart
particularly intriguing. A hole between
the two atria allowed oxygen-poor
blood returning from the body to mix
with oxygen-rich blood fresh from the
lungs, so the patient suffered from
chronic lack of oxygen. But worse was
the hole connecting the right and left
ventricles.

"They acted almost like one big
ventricle pumping simultaneously to the
lungs and aorta," Weinhaus says.
"While [normally only the left] ventricle
pumps under huge pressure, here both
had high pressure. It caused chronic
pulmonary (lung) hypertension and
[could have ruptured] pulmonary
capillaries." 

The heart's pulmonary trunk—the vessel exiting the right ventricle—had dilated greatly to reduce the
pressure. Its owner was one of only four cases known where the patient lived to adulthood without
surgery, Weinhaus says. Now, babies born with such defects are routinely corrected.  

Plastination in context

At the U, plastination starts with organs dissected by students and fixed in formalin. They are then
cleansed in water and dehydrated in acetone. Later, a vacuum removes the acetone while drawing
a liquid silicone or polyester polymer into the tissue, and a catalyst is added to harden the polymer.
The process can take up to several months.

Hill, who has produced some 50
plastinations so far, graduated from the
U's Mortuary Science Program. 

"One thing I learned in the anatomy
course in mortuary science was how
much variation there is in anatomy," he
says. "For example some people have
four, rather than three, branches of the
aorta." Hill was brought in to head the
plastination lab in 2009.

The lab is part of the U's Anatomy
Bequest Program. But plastinations are
just one way donors' bodies educate
more than 3,000 people a year in
Jackson Hall, says Angela McArthur,
program director. 

"The Department of Emergency Medicine teaches interventions using whole body donors," she
says. "Also, training labs teach doctors, nurses, half of Minnesota's paramedics, and other health
care practitioners."

For Weinhaus, it comes down to the wonder of the human body and teaching its anatomy with all
the techniques available.  

"Our courses are active learning," he says. "[It's great] in anatomy, where students see for
themselves the body's complexity and wonder." 

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu 
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The University of Minnesota has thriving partnerships
with many Fortune 100 companies, including several in
Minnesota.

Business partnerships are a 'win-win'
March 29, 2013

The University and local corporations
have found a perfect union

Blaine Nelson came to the University
of Minnesota from “way up north,” and
that description is anything but an
exaggeration. His family’s 3,000-acre
farm is near Lancaster, Minnesota—
roughly 10 miles from North Dakota
and 10 miles from Canada.

Nelson, an applied economics major
in the College of Food, Agricultural
and Natural Resource Sciences
(CFANS), says he has found a home
away from home with “the small-town
atmosphere” of the U’s St. Paul
campus.

He also found a great opportunity for
personal and professional development last year when he landed an internship at WinField, a
division of Land O’Lakes.  

Nelson was a marketing intern in WinField’s crop protection and inputs department. He helped
produce materials describing the attributes of WinField products and took part in field days where
representatives talked about the products with farmers.  

“It helped me apply a few of the things I learned in class—for marketing, especially,” says Nelson.
He also had a chance to make a lot of great contacts.

“I networked with all different levels of employees, including the CEO, Chris Policinski,” he says.
“And that’s something you can’t put a price on.”

Land O’Lakes is one corporation among many looking to the University of Minnesota for its next
generation of leaders. The U has thriving partnerships with many Fortune 100 companies, including
several in Minnesota. 

Three such partnerships—with Land O’Lakes, 3M, and Boston Scientific—are featured in a series of
new radio ads, as well as print ads set to appear in magazines later this month. Discover more
about the campaign at Partnering Illuminates Possibilities.

Rhythm, growth, and limitless power

The ads feature concrete examples of the University and business working hand in hand to address
our state’s challenges and drive innovation. For instance, engineering faculty at the U have
developed a 3-D visualizer that Boston Scientific scientists are using to help design their life-saving
heart devices. 

WinField experts are working with U students to produce crops with ever-increasing yields. And
engineering students are collaborating with 3M scientists to enhance the capabilities of the latest
solar energy materials. 

Those are some of the bigger U partnerships with businesses featured in the ads, but there are
many others, including with Medtronic, General Mills, Target, Travelers, United Health, and Securian
Financial.

“Because of the types of students that are attracted to the University of
Minnesota and are getting educated [there], you end up with a much,
much richer talent pool.” —Margaret Anderson Kelliher

The corporations may provide gifts to support scholarship funds for U students, and they often offer
another valuable commodity—internships. And the students they help often become their future
workforce.

In some cases, students who attend the University launch careers at corporations, then bring their
talents, directly or indirectly, back to campus. 

Tim Hebrink earned his degree in chemical engineering at what is now the College of Science and
Engineering in 1984, but he’s still highly involved with his alma mater. 

He has served on a strategic planning task force for the Department of Mechanical Engineering, is
working with Professor Jane Davidson to develop new hybrid solar thermal panels, and has assisted
the U’s solar car team for four years.

“I think it’s good to inspire students about the application of the science that they’re learning in
school, and inspire them to come work at 3M,” says Hebrink.

“There’s a 100-year relationship between 3M and the University of Minnesota,” and “a lot of 3M’s
lead scientists come from the U of M,” he adds. “Partnership is good for recruiting the best students
to come to 3M, and it’s also beneficial to 3M to be able to apply theory to the products we have for a
better understanding.”

Nelson, the former WinField intern and current president of the CFANS student board, also sees the
benefits for both students and businesses.

“I think it’s a win-win,” he says. “Land O’ Lakes gets the hardworking students willing to offer them a
fresh perspective, and the [students] are getting the opportunity to work with these proven business
people who have been there for 10 or 20 years.”

Good for the workforce, great for the economy

In the case of these business partnerships, what’s good for the University and for corporations is
also good for Minnesota.

“There’s a definite strong connection between the University of Minnesota, the research that goes
on there, the commercialization of that research out of the University of Minnesota, and the broader
health of the business community—and specifically the science- and technology-based businesses.
A very direct and strong link,” says Margaret Anderson Kelliher, president and CEO of the
Minnesota High Tech Association (MHTA).

The MHTA has a grant-funded program called SciTech that matches students with small companies
(under 100 employees) in STEM fields—science, technology, engineering, and math. To date in
2013, half the applicants for the program have been students from the U’s Twin Cities and Duluth
campuses who are looking for an entrepreneurial opportunity.

“Because of the types of students that are attracted to the University of Minnesota and are getting
educated [there], you end up with a much, much richer talent pool,” she says. “We know that
companies talk about the need for strong talent, and the U of M is one of the major generators of
technicians and scientists—especially at the master’s and Ph.D. levels."

She adds: “You really can’t walk through the halls of a company without—within a few steps—
touching someone who has their degree from the University of Minnesota.”

And that’s good for business.

Related Stories
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One of the planet's oldest tree species, the birch tree—
and its bark—is an environmentally sustainable source
of natural chemicals for nutritional supplements,
cosmetics and pharmaceuticals—and the basis for a
new startup company.

Birch Bark possibilities

Cosmetic ingredients to
provide healthy skin and
hair, as well anti-aging
benefits.

Natural anti-bacterial
additives to soaps and
shampoos.

Renewable and organic
plant protection products.

Natural polyesters for
biodegradable "plastic"
material.

Pharmaceuticals derived
from nature instead of
synthetics.

Benefits of birch bark
April 1, 2013

U of M startup The Actives Factory,
based in Two Harbors, Minn., is
applying patented processing
methods to extract and synthesize
naturally occurring chemicals in birch
bark to manufacture pharmaceuticals,
cosmetics, industrial products, and
nutritional supplements. Based on
more than 15 years of development
by Pavel Krasutsky, director of the
Chemical Extractives Program at the
University of Minnesota Natural
Resources Research Institute (NRRI)
in Duluth, these processing methods
yield compounds proven to promote
better human health.

Birch bark contains three compounds
from which researchers aim to derive
nutritional supplements, cosmetics,
and pharmaceuticals: betulin, lupeol,
and betulinic acid. All exhibit anti-
inflammatory properties that have been shown to reduce cholesterol and blood pressure, treat
fungal and bacterial infections, stimulate the immune system, and more.

"The birch tree is the oldest of all species of trees and it grows in the most severe of climates,"
explains Krasutsky. "Over hundreds of thousands of years the birch has evolved to use chemicals to
protect itself from bacteria, fungi, and viruses. Its first barrier of defense is its bark."

Of course, one cannot just rub birch bark on the skin and hope for anything but some painful
exfoliation.

Fortunately, NRRI's processes for extracting its beneficial compounds will now be put to use as The
Actives Factory brings the health benefits of birch bark to lotions, soaps, dietary supplements, and
more.

One significant challenge in getting to that point was solubility. The chemicals in birch bark do not
dissolve in water, nor can they be absorbed by skin, both of which are necessary in topical
applications. Krasutsky's research led to new processes that allow incorporation of the extracts into
a wide variety of personal care products.

"Now we can get the natural chemicals right into products," says Brian
Garhofer, president and CEO of The Actives Factory. "Pavel and his
team have found solutions to the roadblocks that might otherwise
prevent adoption of this product by the cosmetics industry."

With the help of NRRI's ongoing chemistry research and an industry
advisory panel, Garhofer believes the foundation is in place to move
these natural chemicals to the personal care market. Not only does he
have a large inventory of pelletized birch bark and pure betulin powder
ready for shipment to industries that would incorporate it into products,
he also has a ready supply of raw material.

A waste stream byproduct, birch bark is available in large quantities
from regional paper mills or other suppliers. The startup will obtain
bark from sustainably managed and harvested resources in northern
Minnesota and Wisconsin. Although naturally derived products can be
costlier to manufacture, Garhofer predicts demand will grow in some
niches. As consumers become increasingly interested in natural
alternatives and environmental sustainability, he's confident natural
products will soon compete strongly with chemical derivatives in the
personal care industry.

"We believe we have some products that are unique, in demand, and highly beneficial and that
come from a natural, sustainable, and renewable resource," says Garhofer. "What was once being
burned is now being brought out for human health benefits."

The technology behind The Actives Factory was exclusively licensed to the startup by the Office for
Technology Commercialization. The research was initially funded by the Potlatch Corp., Minnesota
Power, and the University of Minnesota. So far, 20 patents have been issued to the U of M for the
work at NRRI in developing the processes and different uses for the natural chemicals in birch bark
and their derivatives, with more on the way.

The U of M's Natural Resources Research Institute at Duluth fosters the economic development of
Minnesota's natural resources in an environmentally sound manner to promote private sector
employment.

The U's Office for Technology Commercialization translates University research into new products
and services that provide growth opportunities for its licensees, benefit the public good, improve the
quality of life, and generate revenue to support the University's research and education goals.

Related Stories
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Students (l. to r.) Brant Axt, Eden Gebretsadik, and Tim
Pollnow at work in the NOvA Module Lab. Axt and
Gebretsadik are mechanical engineering majors,
Pollnow electrical engineering.

Moving up

The Module Lab employs
seven full-time staff (mostly
former students) from the
School of Physics and
Astronomy and allows
undergrads to rise to the
position of student manager
—Wolf is one—and as high
as honorary full-timer,
meaning they can do the
job of a full-time staffer.

A NOvA experience for students
April 3, 2013

Students build detectors for a classic
physics experiment

When Luke Wolf decided to study
history, he never dreamed he would
soon be making it himself.

But as one of the 250 University of
Minnesota students building the
elements of a major international
physics experiment, that's exactly
what he's doing.  

Called NOvA, the $283 million
experiment will study neutrinos, ultra-
tiny particles that date from the Big
Bang and may be the key reason our
universe didn't promptly annihilate
itself. Starting later this year,
neutrinos will be generated and shot
through the earth from the
Department of Energy's Fermilab in Illinois to remote Ash River, Minnesota; there, a gigantic
neutrino detector, built from components the students are now making, is being installed to capture
some of the particles.

NOvA depends on the students to thread sensitive fiber optic cable through long (over 50 feet), thin
"modules," or tubes, of sturdy PVC, testing the fiber as they go. They also seal the finished
modules, check for leaks, and send them to Ash River, where all 12,000-plus modules will be filled
with oil and assembled into a detector 256 feet long, 50 feet wide, and 50 feet tall.

As neutrinos arrive from Fermilab, almost all will zip right through the detector. But a very few will
interact with atomic nuclei in the oil, leaving a "signature" of light to be picked up by the fiber optic
cables.  

"Just being part of something this big, and having this experience, is exciting," says Wolf, who also
helped build carts and tools for the project. "Colleges around the country and in Europe are part of
this." 

The undergrads, along with graduate students, faculty, and postdocs, built everything from carts and
tables to machines that cut, shape, and align parts with accuracies of up to a thousandth of an inch.
And with that accomplishment comes a heavy responsibility.

"Last summer, [machines that tested and cut fiber optic cables] were going haywire," Wolf says. "But
there was nobody to call up for help. We had to fix them ourselves."  

Their workshop is a warehouse, dubbed the Module Lab, a stone's throw from campus.

Partial to particles

Working on the NOvA project is just the ticket for physics major Jacki Hoseth, who envisions a
career as a particle physicist.

"It's fascinating to find tiny particles that make up everything," she says. "I'm partial to neutrinos. It's
weird that they can go through so much matter without hitting anything."

Hoseth works in quality assurance, testing the light fibers and
checking the modules to make sure they conduct light properly and
have no leaks. After testing, the quality assurance team stacks and
ships the modules.

"The most fun part of the job is the people here. They're really
friendly," she notes. "It's a good job experience because you learn
how to deal with people and manage."

"This job gives the students a chance to discover how talented they
are and develop confidence in their abilities," says Nathaniel Pearson,
manager at the Module Lab. "They're hungry for the chance to prove
themselves, and when you give them the opportunity to do something
on their own, they go for it." 

Not your average workplace

Chemistry major Anna Turgeon's job involves sealing both ends of modules with clamps and three
kinds of glue.

"I worked in a coffee shop—this is quite different," says Turgeon, whose interests run to cosmetic
chemistry and a career formulating better sunscreens. "I wanted to work in an environment where I
could live and breathe science and to be around people who've had similar experiences and
classes. 

"Being around this project makes me more interested in physics. And it's unbelievable to me to be
part of something that so many people are part of and that's known nationally."

After several years working closely with the students, Pearson has nothing but praise for them.

"They're the best and the brightest, and the results they produce are inspiring," he says. "It's a
pleasure for me to have them in the lab making these modules."

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Hewitt holds B.S. and M.S. degrees in biomedical
engineering. Of her M.D./Ph.D. she says, “I felt I could
make a better contribution from the physiological side
of things.”

The Doctoral Research
Showcase takes place
April 9, from noon to 2 p.m.,
in the Great Hall of Coffman
Memorial Union.

The event is free and open
to the public. For more
information or to request
disability accommodations,
contact Alison Skoberg at
skobe001@umn.edu.

Wide-ranging research 

Fellows will share research
in a wide range of
disciplines—some related
to areas of the U’s
MnDRIVE initiative, and
others that have
implications for the state
and even the world.

Shannon Golden, IDF,
Sociology, studied the way
daily social interactions
between survivors of two
decades of war in northern
Uganda contributed to
social stability—or tension
and conflict—during
resettlement and
reconstruction. She argues
that understanding those
interactions and local social
context is essential to
ensuring stability and
preventing future cycles of
violence in post-war
communities.
Adam Kokotovich, DDF,
Natural Resources Science
and Management, will
share his work on the
governance of plant genetic
engineering and risk, with a
focus on wild rice and
genetic engineering issues
in Minnesota.
Marcus Beck, IDF,
Conservation Biology, has
been conducting research
that will facilitate the
indexing and monitoring the
health of aquatic plants as a
means to evaluate
Minnesota lake health.
Nicole Skinner, DDF,
Microbiology, Immunology,
and Cancer Biology, will
share her work on minicircle
DNA vaccines, and their
potential superiority over
full-length DNA vaccines
and more traditional protein
or viral-based vaccines.

Dissertation Driven
April 4, 2013

Angela Hewitt is a doctoral fellow
helping to lay the groundwork for
some of the U’s leading brain
research. 
Just try and keep up.

Angela Hewitt can be a hard person
to catch. She tries to reserve
mornings for writing, to allow time
after a microwaved lunch for
research, meetings, and her students.
Around 3:30 or 4, she’s off to pick up
her daughter, a kindergartener. Hewitt
and her spouse also have a 20-
month-old daughter, and a newborn
son. When she talks on the phone,
you can tell she’s on the move.

It shouldn’t be surprising, then, that a
woman who had patents before kids,
and who already has two years of
medical school and most of her Ph.D. behind her, is one of the doctoral fellows whose research will
be featured next week in the University of Minnesota’s Doctoral Research Showcase at Coffman
Union. Hewitt and other participants are recipients of the University’s prestigious Doctoral
Dissertation Fellowship (DDF) and Interdisciplinary Doctoral Fellowship (IDF).

Help with the home stretch

Both fellowships are based on academic merit and include a stipend
of $22,500 for the academic year, as well as tuition credits and
subsidized health insurance. University-wide committees review the
nominations.

University of Minnesota president Eric Kaler knows a thing or two
about that final dissertation stage. “Doctoral research fellowships
provide the University’s most accomplished Ph.D. candidates an
opportunity to devote full-time effort to research and writing,” he said.
“That’s really important because, from my own experience, getting that
last bit done is really hard.

“I know first hand because more than thirty years ago I was a chemical engineering graduate
student here, and our Doctoral Fellowship Program helped me complete my dissertation. For that, to
this day, I am very grateful.”

Delving into motor control

Hewitt’s research focuses on motor control of arm movements to
examine whether the cerebellar cortex is the site of a “forward internal
model”—a neural mechanism that helps the brain predict movement
and adapt to interference from the environment.

“When we move, we make a lot of errors,” says Hewitt. “My research
is looking at how we correct those errors.” She's been investigating
which aspects of movement are signaled by neurons in the cerebellar
cortex, and how the signals might change and adapt when our
movements are predictably perturbed.

“Think about the act of reaching for a cup. Our brains are constantly
making predictions and sending signals—about things like speed,
resistance, and grip force—and making corrections.”

Knowing where these predictions and corrections occur within the
brain, says Hewitt, has implications not only for neuromodulation—the
therapeutic alteration of activity either through stimulation or
medication—but also for robotics and things like smart prosthetics…
and even learning.

“If we can understand how our brains produce smooth movement,
engineers can make better products for people who need prosthetics,”
says Hewitt.

Hewitt says her fellowship has been significant in that it’s given her the
opportunity to pursue her own research. She points out that grad
students are sometimes limited to the grant-funded research their
advisers and mentors are pursuing. Her DDF has given her the
chance to focus on an area of special interest. “It’s nice to have a
project you’re passionate about…and it’s been significant for me to
have my own research, and the experience of being in charge of the
mechanics of the whole experiment.”

Once she defends her dissertation and completes revisions, Hewitt
will return to the U’s Medical School for her third and fourth years.
Then she’ll move on to residency and research.

“I’m hoping my clinical experience might inform where my research
takes me.” One of the significant observations she’s culled from her
research is how essential the forward internal model is for learning—
the brain is in a continual state of adaptation, constantly relearning,
she explains. Because of this, she’s interested in continuing to explore
the fundamentals of motor control and the possibilities they hold for
designing better therapies for the aftermath of traumatic brain injuries
and stroke.

While it’s hard for her to predict where her research might eventually take her, Hewitt is clear that
she wants to be involved in translational research as an M.D. “I’d like to be a physician-scientist at a
major research university like the U.”
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A few hours to connect
April 5, 2013

Theater can show the honest
humanity of a person, says U actor

Joseph Pyfferoen is a versatile young
actor who's appearing in the world
premiere of Something About A Bear,
a modern fairy tale, at Rarig Center,
April 11-21.

---

Q&A with Joseph Pyfferoen
Home town: Rochester, MN

Where are you now on your
academic path?
I am a senior in the BA theater department with a minor in communication studies.

What's your career goal?
To have a career—in all seriousness. I want to have a career in professional acting especially in the
realm of musical theater.

How did you discover your major in theater?
I had known for quite some time prior to attending the U that I wanted a life in theater. I'd been
acting since the age of eight, so I wanted to make it my life's work.

Why is theater important?
Aside from being the original 3D form of entertainment, there is a huge personal aspect to it. I could
write a book, make a CD, or even perform on TV, but there is a wall between the artist and the
viewer. Theater can show the honest humanity of a person. We are asked, for a few hours, to
believe that—as in Something About a Bear—magic exists, tyrant kings can be reformed, and true
love's kiss can defeat any spell.

What do you love about acting?
This human aspect of performance. I also love the passion that is needed to connect with an entire
audience. Passion and drive have the ability to take a piece from an internal monologue that only
you hear to filing a 500+ seat theater with your emotion.

What's been your biggest challenge as an actor?
One of my greatest challenges has been opening myself to new methods of working. I was used to
walking into a theater, script in hand, blocking and running 'til you perform. I've been part of a few
original works set at the U, including Bear. It's a whole different beast when you're making
something—a character or an entire show—that no one has seen before.

Why the U of M?
One of the reasons I choose the U was because of the professors. All are not only experts in their
field, but they are also working in said field. Also, the sheer amount of theaters in the twin cities
means that there is hope for work in my future. Finally, I was drawn by the diversity of coursework
and opportunities the department has to offer. In the past four years I've acted, directed, designed,
danced, sung, and a whole lot more.

What are you most curious about?
As an actor, the obvious answer is everything. How do things work? How do I work? Can I combine
the two? More than that, I'm curious about my future. I want to act—there is nothing else I would
rather do. The question is, will I be picked? Will I get lucky? Will I be able to pay off my debt? Simply
put, I'm curious about many things.
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Gauge, who suffered multiple pelvic fractures in a five-
story fall, in rehab with canine rehabilitation practitioner
Kim Colvard.

What a difference a 3-D makes
April 9, 2013

3-D CT scans give the U a leg up in
spotting veterinary injuries

When Gauge fell from a rooftop a few
months ago, he had two strikes
against him:

• The ground was five stories down

• He was a dog, not a cat

Rushed to the University of Minnesota
Veterinary Medical Center, Gauge
looked like a goner. Even after his
internal injuries were tended to, his
fractured pelvis loomed like a third
strike that would hobble him for life.
That's what it's like for too many
animals, whose veterinary surgeons
have only conventional X-rays or a stack of two-dimensional CT scans to guide them as they go into
surgery. 

But Gauge was lucky. The U's was one of only a handful of U.S. veterinary hospitals to have a "64-
slice" 3-D CT scanner. It produced an image of the dog's pelvis that could be rotated on a screen to
show every crack and break—a godsend to Gauge's surgeon, Kristina Kiefer. 

"If we had gone with just X-rays, we would have been presented with new problems at the time of
surgery," says Kiefer, a resident in the College of Veterinary Medicine. "There were fractures in
Gauge's case that didn't show up in the standard X-ray. But having the 3-D image allowed us to
identify the fractures and have a better idea how we could reconstruct the site we were going into,
which was the pelvic region, and communicate with the owner what the prognosis was and what to
expect in terms of therapy and recovery."

All the angles

The 3-D scanner operates much like a conventional one, says radiologist Dan Feeney, a professor
of veterinary clinical sciences. The patient is moved through the X-ray tube as it rotates, scanning in
spiral fashion. In one short pass around a patient, it yields 64 slices only half a millimeter thick. A
computer then transforms the data into one 3-D image.

"We got a complete picture of the hip region in five or six regions," says Feeney. Many patients are
dogs that have swallowed strange foreign objects. But even with them, the scanner also may pick
up unexpected complications.

"One case was about one of those shish kabob pieces of wood," he says. "We assumed the dog
had eaten it, but it had penetrated his stomach, and he presented with abdominal and chest
problems. It had migrated into his chest. The surgeon removed it, and the dog was fine. We've had
a couple of cases like that." (Note: No scans have yet found homework inside a dog.)

Sometimes, the 3-D scanner turns up complete surprises. "In one, we happened to find an anatomic
anomaly that's been reported in the literature," Kiefer recalls. "I showed students what a normal
[circulatory] system looks like, and then what this dog's looked like. It was a good learning tool." The
unorthodox plumbing caused the dog no problem; it was in for an unrelated spinal problem. 

Rising popularity

When the Veterinary Hospital acquired the scanner, only the U and Oregon State had them for
veterinary purposes. Now, says Feeney, several more institutions have them, and more are sure to
follow. The U's sees use every day, and is proving that its worth goes beyond the expected. 

One big new application, he says, is in staging a cancer patient's disease.

"If there is a mass in the lungs, {we ask if] the patients also have masses that have spread
elsewhere, such as to the abdomen or leg," Feeney says. "So we do a whole lot of body scans.

"I think this makes a big difference in how we can manage our patients and provide additional
information to surgeon, oncologists, and other medical people," he says. "As we evolve in the
diagnostic techniques we do, we learn more applications for the technology."

And Gauge? He's in rehab, doing well.

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Stars of the Big 10
April 16, 2013

Big Ten Network videos highlight U of M pace-setters

The Big Ten Network has produced videos starring four University of Minnesota researchers, from
the areas of neuroscience, invasive species research, and robotics.

This week we highlight robotics expert Nikos Papanikolopoulos (please note that this is the correct
spelling). His Scout robots can perform reconnaissance in risky military, hostage, or rescue
situations.

Previously featured

Fisheries expert Peter Sorensen, who is leading the charge to thwart the disruption of lakes and
rivers by invasive species of carp:

Neuroscientist Karen Ashe, who has genetically engineered mouse models of Alzheimer's disease
used in research on the disease worldwide:
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The last phase of this year's Step Up campaign features messages regarding mental health. For more on the
campaign visit Step Up.
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Students walking along the Washington Avenue Bridge
stop to read signs written by people in honor of friends
and family members who have struggled with mental
illness.

Keeping mental health in mind
April 18, 2013

The scene along the south side of the
Washington Avenue pedestrian bridge
was striking and sobering: black
folding chairs lined up as far as the
eye could see—1,100 of them leading
to a figurative vanishing point outside
the Weisman Art Museum.

That total corresponded to the
number of college students who
commit suicide each year, a fact
pointed out by the organizers of
Mental Health Awareness Day
(MHAD) on April 16, an annual U
event held to do just that—raise
awareness about mental illness and
reduce the lingering stigma attached
to talking openly about it.

Mental health issues can affect
anyone; in fact, it’s estimated that one
in four adults—nearly 58 million Americans—experiences a mental health disorder in a given year. 

In addition, 1 in 17 of us lives with a serious mental illness such as bipolar disorder, major
depression, or schizophrenia, and about 1 in 10 children experiences a serious mental or emotional
disorder.

Twenty-two years ago, “I was one of those people,” Mark Meier told the crowd at the MHAD event,
looking west toward the foot traffic over the Mississippi. “Because of my depression, I used to
dangle myself off this very bridge.”

Meier is now a licensed clinical social worker and an instructor in the School of Medicine, and he
complimented organizers of MHAD for helping people understand that mental illness is an everyday
part of many people’s lives.

That fact was underscored by a number of students who spontaneously walked up to the small
stage and shared their stories—even bared their souls—to an appreciative audience.

"Things are much easier to manage … at the front end than when they
become debilitating,” Hanson says. “And it’s not uncommon for them to
become debilitating." — Matt Hanson

Two students spoke of having anxiety and panic disorders, among other symptoms, and their
struggles to cope and to excel in the face of adversity. “There is hope, and you do have to forgive
yourself,” said one. “You have to love who you are before anyone can love you.”

Then there was 19-year-old Anna Barton, who shared her story of growing up in a family where
suicide was actually discussed openly. Both her paternal grandfather and aunt had taken their own
lives, and both she and her dad had experienced their own mental health issues.

Barton shared that when she was in the hospital seeking help about a year ago, she received a
number of messages from her father saying that he wanted to talk. The conversation never took
place, and a few days later, he committed suicide. 

“Even though I didn’t have the best relationship with him, I would give anything just to talk to him
again,” she said. “That choice that you make to [take] yourself out of the world is so much bigger
than you would ever believe.”

Students take advantage of help at the U

At University Counseling and Career Services (UCCS), the number of students accessing mental
health services has been going up by about 5 percent each year, according to Matt Hanson, senior
psychologist and coordinator for outreach and career services. He says UCCS sees about 1,500
students a year for a total of about 8,000 appointments, adding that Boynton Health Service sees
about twice that number.

“There’s been an upward trend, with more students every year that are seeking out mental health
services, and the same is true for Boynton,” says Hanson.

The reasons for the increase are varied. “I think there is more willingness to seek out mental health
services, so the stigma is going down and there are lots of efforts in that direction,” he says. “I think
this generation of students is more open to receiving therapy or to seek out counseling services
than their parents were. There have been shifts in that direction where there’s more willingness to
seek out help.” Many arrive on campus having already received counseling and/or medications.

And, he adds, “I think students are just generally more stressed out.”

That can lead to difficulties in school, trouble with relationships, and problems with substance
abuse, which in turn can spiral into even bigger problems. Which is why seeking help at an early
stage is so important and encouraged University-wide. (See video below.)

“Things are much easier to manage … at the front end than when they become debilitating,”
Hanson says. “And it’s not uncommon for them to become debilitating. 

“The more things we add to our life, the more stress we experience without attention—without some
kind of intervention—the more intractable they become.” 

And that makes events like Tuesday’s even more crucial, he adds. “This is an important thing to
keep in mind—that mental health has its limits, that we’re all prone to different stressors, that we
can all experience anxiety and depression in different levels and for different durations based on
what’s happening in our lives … It can affect anybody; it’s nondiscriminating.” 

Contact the writer at moore112@umn.edu.
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The Silver Dollar galaxy (NGC 253) lies about 11.5
million light-years from Earth in the southern
constellation Sculptor. This picture comes from a
European Southern Observatory telescope at the
Paranal Observatory in Chile.

Starwatch May 2013
April 18, 2013

After the April we've had, May has got
to have clearer skies. Let's hope so,
anyway.

We'll need those clear skies to see
Jupiter, Venus and Mercury perform
an intricate dance during the second
half of May. Jupiter, in the west, is
dropping from the sky as Earth leaves
it behind in the orbital race;
meanwhile, Venus and Mercury are
climbing into the evening sky as they
catch up to Earth. Mercury, being
closer to the sun, is faster and
outstrips Venus. 

The dance begins with Jupiter
descending into the sun's afterglow
as Venus comes up to meet it. Then,
in the last week of the month, Mercury
pops up and becomes the highest of
the three planets by month's end. Try
to get out the evening of the 26th, when the three will form a compact trio that fits easily within a
binocular field.

Saturn, still bright after being lapped by Earth in late April, comes out in the east after nightfall and
follows Spica, the brightest star in Virgo, across the sky. Above the ringed planet, brilliant Arcturus
leads its kite-shaped constellation, Bootes, the herdsman, on its nightly journey. These three objects
form a rather long, thin triangle with Arcturus at its apex.

The Eta Aquarid meteor shower is expected to peak in the predawn hours of the 6th, but plenty of
meteors will fly for a few days before and after that date. A waning moon will be up, but shouldn't
interfere much, especially on and after the 6th. Meteors will radiate from a point near the Water Jar
of Aquarius, which rises a couple of hours after midnight in May. Eta Aquarid meteors are typically
fast and bright, and often leave persistent trails.  

In the north, the Big Dipper is very high during evening hours and "spills its water" down toward the
Little Dipper. In the southwest, Leo, the lion, is also high, its head an upright but backward question
mark of stars anchored by bright Regulus.

Between Leo and the bowl of the Big Dipper, try to find three evenly spaced pairs of stars known as
the Three Leaps of the Gazelle. The gazelle leaps along a line running northwest from a spot just
above Leo's hindquarters.These three pairs of stars are also identified as three feet of Ursa Major,
the great bear—the constellation that includes the Big Dipper.  

The Milky Way sits on the horizon in every direction during evenings in May. But in the early
morning hours it lifts up in the east and moves westward behind the spring constellations.

To Algonquin Indians, May's full moon was the full flower moon, corn planting moon or milk moon.
The moon becomes full at 11:25 p.m. CDT on the 24th, having risen, round and beautiful, in daylight
about three hours earlier. At 11:11 p.m. the moon just barely grazes the northernmost part of Earth's
penumbra, or light outer shadow, but this event—which is, technically, an eclipse—will not be
noticeable.

The University of Minnesota offers public viewings of the night sky at its Duluth and Twin Cities
campuses. For more information and viewing schedules, see: 

Duluth, Marshall W. Alworth Planetarium: www.d.umn.edu/planet 

Twin Cities, Minnesota Institute for Astrophysics (during fall and spring semesters):
www.astro.umn.edu/outreach/pubnight 

Check out the astronomy programs at the University of Minnesota's Bell Museum ExploraDome:
www.bellmuseum.umn.edu/ForGroups/ExploraDome/index.htm 

4/19/13 Contact: Deane Morrison, University Relations, (612) 624-2346, morri029@umn.edu 

Find U of M astronomers and links to the world of astronomy at http://www.astro.umn.edu.
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Dr. John Wagner, who directs the University of
Minnesota's Pediatric Blood and Marrow Transplant
Program.

The protector

The mutation that protects
against HIV works because
the virus requires two
footholds to get inside its
target, namely immune cells
called T cells. Some T cells
have a protein called CD4
sticking up from their outer
surfaces like an antenna.
The virus grabs onto it, but
it can't get inside the cell
unless it can also grab a
second surface protein
called CCR5. HIV-resistant
T cells have a mutant form
of CCR5 that HIV can't
grasp, and this mutation,
known as CCR5d32, is
what protects those who
carry it.

Rest of the team

Dr. Michael Verneris is an
associate professor of
pediatrics and a leukemia
therapy expert. Dr. Timothy
Schacker is a professor of
medicine and director of the
Infectious Disease Clinic.

Revolutionary treatment begins
April 22, 2013

Umbilical cord blood is potential
lifesaver for a young patient

Six tablespoons of blood may turn a
young person with both AIDS and
leukemia into a healthy long-term
survivor.

The blood, from an umbilical cord,
holds the best hope for wiping out
both diseases. A transplant like this is
risky; however, it was attempted once
before with bone marrow, in Berlin
several years ago, and it worked. 

On Tuesday (April 23) doctors at the
University of Minnesota Amplatz
Children's Hospital infused the cord
blood into a boy who has traveled a
long distance for this new treatment.
The blood contains potent stem cells that will not only destroy the leukemia but also form a new
immune system. 

What makes this a momentous event is that these stem cells also carry a genetic variant that
confers resistance to HIV. If the transplant is successful, the boy will never need HIV treatment
again.

"Cord blood banks around the world store blood collected from the placenta shortly after the birth of
a child," says Dr. John Wagner, director of the University's Pediatric Blood and Marrow Transplant
Program and a recognized pioneer in cord blood transplantation. "With the discovery that one
percent of whites of northern European descent carry a variant form of a protein important for HIV
infection of immune cells, cord blood banks are only now starting to test their inventory for this
variant."

The common form of the protein allows HIV to infect cells, but the
variant form prevents infection (see sidebar). 

"It was only a matter of time that we would be able to perform such a
treatment for HIV," says Dr. Michael Verneris, the University physician
caring for this patient.  "But with fewer than 200 units tested for the
HIV-resistant variant, we were very lucky to find a suitably matched
cord blood unit for this patient." 

"The hope today is that we will prove that HIV can be cured and that
cord blood is the best way to move this forward, based on the fact that
it is banked and tissue matching is less restrictive," says Wagner.
"There are patients with HIV and leukemia out there today who are
waiting for such a breakthrough. But for those with HIV alone, a
success in this patient would compel the scientific community to find
potentially safer strategies, such as genetically inducing the variant in
the patients' own marrow stem cells." 

A more immediate need, Wagner says, is support to increase this line
of research and spur cord blood banks to type all blood units for the
HIV resistance variant. 

Why cord blood?

The patient came to the University because Wagner and his colleagues have performed more cord
blood transplants than any other center in the world, mostly in adults and children with leukemia.
Recent data have demonstrated that the highest leukemia-free survival rates are in those
transplanted with mismatched cord blood because of its potent anti-leukemia effect. 

Crucially, cells from cord blood are less likely to cause graft-versus-host disease, a severe condition
that happens when the transplanted immune cells "reject" the new host's body. Why cord blood cells
are less reactive than adult marrow is incompletely understood, but evidence suggests the cord
blood cells are immunologically immature. 

It's lucky that a close match is not required, because it would be virtually impossible to find blood
stem cells that both were matched to the patient and carried the HIV resistance variant, Wagner
says.

Care for a special patient 

The patient arrived at the University several weeks ago for tests. In
the week before the transplant, he underwent a regimen of
chemotherapy and radiation to kill his existing bone marrow and
immune system. 

The cord blood will be transfused into a large central vein that empties
into the heart. As they circulate, the cells will find their way into the
bone marrow and produce a functional immune system in about three
weeks, Verneris says. During this time the patient will be closely
monitored for infection.

Also, "We'll test the patient frequently to monitor the viral load—that is, the amount of virus in the
blood," says University physician Dr. Timothy Schacker. "When it is undetectable in both the blood
and the tissues, we will remove the patient from HIV drugs. This is really the ultimate test of a cure.
We anticipate that this will happen in the next weeks to months."

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Steve Sack has been the editorial cartoonist at the Star
Tribune since 1981. He says the editor back then knew
him from his days at the Minnesota Daily and had
followed his work at Fort Wayne, Indiana, and when a
position opened at the Star Tribune, encouraged Sack
to apply.

Images: courtesy Star Tribune

"I don't think there's any topic that would be off limits for
a cartoon," says sack. Given that, why backpedal from a
chance to poke fun at Lance Armstrong?

A prize-winning view of the world
April 22, 2013

At first, Steve Sack didn’t believe the
news that he’d won the 2013 Pulitzer
Prize for editorial cartooning. It wasn’t
until a bottle of champagne was
placed into his hands and he was a
led to a Star Tribune newsroom full of
clapping colleagues that he realized
his decades of hard work and clever
creations had earned him the
newspaper world’s holy grail.

Editorially speaking, it’s a well-
deserved honor.

Sack’s Pulitzer portfolio contains
laugh-out-loud cartoons poking fun at
big-name politicians from both sides
of the aisle—think Biden and
Bachmann—plus a great visual jab at
fallen bicycling superstar Lance
Armstrong.

And a day after he celebrated his
prize, he put the finishing touches on
a perfectly poignant statement about
the Boston Marathon bombings.

Sack attended the U in the late ’70s and worked for the Minnesota Daily, where he learned about
the newspaper business. He didn’t earn his degree, but instead jumped at a job offer from the Fort
Wayne Journal-Gazette in Indiana, where he worked till joining the Strib in 1981.

We spoke with Sack about his thoughts on winning a Pulitzer, his time at the U and the Minnesota
Daily, and his creative process and style.

Can you describe your process? How does an average day and cartoon go?

The beginning part of my day is always pretty much the same. We have an editorial board meeting
and people much smarter than I talk about the issues of the day and what positions they want to
take on an issue and an event. ... After the meeting I’ll go read some papers and look at some blogs
and websites and get a sense of what the story of the day is, or stories—which ones people are
talking about and thinking about. By noon I’m ready to sit down and start working on ideas. 

I’ll just start drawing and sketching … and by the end of the process I’ll have a dozen pieces of
paper with sketches. … 

Somehow, out of that mess an idea will pop into my head. It’ll hopefully express a point of view or
look at the world in a way that has some unique value. Once I get that, the idea is by far the hardest
and the drawing is the most fun. I love to draw; I have since I was a child. That’s where I’m able to
relax and put the idea to paper.

Do you ever feel that an edgy cartoon has maybe crossed a boundary, or are there certain topics
you won’t touch?

I don’t think there’s any topic that would be off limits for a cartoon. There are certainly delicate topics
and certainly topics that you want to have a deft touch with. They are not all funny; they’re not all
supposed to be funny. If you’re doing a cartoon about sexual abuse, you want to do something that
expresses a thought without causing more hurt.

Over the years, you must get accused
of being biased against various political
administrations.

I get accused of being anti-anything-
you-want-to-name more than a couple
times a year. People aren't hesitant
about letting me know that they don’t
like something that I’ve done. And
that’s fine. I have my own little piece of
real estate every day where I can spout
off, and they have every right to let me
know or let the paper know or write a
letter [with their thoughts].

Can you talk a bit about your time here
working for the Minnesota Daily?

“It was just wonderful. I started off just doing illustrations because I needed a part-time job. I saw
quickly that the cartoonist was being paid more than the illustrators, so I waited till he went on
vacation or a leave of absence and hopped into his chair and started doing them. Then I got to know
the reporters.

There are great people who worked at the Daily. It was an amazing place. A lot of the people that I
worked with there are working at the Star Tribune now, or have. There’s probably near a dozen here
still. …

It was a terrific place to learn the business. Part of it is that it’s a daily paper. To have the experience
of having to meet those deadlines every single day, and have your work go out there and have
people see it and judge it and let you know if it’s not working—it’s a very intense experience, and I
have only fond memories of it.”

What advice would you give to a college student who aspires to be an accomplished editorial
cartoonist?

First off, I would advise an aspiring cartoonist to have an alternative career plan. Editorial cartooning
is not a growth industry these days, and there are fewer than 50 full-time staff editorial cartoonists in
the United States the last time I looked. If I were starting today, I would look to animation or graphic
novels. 

That said, if someone were driven to press forward, I would urge a solid understanding of art and
design, history, creative writing, journalism, political science, mass communication, and especially
communication technology. You know, all the things I never studied!

To check out Sack’s Pulitzer-winning creations, visit the Pulitzer cartoons. 
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Farmer John Dosdall, right, and Crop Consultant Paul
Groneberg. Crop farmers learn about the latest
University research from ag pros trained by Extension.

Extension's Reach
U of M President Eric
Kaler on the role Extension
and the U play in making
Minnesota a better place to
live:

"I think it is safe to say that
no University college or
program touches the lives
of Minnesotans the way
Extension does. During my
first 18 months at the
University, I've traveled
across this state.
Everywhere I go I see
Extension's reach—from
food and agriculture to
youth and families, to
community leadership and
economic development."

Reaching more farmers
April 26, 2013

Since its inception in 1909, University
of Minnesota Extension has worked
with farmers to find solutions to their
biggest challenges. And, since we all
eat—our biggest challenges. For the
past 25 years, Extension has shared
the U's expertise by educating
agriculture professionals, who in turn
have the most influence on crop
farmers today.

Keeping agriculture professionals on
top of current research helps ensure
economically and environmentally
responsible cropping decisions are
made throughout the state.

It's a big job, with big impact.
According to a 2011 survey, each
agriculture professional impacts some
48,000 acres in Minnesota (serving about 61 clients each). That's about 4.3 million acres across the
state and surrounding regions where consultants educated by U Extension have advised farmers.

And with the advancements in so many aspects of agriculture in the past 30 years, farmers need
information from a range of professionals—crop consultants, machinery sellers, seed and fertilizer
dealers—they all play a role in decisions farmers make every day.

"Agriculture has become a highly complex field, says Paul Groneberg, who works for Centrol—a
major crop-consulting enterprise in Minnesota. "Farmers need to pull a lot of pieces together to
manage the farm, just like with any other business."

Consultants like Groneberg build the skills they need to help farmers navigate that complexity
through regular participation in Extension's Institute for Ag Professionals.

John Dosdall grows corn and soybeans near the small town of Hancock in western Minnesota. He
says he wouldn't want to farm today without Paul Groneberg's advice.

Dosdall says he has made changes in his operation, such as in fertilization, under Groneberg's
guidance. "I apply that knowledge to my cropping system," he explains. "I don't put the same
application on every part of my field after learning how to determine which nutrients are needed by
which areas."

Harvesting research
By showing real examples from U research lands, specialists like Jeff
Gunsolus provide hands-on learning. Gunsolus is an Extension
agronomist, professor, and expert in weed-science, and one of the
researchers who teach agriculture professionals. Today, he says,
herbicide issues are at the forefront of agriculture. Extension makes
sure agriculture professionals know the latest about herbicide issues.

"When they can explain to farmers the right herbicide to use on the
right weed at the right time, farmers use fewer chemicals," says
Gunsolus. Farm resources are then used more efficiently, weeds
develop less resistance, and environmental impacts are reduced. It is
a similar situation with managing insect pests, such as the soybean
aphid.

In that regard, Extension advocates for using multiple, integrated
tactics to control insect pests. An important aspect of this approach is
learning to accept a certain amount of pests in a field.

"We're not into pest eradication," Extension integrated pest
management specialist Bruce Potter explains, "We're into managing
them."

In the case of the damaging soybean aphid, an Extension team directed a research project involving
11 universities to come up with an aphid threshold: If growers have 250 or fewer aphids per plant,
they can leave the pests with absolutely no yield loss.

To simplify the counting of aphids, Extension created a user-friendly tool, which agriculture
professionals now learn about and share with farmers.

Developing the agricultural workforce
The model of transferring knowledge to farmers through agriculture professionals has become
emulated nationwide because it multiplies the impact of research and education.

It has helped Minnesota become a leader in agricultural production, ranking in the top 10 states in
cash receipts from farms and in the export of farm products. Production of food, feed, fiber, and fuel
generates more than $75 billion in economic activity every year in Minnesota, and agriculture
provides more than 340,000 jobs in the state.

The full version of this story originally appeared in Extension's Source magazine.

Related Stories
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An artist's conception of Sang-Hyun Oh's experiments
to test interactions between membranes and molecules
such as drugs. A larger version with expanded caption
is available.

Are they toxic?

Nanomedicine also
concerns the toxicity of
nanoparticles. When
inhaled in quantity, they can
be harmful. But what if
they're ingested and get
into the bloodstream?

Christy Haynes has tested
commonly used
nanoparticles—made from
silica, titanium, gold, and
silver—for toxicity to several
types of cells from the
immune systems of lab
animals and humans.

"With the four types of
particles, we almost always
see 80 percent viability of
the cells," she says. In other
words, the cells held up
pretty well. Haynes hopes
to learn if this result will
apply to other cells with
similar functions. She also
wants to answer big
questions like: How long do
nanoparticles last in the
body? and How are they
excreted?

Nanomedicine: a new frontier
April 29, 2013

Nanomedicine is alive and growing at
the U

Everything our bodies do depends on
interactions that happen on a
nanoscale, the realm of atoms and
small molecules. Today, medicine is
catching up.

At the University of Minnesota,
nanomedicine researchers are
pushing forward with projects like new
drug-delivery technologies and better
screening of potential drugs. 

Nanoparticles against cancer

In cancer biology, for example,
mechanical engineering professor
John Bischof, chemistry associate
professor Christy Haynes, and radiology professor Michael Garwood are out to deliver nanoparticles
of iron oxide to tumors and kill them with heat while sparing healthy tissue.

"We want to get the temperature of the nanoparticles above 45 degrees C [113 F]," says Bischof,
whose expertise is heating measurements.

This is possible by applying alternating magnetic fields around the nanoparticles inside living tissue.
The applied fields make the particles' magnetic fields flip direction quickly, or they roll the particles
back and forth, creating friction. These motions heat the particles within tumor cells that contain
them, but not normal cells, which don't.

Ideally, the team would inject enough iron oxide into a tumor to achieve more than 1 milligram of
iron per gram of tumor tissue. It is important to know how many of the nanoparticles have been
absorbed by a tumor so as not to overtreat. 

"Unfortunately, clinical imaging like ultrasound or computed tomography [CT] can't accurately
measure iron concentrations in that range," Bischof says.

However, at the U's Center for Magnetic Resonance Research, Garwood has developed SWIFT, a
new technology that can. At present, no other imaging technology is capable of this, Bischof says.

To improve stability and heating properties, Haynes applies coats—10-20 nanometers thick—of a
special "mesoporous" silica. This silica naturally contains pores, into which molecules of anti-cancer
drugs can be added for a one-two punch.

Dartmouth College researcher Jack Hoopes depends on this work as he, along with physicians,
move toward bringing iron oxide thermo-therapy to patients. Clinical trials with breast cancer
patients are scheduled to begin this year.

Drug screening

If a drug is to elicit some response from a cell, it first must interact with
a protein "receptor" embedded in the cell's outer membrane. A good
candidate drug is one that interacts strongly, but measuring the
strength of interactions is inefficient because most tests in use only tell
whether or not an interaction occurs.

But that's about to change.

"We're developing optical sensors to study how proteins interact with
molecules," says Sang-Hyun Oh, an associate professor of electrical
and computer engineering. "Membrane proteins are the main targets."

Oh and his colleagues have developed a way to fabricate ultrathin
gold films containing nanoscale pores in a precise array. In
experiments, they lay a membrane containing receptors over a film,
with the receptors protruding from the membrane both downward into
the pores and upward. Next, they add a candidate drug to be tested.

Under laser light, electrons in the gold atoms resonate and funnel the
light down the pores and into a detector. This response is very
sensitive to how a drug candidate interacts with a receptor.

Oh and his team created the instrument that measures the interaction
strength. They are collaborating with Mayo Clinic neuroscientists who
have developed antibodies to potentially treat multiple sclerosis by
restoring neurons' myelin sheaths, which the cells need to function
normally.
 
"With rodents, we found that the antibodies attached to membranes of
[myelin-forming cells] and triggered them to initiate repair," says Oh.

Without Oh's group, the Mayo Clinic scientists would have to rely on costly, inefficient testing of the
antibodies they produce. Clinical trials with MS patients will begin soon.

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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An apparatus to measure bacteria using light to make
electricity.

Electrifying potential
May 6, 2013

Electricity from bacteria opens a world
of possibilities

Alchemists never managed to change
base metals into gold, but all around
us microbes achieve the next best
thing.  

Using primitive electricity, some
bacteria can change the electrical
state of metals—notably iron, but also
uranium, manganese, and arsenic.   

And that makes them gold to
University of Minnesota researchers
Daniel Bond and Jeffrey Gralnick,
both associate professors in the
Department of Microbiology and
members of the U's BioTechnology
Institute. 

"Our labs focus on the fundamental question of what kinds of bacteria are capable of changing
metals from one state to another, and how they do it," says Bond. "Only bacteria can do this—they
control the chemistry of soils and water by altering the [electrical] states of most elements."

Electron thieves and donors

How they do it is the big question, but in short (not the electrical kind), they either steal electrons
from, or donate them to, atoms of metal. These movements of electrons, which carry a negative
charge, constitute an electric current.

These currents, typically generated when bacteria break down organic compounds, can be used to
build biosensors that signal the presence of specific pollutants or chemicals in water or soil. But
bacteria in Bond's and Gralnick's labs also hold potential for detoxifying metals. 

"Some bacteria from the Soudan mine [in northern Minnesota] can take electrons from [soluble]
metals to make rusts, which precipitate out of the water," says Gralnick. "They use the electrons to
make energy … much like the way humans do. But they don't grow easily in the lab." 

These "iron-oxidizing" bacteria make their living stealing electrons from iron, and combining it with
oxygen to form rust. Gralnick and Bond have found a way to grow them by substituting an electrode
for iron. Using a battery, they charge the electrode with electrons and put it in a chamber with the
bacteria. The bacteria flock to the electrode and start slurping up the electrons; this immediately
registers as a current whose strength reflects the activity of the bacteria. 

Many-faceted microbes

But the bacteria the researchers study the most are the "iron-reducing" bacteria, which behave in
the opposite way by donating electrons (acquired from organic compounds) to iron in rust. This
makes the iron water-soluble again, and can also lead to the formation of interesting new minerals,
such as magnetic particles. 

The iron-reducers are good model organisms for bacteria that use the same biochemical process to
donate electrons to potentially very toxic metals—uranium, for example.   

"With those extra electrons, the uranium precipitates out of solution," Gralnick notes. "We have
colleagues in the UK who test bacteria for the ability to [donate electrons] and change the solubility
of radioactive compounds."  

The researchers are also asking fundamental questions about how microbial communities, which
are integral to ecosystems everywhere, evolved to share electrons. For example, they use a gold
electrode and an engineered strain to force two bacterial species to grow only in the presence of
each other. The engineered species needs to donate electrons, but can't do so to gold. So it
donates them to the other species, which passes the electrons to the electrode; that way, both can
live. The researchers are able to study how microbial communities work together when electrons
are the primary currency, and say this research could lead to new biotechnology applications. 

The field of bacteria interfaced with electrodes got off the ground—or into it—with the Office of
Naval Research "because these bacteria can be used to generate electrical power in sediments
deep in the ocean," says Bond. "Thus, the Navy, and other branches of the Defense Department,
strongly support this work for energy and sensing applications."

For example, what if the microbes activated their electricity-generating biochemical pathways in
response to chemicals in the environment?

"If we can harness the precision of bacterial sensing, I'd love to use bacteria as an early warning
system for pollutants," says Bond. "But you can only build these organisms if you understand how
they work."

And that's what he and Gralnick are all about.

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Jeffrey Watkins, a Salk Middle School 8th grader, built a
miniature, fully functional Gutenberg Press as part of his
History Day project. He explained and demonstrated
his project at State History Day, May 4. ~Photo by Chris
Cooper

History Day: changing futures
May 7, 2013

When Johannes Gutenberg invented
the printing press in 1450 he probably
couldn't imagine that some 560 years
later, using plans found on something
called the "Internet" and a saw guided
by a "laser," a rosy-cheeked
Minnesota 8th grader from Salk
Middle School would build a
miniature, fully functional version of
the press that revolutionized printing.
But such is the pace of history.

Every year the pace quickens and the
past comes alive for 6-12th graders
throughout Minnesota schools during
State History Day, a remarkable
partnership between the Minnesota
Historical Society, the University of
Minnesota, and others.

On May 4, more than 1,000 students
competed at National History Day in
Minnesota, held on the U of M campus. They had advanced from among some 30,000 students
participating statewide at schools that implement the program to provide structure (and outside
support) for learning goals in history and language arts, says Tim Hoogland, History Day coordinator
for the Minnesota Historical Society and U of M affiliated professor.

"The concept was modeled after a science fair," says Hoogland. "The basic idea is that when kids
study something like chemistry, one day they're in desks and chairs learning the concept, and the
next day they're in the lab putting that concept into practice. So History Day is essentially history
lab."

Every year, some 30 U of M undergraduates act as mentors at participating schools (there are some
250 statewide). Mentors help kids on projects ranging from a research paper to live performances,
documentaries, website creation, and more, on topics the children choose.

"If History Day helps you to engage with what’s going on in your
world, that’s wonderful. And if it inspires you to get a Ph.D. someday—
that’s wonderful, too." ~Torrie Jay White, U of M senior and History
Day mentor.

One performance at this year's competition was an original play written about Vietnam by three
students from Holy Rosary School in Duluth. The students not only learned about the history of that
war, they created a narrative of a soldier killed in battle, as told to them personally by that soldier's
surviving brother, who was also in the war—impressive research (and acting) for anyone, let alone
students so young.

More than 3,000 students visited Wilson Library on the U of M campus this year to learn and do
research, including finding primary and secondary sources, with the help of their mentors and
University librarians.

"Of all the things that we measure, the academic impact of History Day goes up if two things
happen," says Hoogland. "One is interaction with someone other than a teacher; and two is if they
get into a library outside of their school—and that means, also, off the Internet—so they're not just
trying to Google their way through a project."

Students inspiring students
U senior Emily Klipp has been a History Day mentor for four years, the last three at Anwatin Middle
School in Minneapolis. She sees part of her work as helping to close Minnesota's achievement gap.

"Working in the Minneapolis public schools, you see a lot of different levels of kids, and they all need
different types of help," she says. "An achievement for one of my students might be just finishing a
project—that could be a huge achievement for them—and for others, it's getting all the way to the
state competition." Klipp estimates that she has spent more than 200 hours in the past months with
about 125 students.

Torrie Jay White is also a U of M senior, with three years as a mentor at Como Park Senior High.
She participated in the program when she was in high school. Her project as a tenth grader was
also about Vietnam.

"We searched archives at the U and got our hands on actual pamphlets about protests—we got our
hands on what felt like the actual history," says White. "It was the first time that we realized that our
school work, that what we do for our grade, can extend beyond the classroom."

She sees her role as instilling in kids the value of education. "My goal," she says, "is to find students
who haven't been pushed, haven't been encouraged, haven't been told you can do great things—
and tell them they can." And while a four-year degree may not be for everyone, White has seen
History Day change the perspective of dozens of her students.

"What is for everyone," she says, "is to live an engaged life. And if History Day helps you to engage
with what's going on in your world, that's wonderful. And if it inspires you to get a Ph.D. someday,
that's wonderful too."

The College of Liberal Arts' History Department has sponsored History Day in Minnesota since
1980. The History Day mentor program is one initiative in the U's ongoing goal to strengthen K-12
education throughout the state. Learn more.
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Turfgrass expert Sam Bauer says it’s important to not
be overly aggressive when raking this spring, and also
to not mow your grass too short. Proper spring
irrigation is also important.

Adapting to extreme weather
May 13, 2013

Last year’s heat and drought and this
year’s late spring have added extra
stress to lawns

With buds finally starting to bloom on
trees in the southern part of
Minnesota and ice still stubbornly
floating around on lakes in the north,
it’s a good time to take stock of a
strange year of weather and its effect
on our lawns and vegetation.

To rehash the recent weather history
that many of us may be trying to
repress, we had an exceedingly wet
and warm spring in 2012, followed by
a summer and fall of extreme heat
and certifiable drought. That took a
toll on grass and trees—not to
mention crops—all around the state. 

And while we cut into the moisture deficit with a rather snowy winter, that winter only recently
(mostly) released its grip on the landscape. And that landscape includes a lot of struggling
vegetation.

A narrow window for recovery

According to Sam Bauer, turfgrass expert with University of Minnesota Extension, many people saw
their grass wither and even die heading into the winter, especially if they didn’t provide extra
irrigation in the fall. 

To make matters worse, the painfully long winter has shortened the natural recovery period for
grasses, when the root system develops enough to withstand the stresses of summer heat. 

Normally, that window begins toward the end of April and lasts till early June. But this year we were
still getting snow at the end of April en route to a monthly total of 17.6 inches—the snowiest month
of the entire winter.

“Essentially, our window for recovery this spring is shortened, what with the cool temperatures we’ve
had and the third snowiest April,” Bauer says. “Our recovery period is not much more than a month.”

So what to do? Bauer says it’s important to not be overly aggressive when raking this spring, and
also to not mow your grass too short. Proper spring irrigation is also important.

And if you’re thinking of applying pre-emergent weed herbicides “for those lawns that have a history
of crabgrass”, now is the time, Bauer says, as crabgrass will begin germinating when the soil is
about 60 degrees.

Bauer also says now may be the time to explore planting lower maintenance, lower input grasses
like fine fescues, depending on how you use your lawn and how much foot traffic it receives. (You
can read more about fine fescues "In search of 'greener' grass".) Fine fescues blend well with other
grasses and tend to recover better from events like last year’s drought.

However, he cautions that if you do decide to inter-seed with another type of grass, you can’t apply
the pre-emergent herbicide.

Assessing the health of plants

When it comes to vegetation aside from grass, “a lot of it is really looking around your yard and
finding out how things did throughout the winter,” says Julie Weisenhorn, state director of the
Extension Master Gardener Program. 

There may be dieback, where the ends of plants perished in the winter. You should look for animal
damage to thinner-bark plants like apple, cherry, and plum trees. But beware that it’s too late to
prune fruit trees, and you should be careful not to prune oaks, either, Weisenhorn says. 

On the positive side, you can be dividing plants like daylilies, hostas, and Siberian irises, and you
can also start scheming what new things you may want to plant this year, bolstered by the thought
the impending heat will make up for the pesky winter soon enough. 

“It’s amazing—once the weather warms up—how fast the plants will sprout their leaves and get
back on track,” she says.

But with all the speculation on how climate change may make Minnesota more amenable to plants
that could previously only grow in zones to our south, Weisenhorn says you may want to wait a
while before throwing caution to the prevailing wind. 

“Part of the fun of gardening is taking a chance,” she says. “But if a plant is rated for Zone 5, people
have to be aware that it may not survive a cold Minnesota winter.”

Or, in the case of 2013, a cold and snowy Minnesota spring.

For more information on lawn, garden, and tree care, visit University of Minnesota Extension.

Related Stories
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Sarah Hobbie is the University of MInnesota's newest
member of the National Academy of Sciences.

Kudos: 1

"It's amazing teaching with
Sarah because she
combines top-notch science
with incredible organization
and care about the
students."--Stephen
Polasky, professor of
applied economics and
Academy member

Kudos: 2

"Sarah has it all. She is a
world-class researcher, a
dedicated teacher and
valued mentor for U of M
biology students."--David
Tilman, Regents Professor
of ecology and Academy
member

Kudos: 3

"We're used to having good
things happen, but not
perfect things. And this is
one of them. This is a
perfect thing to happen."--
Clarence Lehman,
associate dean for research
and graduate education,
College of Biological
Sciences 

Ecologist nets top honor
May 13, 2013

Sarah Hobbie is elected to the
National Academy of Sciences

It's easy to appreciate how green
plants help keep the carbon cycle
going.  We can see them grow as
they store carbon from carbon
dioxide. 

This puts a damper on the
greenhouse effect, but it's only half
the story, says Sarah Hobbie.

"I think it's easy to ignore or never
learn about the other half of the
carbon cycle, which is when carbon
goes back to the atmosphere,"
explains Hobbie, a professor of
ecology, evolution and behavior at the
University of Minnesota. "But we don't see it because it is mostly done by microscopic fungi and
bacteria." 

Unlike them, however, Hobbie has not gone unnoticed. On April 30, 2013, her work on carbon
cycling won her election to the National Academy of Sciences, an honor most American scientists
rank second to the Nobel Prize.

"I'm pretty surprised. It wasn't anything I expected," she says. "I have many colleagues who are
deserving." 

Where all that litters is gold

A U faculty member since 1998, Hobbie has shone a light on the hidden world of grassland and
forest soils and leaf litter, where microbes decompose organic matter. This releases CO2 and
recycles carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, and other nutrients. Without these microbes, we'd all be up
to our ears in dead trees, if we didn't starve first.

Fossil fuel burning and other human actions alter the carbon cycle by releasing additional CO2,
most of which is accumulating in the atmosphere. Any response by ecosystems that leads to
changes in decomposition or plant growth rates can offset or augment the effects of fossil fuel use,
Hobbie says.

"On land, about 60 billion metric tons of carbon are emitted every year
from decomposition, compared to just nine billion or so from
deforestation, cement production, and fossil fuel burning," she says.
"So if we tweak it even a little, that could make a big difference." 

A key question is whether airborne nitrogen--from fossil fuel
combustion and fertilizers--nourishes the world's soil microbes and
makes them produce CO2 faster. In experiments at the U's Cedar
Creek Ecosystem Science Reserve, Hobbie found that higher nitrogen
levels did indeed speed up the early stages of leaf litter
decomposition. But in later stages, the litter decomposed 20 to 60
percent more slowly, depending on the form of nitrogen she added.
She is now expanding the studies to grassland ecosystems worldwide
to get a clearer picture.

"My work isn't geared to trying to slow down decomposition, but to trying to get all the pieces of the
puzzle," Hobbie explains. "Part of what ecologists are trying to do is give society the best
information so people can decide what to do about environmental problems."

Cleaner city water

Urban ecosystems also figure into Hobbie's work.

Along with colleagues, she surveyed 3,000 households in two Twin
Cities metro-area counties to find the biggest sources of pollution from
carbon, nitrogen, and phosphorus, with the goal of working with
residents to reduce it. One striking result: About 20 percent of the
households accounted for some 70 percent of the nitrogen fertilizer
use, along with similarly disproportionate outputs of CO2 (from air
travel) and phosphorus (from pet waste). 

A very human reason for some households' high fertilizer use
emerged. 

"It's about green lawns," Hobbie says. "Keeping up appearances
matters." 

She also collaborates on efforts to improve urban water quality by other means, such as optimizing
street sweeping schedules to cut the amounts of decaying leaves--and the nutrients they contain--
that wash into streams.

The next generation

"A lot of my undergraduate students won't go on to graduate school in
ecology or biology, but they will be citizens of the world, says Hobbie.
"I hope they can become better critical consumers of information. This
is a hard time we live in, with all the unfiltered information out there."

She loves collaborating, in both research and teaching, and especially
enjoys graduate students she considers smarter than herself "because
that's how I learn." 

With her election to the academy, Hobbie's influence can only grow. 

When elected, "I realized this is a big responsibility, because suddenly, people who might not have
listened to me before will do so now," she muses. "I'll have more of an opportunity to have an
influence, and I hope to use that wisely."
 

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Jason Hill's class is among the first five massive open
online courses (MOOCs) the U of M is offering through
a partnership with Coursera.

Thermodynamics à la
MOOC

Watch a gummy bear
sacrificed for the good of
science, in U of M
chemistry professor Chris
Cramer's MOOC,
"Statistical Molecular
Thermodynamics."

A truly global course
May 20, 2013

Sixteen years ago, Jason Hill stood
before some 30 students in one of his
first classes as a teaching assistant at
the University of Minnesota. In June
2013, more than 20,000 students
logged on to take his course,
Sustainability of Food Systems: A
Global Life Cycle Perspective.

Hill's class was among the first five
massive open online courses
(MOOCs) the U of M offered (for free)
through a partnership with Coursera,
a leading MOOC platform.

The fact that thousands of people
from dozens of countries registered
for the class is amazing to Hill, a
McKnight Land-Grant Professor in the
College of Food, Agricultural and
Natural Resource Sciences (CFANS).

"Back when I was a teaching assistant I never imagined that I would one day be teaching 20,000
students in one class," Hill says.

The course's popularity reflects the surge of interest in food systems and the challenges society will
face in meeting increasing food demand in a sustainable way as the world's population swells to 9
billion by 2050.

The class is designed for anyone from the small-town grocer in Minnesota and the retiree in
California to the architect in Australia and the student in Zimbabwe. There are no prerequisites.

"You just need to have a basic knowledge of food—which we all know something about," Hill says.

The course gives the University an opportunity to showcase the breadth and depth of experts in
topics related to food at the U of M.

"Experts in [CFANS] and the University cover everything from how we grow and process food to the
environmental and health impacts of food," Hill says. "We have it all. This is the place to study food."

Hill agreed to teach the MOOC in January. With such a brief amount of time to construct a class, Hill
called on research associate Kimberley Mullins to work with him. Mullins' background centers on
renewable energy and biofuels, but she jumped at the chance to work on the food systems MOOC.

But Hill and Mullins knew they would need to adapt the teaching to fit the supersized class and
diversity of students.

"I've had to think a lot about how we can take what is an online, yet
very personal course to a global audience, yet not lose the personal
interaction," Hill says.

Making MOOCs palatable
MOOCs often involve an information dump with talking heads and
PowerPoint slides or what is referred to as "the sage on the stage,"
says Jay Bell, CFANS associate dean.

"We know if you want students to learn, they have to become engaged
in the information as opposed to being told the information," Bell says.

Hill served up a more palatable class by ditching the idea of solo lectures and replacing them with
engaging discussions. U of M experts in a variety of fields relating to food systems joined Hill in
video recorded discussions that students  view at whatever time they choose.

The class is organized around 15 questions about the world's food system, and video discussions
will focus on those questions. Once students watch the videos, they enter online forums where they
will discuss the topics and readings. Students also will take quizzes to test their comprehension.

The Coursera platform offers further tools for student feedback. For example, students can "vote"
for or recommend comments they think their classmates should read. And, if there is a topic or
question students want Hill and his team to answer, they can also promote those.

Mullins and Hill want the class environment they create to foster fruitful discussions among students
who hold differing viewpoints, experiences, and understanding.

They want students to come away with a broader appreciation of the global food system and how
everyone's choices affect its sustainability, but they also want to promote critical thinking and
learning from one's peers—the world over.

"If the class has read a paper about the food system in Afghanistan, maybe there's someone from
Afghanistan or a nearby nation in the class who can teach us more about it," Hill says.

Mullins relishes the opportunity to be among the educators involved in this new educational
landscape.

"It's really exciting for me," Mullins says. "There's not a long track record—there's no best practices
for MOOCs yet. We're at that really fun—and terrifying—frontier."

Right now, the class isn't being offered for credit, but that possibility will be explored for the future.
MOOCs are just one piece of the overall learning experience for college students, Hill says.

"You still need in-class, face-to-face interaction and experiential learning," he says.

Interest in Hill's MOOC continues to grow, especially since attracting some serious attention on
Twitter from Bill Gates, New York Times food columnist Mark Bittman, and author Michael Pollan.

Learn more about the class at U of M Coursera.

Contact the writer at mattern@umn.edu.
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Investment in the Wellness Program has so far saved
the University and plan participants $1.63 for every $1
invested—a net savings of more than $10 million over
the past five years.

Earn $. Get Healthy.

If you're a U of M faculty or
staff member covered by
UPlan, sign up for Wellness
Points now. There's still
time to achieve your goals.
Programs range from
Weight Watchers at Work to
a self-directed, personal
health or wellness goal of
your choice.

Deadlines for certain
programs, such as
enrollment in the tobacco
cessation program and the
bicycle commuter program,
are May 31. The deadline
for enrollment in the on-
campus weight
management program is
May 22.

Banking on wellness
May 21, 2013

As a self-insured employer with about
18,000 plan participants and 39,000
total members, healthcare costs are a
significant part of the U's overall
expenditures. While healthcare costs
continue to rise nationwide, the U's
well-established wellness program
plays a significant role in fostering
employee health and well-being and
slows the tide of rising costs.

Investment in that program has so far
saved the University and plan
participants $1.63 for every $1
invested—amounting to a net savings
of more than $10 million over the past
five years. That includes a 33 percent
reduction in actual hospital costs and
a 40 percent reduction in preventable
hospital costs (costs attributable to
lifestyle changes), according to a
study analyzing the plan by John Nyman, professor at the School of Public Health.

In just one element of the program—Weight Watchers at Work—
participants lost an average of 9.8 pounds per 14-week session—more
than 15,000 pounds overall during the first year of the program.

Nyman found that participants who engaged in health improvement activities needed less medical
care than if they had not taken part in the wellness initiative. In addition, the number of
hospitalizations among participants was down significantly, resulting in lower out-of-pocket
expenses for employees and their dependents.

Health pays
In 2012, the U of M doubled-down on incentives offered through its wellness program, launching a
"Wellness Points Bank" in the hopes of continued savings and further improvement in the health of
employees.

The U offers $300 for individuals and $400 for families, payable in the form of a premium reduction
equal to an extra $12 to $15 per paycheck. The changes also include more ways for employees to
earn those "points," like the U's innovative bicycling program, launched in 2012, where users can
earn 75 points for biking to work on 50 days (U participants,—1,000 of them faculty and staff—have,
to date, biked nearly 1.2 million miles and burned 32 million calories).

Since the launch of the Wellness Points Bank, the U has seen increases in all aspects of the
program—with nearly 6,000 participants earning the full benefit in 2012, says health programs
manager Karen Chapin.

In one element of the program—Weight Watchers at Work—participants lost an average of 9.8
pounds per 14-week session—more than 15,000 pounds overall during the first year of the program.

Studies conducted on behalf of the Wellness Program by StayWell Heath Management also show
evidence that employees and their dependents are improving and maintaining their health. Data
show that health risks (factors which signal the potential for disease) among UPlan members active
in the Wellness Program have decreased 11.6 percent. Most companies are lucky to see 5 to 6
percent reductions, says Chapin.

"What I always think about is that it isn't just $10 million saved, but it's healthcare events that our
people didn't experience—in hospital visits, prescriptions they didn't need to take, doctor visits they
didn't need to go to," says Chapin.

Still, in a very real way, when employees benefit from participation, so does the U.

That's because the U runs a self-insured program, says Chapin,
cutting out the insurance company and paying claims itself. One
benefit of the approach is that, unlike insurance companies, the U
doesn't need to make a profit. And while being self-insured can
increase the U's risk, it also means that employees and the U have a
mutual interest in health—when someone has a claim, it comes from
the University and from employee contributions to the plan.

Ahead of the trend
Wellness programs like the U's are gaining in popularity among large
employers, but when the U began its program in 2006, few employers
offered much in the way of incentives. As recently as 2009, only 36
percent of large employers offered such programs.

But with the double-digit growth rates in healthcare costs, businesses
are adopting such programs with the expectation that incentives will
result in reduced healthcare expenditures and insurance costs, and at
the same time, improve the health and productivity of employees while
reducing absenteeism.

Employees, meanwhile, place a real value on healthcare benefits. Of
the top ten attraction and retention drivers in the employment world,
U.S. employees list healthcare benefits behind only job security as the most important reason they
would work for and stay with an employer, according to a 2010 study by HR consultants Towers
Watson.

The cost of medical coverage at the U was $214 million in 2012 ($12,032 per participant), not
including employee out-of-pocket costs, up from about $213 million in 2011 ($11,750 per
participant). Throughout 2013, the total cost is projected to increase, although still below the
national average trend of 7 percent. Of the total medical plan cost, the University sets its budget to
pay approximately 80 percent of this.

"We understand that there is value to both the employee and employer in maintaining quality health
benefits—and quality includes affordability. Because if you make it unaffordable for employees to
get care that they need, and they choose not to get it, that hurts everybody," says director of
employee benefits Dann Chapman.

By implementing an innovative wellness program, the U has effectively enlisted the help of its
employees to slow the tide of rising costs while keeping employees healthy. The result, says
Chapman, is that the U has achieved a healthcare trend that has been lower than the national
average.

The success of the U's Wellness Program is just one of many University efforts to achieve
Operational Excellence. Learn more at excellence.umn.edu.
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In January, Governor Mark Dayton appointed Kate
Knuth as a citizen representative to the Minnesota
Environmental Quality Board. She's also pursuing a
Ph.D. in conservation biology while overseeing the
Boreas Environmental Leadership Program through the
Institute on the Environment.

At home in her environment
May 31, 2013

Kate Knuth blends a love of the
outdoors with a life of public service

When Kate Knuth proclaims that she
loves Minnesota and is dedicated to
living and working here, you can
hardly accuse her of living in a
hometown bubble.

After all, Knuth studied at the
University of Chicago, had an
internship in Hawaii, earned a
master’s degree at Oxford University,
and took advantage of a Fulbright
scholarship to sample life in Norway.

Her roots and heart may be in
Minnesota, but she’s seen and
experienced an awful lot for a 32-
year-old. And when it comes to
accomplishments, let’s just say her
resume is rich and impressive.

Knuth is currently finishing a Ph.D. in conservation biology at the U’s College of Food, Agricultural
and Natural Resource Sciences, and she directs the Boreas Leadership Program—a unique offering
from the U’s Institute on the Environment.

And earlier this year Gov. Mark Dayton appointed her a citizen member of the state’s Environmental
Quality Board.

From budding entomologist to 'seasoned' politician

From her earliest days, Knuth has nurtured a love of the environment. 

“Growing up, I really liked to be outside and I really liked bugs,” she says. “I wanted to be an
entomologist when I was 5, before I knew how to spell the word.”

She wound up double majoring in biology and philosophy at Chicago and worked for a researcher at
the Field Museum of Natural History, where she felt like the luckiest person in the world to walk
through the museum “and go in the unmarked door behind the South Pacific exhibit.”

“As I was studying more and more biology I got more into the environmental work because I had this
realization that the things I really loved were under threat,” she says. She also studied Norwegian,
which led to her spending a summer in Norway and ultimately to her experience as a Fulbright
Scholar.

"I think the one thing Minnesotans generally have is a really strong
sense of civic involvement and belief that public work is important, and
that it's valued." — Kate Knuth

For good measure, she tacked on a graduate degree in biodiversity conservation and management
at Oxford—“a practically oriented degree at a super academic institution,” she notes. 

When she came back home she worked at Hamline University's Center for Global Environmental
Education. And then she promptly decided to run for office, which she admits is “not particularly an
academic pursuit.” 

Nonetheless, she served three terms as a representative in District 50B (her father and uncle also
served as legislators—on opposite sides of the aisle) and was known for her work in energy and
environmental issues, particularly in clean energy, climate policy, and toxic chemical policy reform.

“You learn a lot of interesting things (campaigning) just by day after day, hour after hour knocking on
people’s doors and asking them what they think,” Knuth says. She adds that her time at the
Legislature gave her “a strong sense that public service is important and, dare I say, noble, which is
not always the popular view, but I think more widely held in Minnesota than in other places.”

The ‘world-class university just down the road’

Knuth decided to pursue a Ph.D. while serving at the Capitol. 

“Conveniently, the place that I love had a world-class university just down the road, which makes me
even more excited to be in Minnesota,” she says.

(At this point, Knuth is told that her quote may wind up in U marketing materials someday, to which
she laughs and expands on the thought.)  

“Not everywhere has a world-class public land-grant university; I think it’s a real asset. It keeps me
more attached to Minnesota and also excited about what we can do as a state. …

“We don’t have another research university in [Minnesota], so we need to really value the one we
have and make sure we hold it to high standards and take care of it.”

For her part, she’s happy to be tending the Boreas Leadership Program, which helps graduate
students to become effective environmental leaders. 

The program offers half-day to two-day skill training sessions in topics like integrative leadership
and communications and media, plus other opportunities to come together and create networks
across the University. 

As to the future, Knuth hasn’t charted her long-term course, but it’s safe to say that it will likely
include more public service and significant time enjoying the outdoors in Minnesota. She’s an avid
cross-country skier, and she recently finished her third sprint triathlon.

“I really I have deep roots in this state and I love it, so I want to figure out a way to contribute here,”
Knuth says. “I’d like to be in higher education. I’d like to serve the community in some way, whatever
that looks like. I could do it in a lot of different ways.”

“The job I have right now at the Institute is a perfect fit,” she adds. “It’s a really fun, exciting,
engaging place to work. To get to develop this program has been and will really continue to be an
awesome job.”
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Repaired potholes may soon last a lot longer, thanks to
research at the University of Minnesota Duluth.

Hate potholes? Nuke 'em
May 31, 2013

Microwaves and taconite improve
pothole repair

In a sense, we're still living in the
olden days of pothole repair, when
most are fixed by the "throw and go"
process.

Its name says it all; just throw in the
hot mix of fill material and move on to
the next hole.

And you'll probably have to do the
same thing with the same potholes
next year—if not next week.

But with a little help from microwaves
and magnetite, the olden days may
soon give way to a golden age of
long-lasting pothole repairs. Research led by Lawrence Zanko, a senior research fellow at the
University of Minnesota Duluth's Natural Resources Research Institute (NRRI), indicates that mixing
ground magnetite—an iron mineral found in taconite ore—into the asphalt patch material and then
"nuking" it with microwaves will seal the patch far more securely than conventional methods.

"The magnetite we use in the repair mix enhances the absorption of microwave energy, which leads
to faster heating of the repair," says Zanko. "The magnetite also helps prevent the transmission of
microwave energy more deeply into the ground, keeping more energy within the repair."

Ten years in the making

Zanko got the idea for using microwaves and magnetite about 10 years ago from a colleague
named David Hopstock, who had worked in the U.S. Bureau of Mines in the Twin Cities. 

"He said the magnetite within taconite materials was an excellent microwave absorber, and he had
ideas for applying microwaves for deicing pavements without chemicals and for pothole and
pavement repair," Zanko recalls. The research project gradually grew, including experiments with a
lawnmover-sized device and a scaled-up test chamber in Duluth that is, literally, a "walk-in"
microwave oven. 

The two eventually contaced Microwave Utilities Inc. (MUI), a Monticello-based company that had a
prototype mobile technology to use microwaves to thaw frozen ground. Working with company
designers and engineers, the Duluth researchers pursued a project with Anoka and St. Louis
counties to test the microwave + magnetite technology for pothole repair.

Results were impressive.

"We did some repairs in an Anoka main street in April 2011, and they were holding up a year later,"
says Zanko. Current side-by-side studies with conventional repairs indicate improved durability and
longevity, but it's too early to calculate the full lifetime of an "M + M" repair.

On-the-spot fix

The technology starts with removing excess water and debris from a pothole and adding a mix of
ground-up recycled asphalt pavement and shingles and powdered magnetite (1-2 percent by
weight). A 50-kilowatt generator on an MUI truck produces microwaves; they travel through an
aluminum tube (called a waveguide) to a stainless steel box that is placed over the pothole and
surrounding pavement. Flanges seal the box against microwave leakage.

Within minutes, microwave heating raises the repair area temperature to 250-300 F. With mixing
and compacting, the fill binds well to the existing pavement. 

"What I like about it is that it's particularly effective in winter, when so many other repair options
don't work too well," Zanko says. "A week later those other repairs may be failing or gone." 

Also, metal utilities like valve shutoffs and manhole structures reflect the microwaves, so they don't
heat up if an adjacent pothole is undergoing repair.

Zanko and his colleagues are also working on a new taconite-containing repair mix formula that sets
in 10 to 15 minutes—without any microwaves. The Minnesota Department of Transportation is
watching closely as they evaluate the two technologies. Zanko is optimistic that at least one will
become standard for all seasons.

"We consider this to be semi-permanent to permanent," he says. "Currently, if a repair lasts the
season, it's considered a success. But we think that when these [microwave + magnetite] repairs
are done, they're done."

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Thanks to the work of biomedical engineering professor
Bin He and his team, this flying robot takes its orders
from a person's thoughts.

Mind over mechanics
June 4, 2013

How thoughts can control a flying
robot

It's a staple of science fiction: people
who can control objects with their
minds.

At the University of Minnesota, a new
technology is turning that fiction into
reality.

In the lab of biomedical engineering
professor Bin He, several young
people have learned to use their
thoughts to steer a flying robot around
a gym, making it turn, rise, dip, and
even sail through a ring. 

The technology, pioneered by He,
may someday allow people robbed of
speech and mobility by neurodegenerative diseases to regain function by controlling artificial limbs,
wheelchairs, or other devices. And it's completely noninvasive: Brain waves (EEG) are picked up by
the electrodes of an EEG cap on the scalp, not a chip implanted in the brain. 

A report on the technology has been published in the Journal of Neural Engineering.

"My entire career is to push for noninvasive 3-D brain-computer interfaces, or BCI," says He, a
faculty member in the College of Science and Engineering. "[Researchers elsewhere] have used a
chip implanted into the brain's motor cortex to drive movement of a cursor [across a screen] or a
robotic arm. But here we have proof that a noninvasive BCI from a scalp EEG can do as well as an
invasive chip."

Mapping the brain 

He's BCI system works thanks to the geography of the motor cortex—the area of the cerebrum that
governs movement. When we move, or think about a movement, neurons in the motor cortex
produce tiny electric currents. Thinking about a different movement activates a new assortment of
neurons. 

Sorting out these assortments laid the groundwork for the BCI, says He.

"We were the first to use both functional MRI and EEG imaging to map where in the brain neurons
are activated when you imagine movements," he says. "So now we know where the signals will
come from." 

The brain map showed that imagining making fists—with one hand or the other or both—produced
the most easily distinguished signals. 

"This knowledge about what kinds of signals are generated by what kind of motion imagination
helps us optimize the design of the system to control flying objects in real time," He explains. 

Tapping the map

Monitoring electrical activity from the brain, the 64 scalp electrodes of the EEG cap report the
signals (or lack of signals) they detect to a computer, which translates the pattern into an electronic
command. Volunteers first learned to use thoughts to control the 1-D movement of a cursor on a
screen, then 2-D cursor movements and 3-D control of a virtual helicopter.

Now it's the real deal, controlling an actual flying robot—formally, an AR [augmented reality] drone.
He's computers interface with the WiFi controls that come with the robot; after translating EEG brain
signals into a command, the computer sends the command to the robot by WiFi. 

Future directions

The journal article describes how five men and women learned to guide the flying robot. The first
author is Karl LaFleur, who was a senior biomedical engineering student during the study.  

"Working for Dr. He has been a phenomenal experience," says LaFleur, who plans to put his
knowledge to use when he enters the U's Medical School next year. "He has so much experience
with the scientific process, and he is excellent at helping his students learn this process while
allowing them room for independent work. Being an author on a first-person journal article is a huge
opportunity that most undergraduates never get."

"I think the potential for BCI is very broad," says He. "Next, we want to apply the flying robot
technology to help disabled patients interact with the world.  

"It may even help patients with conditions like stroke or Alzheimer's disease. We're now studying
some stroke patients to see if it'll help rewire brain circuits to bypass damaged areas."

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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An esophageal repair by Dr. John Foker helped young
Donovan Bohn grow and thrive.

Success record.

About 10 years ago, 27 of
28 former patients of Dr.
John Foker who were at
least three years post-
surgery and replied to a
survey said they could eat
normally.

He thought on his feet
June 14, 2013

How Dr. John Foker's procedure
helps babies grow an esophagus

Staring at an x-ray, a radiologist told a
surgeon he'd never fix what ailed the
infant patient: Most of his esophagus
was missing. 

The surgeon—Dr. John Foker, a
University of Minnesota professor—
began the operation anyway,
intending to connect the upper and
lower pieces of esophagus tissue.

But when he saw them, he realized
they were much too far apart.

"I said to myself, 'You've got about
one and a half minutes to think of
something,'" Foker recalls. "So I thought, 'If I put sutures in the blind ends and apply tension, they
should grow.'"

He knew that the esophagus develops in response to biomechanical tension generated by growth of
the spinal column. So he placed sutures in both ends and passed the free ends of the sutures out
through the incision, in the baby's right side. Then, making sure they were taut enough to apply
tension, he attached the sutures to separate buttons that could not slip back through the incision.

Foker tightened the sutures daily. In response, the two ends grew, and in three weeks they were
long enough to join into a new esophagus for the baby, Devin. 

Eighteen years later, Devin is one of more than 100 children born with an incomplete esophagus—a
condition known as esophageal atresia, or EA—who have benefited from what is now called the
Foker procedure. Its use began at the University and continued there for more than 10 years,
although now it is mostly done at Boston Children's Hospital, where Foker has trained a team
headed by Dr. Russell Jennings.

Heroic efforts

Esophageal atresia affects about one in 3,000 babies. It is generally caused by an error in
development, not genetics, says Foker.

In EA, the upper esophagus is usually a closed pouch that must be constantly suctioned to remove
saliva. Feeding is done through a stomach tube. The severity runs from virtually the entire organ
missing to a gap of only an inch or less between the upper and lower parts.

EA can be treated by grafting a section of colon or small intestine (jejunum) to complete the
esophagus, or by pulling the stomach up into the chest. Those methods haven't worked as well as
the Foker procedure, however.

But despite its success, the procedure isn't yet "textbook."

My goal is to not have this procedure die with Dr. Foker. I want to see
more surgeons learn it and pass it on to their peers and the next
generation.—Mara Lee Ebert

"Every patient came because of their parents' insistence," Foker stresses. "[They] researched the
EA problem and the U of M solution and then became their child's advocate and pushed to come
here. They are the heroes."

Here are some of their stories:

• In 1996 Mara Lee Ebert, then living in Colorado, sought help for her son Logan. Doctors in
Colorado wanted to use the colon or stomach procedure, but Ebert found an article about Foker and
called him. Having had success with Devin, he was willing to try the operation again.

"Five or six other opinions told us it would never work," says Ebert. "It was a 5.5-centimeter gap,
which is like eight vertebral spaces—very big."

Today Logan, who had the surgery at age 2 months, lives a normal life, playing basketball and
running track. "My goal is to not have this procedure die with Dr. Foker," says Ebert. "I want to see
more surgeons learn it and pass it on to their peers and the next generation."

• In North Carolina, Jo Bishop's son Jack also was born with "an exceedingly long" gap.

"Our research showed the other techniques had more long-term adverse effects on a child's eating
and growth development," Bishop says. "[But] within six weeks, our son was eating food and
drinking by mouth for the first time ever. Today Jack is a normal, soon-to-be-13-year-old boy." 

• In Minnesota, Kelley Bohn found a leading Twin Cities pediatrician,
Dr. Leonard Snellman, who knew about Foker and recommended him
for her son, Donovan's, EA. Foker "allowed our child the ability to eat
his favorite foods— all-you-can-eat crab legs, popcorn at the movies,
hotdogs at the ballpark— food most people take for granted," Bohn
says. "We got the best of the best— Dr. John Foker." Without him,
Donovan, now 13, may have had to live "with a feeding tube or on
pureed foods."

Putting natural signals to work

The Foker procedure works so well because it enlists nature to do the work.

"We all grow at least 30 times our birth weight by adulthood," Foker explains. "The organs, tissues
and cells of the body respond to their signals to grow. For the esophagus, the growth of the spinal
column slowly provides an axial tension that signals the esophagus to grow. This procedure
provides a much greater axial tension and speeds up esophageal growth many fold."

Similarly, other organs respond to specific growth signals. For example, Foker has mended hearts
with an undersized left or right ventricle (the pumping chambers). For ventricles the growth signal is
blood flowing through the valves that separate them from the atria. He has designed operations to
increase flow across these valves, and the ventricles have grown to normal size.

Foker sees many potential applications for this kind of approach.

"When a child is born with an under-developed organ, supplying the growth signal could possibly
speed up growth and correct the problem," he says. "This makes use of a general biological
principle: Find the growth signal and use it to fill in the defect or make up for the under-
development."

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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An example of U of M GIS work: Yield trends from
1961–08 for maize (corn). Green indicates increasing
yields; orange indicates stagnation; red indicates
collapse or no increase. Findings published in Nature
by members of the U's Global Landscapes Initiative.

A leader in GIS

For more than 50 years, the
University of Minnesota has
been a national and
international leader in
spatial research. The U
helped create one of the
first geographic information
systems in the 1960s, and
offered the first professional
degree program in GIS in
the United States. As the
world makes the "spatial
turn," as some have called
the GIS revolution, the U is
the place to be.

GIS research centers

The U of M has many
internationally known
spatial research centers,
including the Center for
Urban and Regional Affairs,
the Remote Sensing and
Geospatial Analysis
Laboratory, the Minnesota
Population Center, the
Geographic Information
Sciences Laboratory, the
Global Landscapes
Initiative and the Polar
Geospatial Center.

Support for spatial research
June 18, 2013

Research universities create
mountains of data, and more and
more, that data is tethered to a place
in the world. The world is, after all,
spatial—and information is not an
island.

The technology and field behind that
spatial data are called Geographical
Information Sciences (GIS). The
University of Minnesota has
embarked on a visionary endeavor,
called U-Spatial, to develop a network
to support spatial research across the
University, in fields ranging from
nursing to watershed restoration. By
using expert consultants and
providing training and support in
spatial research, U-Spatial is making
research more meaningful and usable
to researchers and society. It's also
reducing redundancy in support for
spatial science research.

More than Google Maps
GIS is growing, and it will play an ever-increasing role in the future. If
you've used Google Maps, you've used an element of GIS, but it is
much more than this. Society uses spatial data, for example, in
responding to disease outbreaks or climate change, and in resource
management, transportation, and more. The U.S. Department of
Labor identifies spatial technology alongside nanotechnology and
biotechnology as high growth industries in the 21st century.

At the U of M, an incredible number of researchers are working with
spatial information. But with the complexity of the University, creators
of U-Spatial weren't sure just how many there were and what needs
they had—in other words, who and how many researchers they could
assist in spatial sciences.

"When we started a few years ago, we had a list of 100 people doing
spatial research on campus—now we're up to more than 1,000," says
Len Kne, associate director of U-Spatial.

Improving research quality
In part, that list has grown by raising awareness of U-Spatial services, through training opportunities
like GIS 101 (which has introduced GIS to more than 600 people), an annual symposium, and
regular meetings to encourage collaboration.

But they're also hearing from researchers who are recognizing opportunities to incorporate spatial
components into their research. Madeline Kerr, a professor in the School of Nursing, approached U-
Spatial for assistance on an "age-friendly city" project that allowed her students to document
dimensions of neighborhoods, such as parks, curb cuts, adequate seating for aging persons, bus
stops, and easy-to-read signs.

U-Spatial developed a mobile app that allowed Kerr's students to traverse neighborhoods and
collect those data points, which are then layered into searchable maps. The app could someday be
used as an interface for the public to analyze the livability of cities and neighborhoods worldwide.

"We provide the technical expertise, so she doesn't have to worry about how the app works," says
Francis Harvey, director of U-Spatial and associate professor of geography.

Reducing admin overhead
Harvey says Kerr's is just one example of potentially hundreds where
researchers would otherwise have to teach themselves new tools
outside their field of expertise. "That can be very time- consuming, and
as a result, costly," says Harvey. "It's overhead we're helping to
remove for researchers, so they can focus on what we're supposed to
be doing at a University—research and teaching."

U-Spatial is also focused on safely storing data, and, when beneficial,
making it accessible, so that the mountains of data produced don't end
up, so to speak, piled high on an island, coordinates unknown. In the
past that scenario has resulted in overlapping research—because the
data, says Harvey, was on a hard drive somewhere, inaccessible to a
search.

Daniel Sward, a GIS analyst in U Services, is co-leading a U-Spatial
initiative to streamline data discovery, access, archiving, and preservation.

University Services, which is responsible for the physical environment of the U, uses a GIS
database for asset management—for example, its hundreds of miles of pipes, its 10,000 trees on
the UMTC campus alone, and its 2,500 street lights.

Sward saw an opportunity to partner with U-Spatial in an innovative approach that opens up non-
academic resources for academics.

"We said, 'Hey, spatial research uses the same technical infrastructure. So how about we open it up
and let U-Spatial's customers use it, rather than [researchers] having to hire five database analysts
to support five databases that spring up in five different departments,'" says Sward.

"It happens," he says. "So we're trying to cut out that piece for researchers if we can."

For more information about U-Spatial, read the cover story of the 2012-13 issue of ArcNews, written
by U-Spatial founders Francis Harvey, Len Kne, and Steven Manson.

Operational Excellence
U-Spatial is one of many University efforts aimed at creating efficiency and reducing administrative
overhead. Learn more at excellence.umn.edu.
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A dog gets an exam at a clinic operated by VETouch, a
student-run program to bring free veterinary care to
low-income pet owners in the Twin Cities.

Joint care

VETouch also collaborates
with its sister organization,
SIRVS (Student Initiative for
Reservation Veterinary
Services), which serves
Native Americans living on
reservations. Last year   
Dr. Vicki Wilke won the
Community Outreach
Excellence Award from the
Student American
Veterinary Medical
Association in recognition of
her exceptional work with
VETouch and SIRVS.

A haven for four-footed patients
June 21, 2013

Vets and future vets hold clinics for
pets of low-income clients

It looked like a routine visit when a
father and daughter brought their cat
to a free veterinary clinic in South
Minneapolis. 

But their reason for coming has
always stuck with Dr. Vicki Wilke, the
clinic founder.

"In order to get into permanent
housing they had to have their cat
vaccinated," says Wilke, an assistant
clinical professor in the University of
Minnesota's College of Veterinary
Medicine. "We see that periodically—
people waiting [for housing] who have
to prove their pet is vaccinated."

In December 2008 Wilke and U veterinary technician Kelly Noyes started VETouch (Veterinary
Treatment Outreach for Urban Community Health), a student group that offers free veterinary clinics
for pets of low-income Twin Cities residents on the first Sunday of the month at Hennepin Avenue
United Methodist Church. It enlists veterinarians from the University and elsewhere, as well as the
U's veterinary and veterinary technician students, and serves about 45 animals each month.

Besides vaccinations, the monthly clinics provide other routine care, referrals for more advanced
treatment, and pet food. "A lot of people come in just for the food," notes Wilke.

She began VETouch "due to the economic crisis that was going on," she says. "Friends who worked
at the Humane Society told me about the increased number of animals being left or brought [there].
And it was also about bringing new experiences to our students."

The derm dog and other stories

Last summer Rosie, a golden retriever with allergies, constant itching, a severe ear infection, and
other woes came to a clinic with her concerned owner, who had lost his job and could no longer
afford the $500 yearly cost of allergy shots. 

"We prepared a detailed treatment schedule, which included anti-
fungal medication, antibiotics, ear cleaning, ear medications, topical
ointments, and baths," says Carrie Robbins, a third-year veterinary
student and president of VETouch. "[The owner] stuck to the schedule
religiously and has brought her back for numerous recheck
appointments. We recently saw Rosie at our March clinic, and she
looks fantastic."

VETouch has been working with a veterinary dermatologist on a
maintenance treatment plan for Rosie, who still loves playing ball
every day with her owner.

Robbins also fondly remembers Star, a cat with severe dental disease.

"We collaborated with the U's Pre-Dental Club and Pet Crossing
Animal Hospital to provide radiographs, extractions, and a dental
cleaning," says Robbins, who adds that Star received $500 worth of
treatment and is feeling much better now that a painful abscessed
tooth has been removed. "We're hoping to make 'Dental Day' an annual event and continue to offer
this service to our patients who need it." 

About two months ago, Brett Rabe talked to a grateful mother and daughter. 

"The mom had tears in her eyes as she thanked me and told me that if it weren't for our help they
would have had to surrender their dog," says Rabe, a third-year veterinary student and a VETouch
vice president. "Rabies vaccination is legally required, and she simply couldn't afford it. Our ability to
provide it at no cost is all it took for her to keep her pet at home."

Spay and neuter, please

This year VETouch had enough funds to buy a microscope to aid in diagnosing disorders, especially
of skin, blood, and ears. The group hopes to find funding to offer spaying and neutering services, for
both population control—one of VETouch's biggest pushes—and individual pet health.

"Owners don't always understand the cancer risk of having hormonal cycles continue," says third-
year veterinary student Nikko Poulos, who just ended a term as treasurer of VETouch. "They must
spay or neuter their pet within a year to continue coming to our clinics."

For him, the best part about VETouch is learning how to communicate with clients. In one case, he
says, a client spoke no English, and Poulos had to explain to her why it was a good idea to abort the
family dog's pregnancy and spay her—all via translations by the client's 7-year-old daughter.

The clinics seem to fulfill Wilke's desire to help students acquire new perspectives by working with
low- and no-income clients.

"I see that in most of these situations, even though their life isn't the happiest, their pets bring them
a lot of joy and emotional support," Poulos observes. "A lot of people may not be financially wealthy,
but are emotionally wealthy."

"Our clients often wait four hours for a physical exam and vaccinations for their pet," says Robbins.
"They care deeply about their animals and are doing everything possible to take care of them
despite difficult financial circumstances. I learn something new at every clinic and love having the
opportunity to share my education with others."

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Newbies at the U's West Central Research and
Outreach Center. Because organic dairy farmers can't
use antibiotics, making sure organic cows stay healthy
starts at birth.

Good for people, too

Preliminary research has
found that organic milk has
higher polyunsaturated fat,
total omega-3 fatty acids, a
more beneficial omega-6 to
omega-3 ratio, higher
alpha-linolenic acid, and
higher levels of conjugated
linoleic acid, according to
the Minnesota Department
of Agriculture.

Where the organic cows roam
June 24, 2013

In western Minnesota, near Morris,
110 cows wander, heads down and
grazing green pastures, and generally
doing what cows do. But the grass
they're eating are varieties more
common to Sudan and Northern
Africa, and occasionally, these cows
pass through a kind of car wash for
cows—a new device called a Cow
Vac (watch it in action) that sucks off
all those bothersome flies that can
irritate them so. Even among cows,
surely there's a sense of satisfaction
in the disposal of flies. And in fact,
satisfaction is part of the plan.

The cows are organic dairy cows, and
the U's West Central Research and
Outreach Center (WCROC) is home
to one of just two certified organic
dairy farms at land-grant research
universities in the United States. Assistant animal science professor Bradley Heins is leading a
study to help the growing organic dairy industry become more profitable.

The funding comes through the USDA's Organic Research and Extension Initiative, which helps
organic producers and processors grow and market organics.

"Over the next four years, we'll be looking at best management practices for not only improving milk
quality and quantity, but also in improving cow health and in making organic pasture land more
productive," says Heins.

A healthy cow is a profitable cow
Cow health is first and foremost on organic farms. The nature of being
organic means cows can't eat genetically modified grains, can't be
sprayed with insecticides to control flies, and their pastures must
remain pesticide free. It also means that if they get sick, they're not
getting any antibiotics.

"It's challenging at times," says Heins. "A cow gets sick, and you say,
'well… now what do we do?' So you work harder and look for ways to
prevent the problem. It's a different thought process when it comes to
farming like this. It's a different management style," he says.

One issue of concern to farmers is controlling flies within an organic
environment.

Instead of eating, cows spend time stomping, swishing tails, and moving to keep the flies away (a lot
like humans, but without the tails). Ultimately, flies can decrease milk production, reduce cows' food
intake, and spread disease. Various studies have documented a 10 to 30 percent reduction in milk
production due to flies, says Heins. Hence, the Cow-Vac—the first improvement in insecticide-free
fly control since the 1938 Bruce walk-thru fly trap.

Health also stems from good nutrition, and so Heins is experimenting with warm-weather grasses
from Africa. "The variety we have is highly digestible, and high in nutrition, so they get more
nutrients out of the grass," says Heins. As a result, they have less health problems. But there's a
potential cost savings benefit in the grasses, too.

Beating the summer slump
Organic milk commands a high price at the grocery store, as more Americans become more
sensitive to what is—or isn't, in what they eat.

As recently as 2010, organic dairy herds in Minnesota had about $544 more net income per cow,
per year than non-organic herds, says Heins, but that fell to around $150 in 2011, as organic feed
prices went up due to demand. Extreme drought conditions in the Upper Midwest also contributed to
high grain and hay prices in recent years.

"The problem is that a lot of grass species tend to go dormant when it gets hot," says Heins. When
that happens, farmers have to buy supplemental feed. "We're looking to see if these grasses—from
Sudan and Northern Africa—will alleviate what they call the summer slump in grass production," he
says.

Minnesota milk
In Minnesota there are about 200 organic dairy farms, and although the rate at which farms are
popping up is slowing, the industry is still growing.

"It's small, but the USDA is looking at it as an alternative method of farming—and one for younger,
up-and-coming farmers," says Heins. "There's a younger generation, 25- to 35-year-olds or so, who
are interested in organic dairy farming on a smaller scale—somewhere between 30 to 100 cows,"
he says.

Farmers from across Minnesota were involved in designing the project and will be involved in on-
farm research and demonstrations. In study years three and four, says Heins, they'll start taking
what they've learned (and the Cow-Vac) to Minnesota farms. "If these methods work on their farms,"
he says, "then it'll spread to others."

Related Stories
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This image by David Cappaert of Michigan State
University shows the shimmering colors of the emerald
ash borer.

Though destructive, emerald ash borers are tiny, as
shown in this image by Howard Russell of Michigan
State University.

A vast scope

Ash trees account for 7.25
percent of Minnesota's total
forests. Communities from
International Falls,
Minnesota, down into Iowa
are vulnerable to losing a
large part of their urban and
rural forests to the emerald
ash borer.--David Zumeta,
executive director,
Minnesota Forest
Resources Council"

Closing ranks on an invader
June 28, 2013

A case study in mobilizing against the
emerald ash borer

Years ago the city of Grand Rapids,
Michigan, changed its policy on
dealing with the emerald ash borer
(EAB), a pretty but deadly insect that
has killed many of the state's ash
trees.

Instead of cutting down all ash trees,
they allowed residents to treat high-
value trees with insecticides at their
own expense, says Kathy Quick, an
assistant professor in the University of
Minnesota's Humphrey School of
Public Affairs who was working in
Grand Rapids at the time.

Later, after Quick had joined the U,
she spoke about these events to an entomology class.

"The students were appalled," she recalls. "They felt it was inevitable that the ash borer would
destroy virtually all urban ash trees, and it would be best to accept that and act accordingly." But she
soon discovered that even those who agree with that grim scenario don't necessarily agree on what
to do about it.

The opinion divide defines a classic public policy problem: deciding how to address an issue, who
should do it, how much to spend, and so on.

Quick and a Humphrey colleague, Jennifer Kuzma, tackled it locally by bringing a range of
concerned parties together to figure out strategies, starting with focus groups to survey the
landscape of perceptions, potential responses, and gaps in understanding about the EAB.

Out of many, one

The researchers convened three EAB focus groups, comprising:

• Experts: people from entomology, research, forestry, cities coping with the EAB, the Minnesota
Department of Agriculture (MDA), and the U's Minnesota Landscape Arboretum

• People interested in, but not focused on, the EAB: tree care professionals, master gardeners,
neighborhood and environmental groups

• Members of the general public

After gathering and analyzing input from the groups, Quick and Kuzma shared the data with the
groups at a roundtable and sought a way to join forces against the insect.

Conflict arose over the MDA's use of
imported, EAB-killing wasps.

"Scientists said, 'We've tested this and
we have high confidence about its
safety, but not how effective it will be,'"
Quick recalls. "The general public and
interest groups said, 'That's a freaky
proposition, releasing one nonnative
species to deal with another one. But
we believe it could work, and we're
desperate for a solution, so we'll go
with it.'"

The roundtable converged on several
messages to state agencies:

• Be assertive about solutions.
Emphasize to the public that they must
not move firewood to a new area.

• Scientists and public agencies must quash any notion that the wasps, or anything else, is a magic
bullet and everyone must be responsible for their behavior

• Public agencies like the MDA, DNR, U.S. Forest Service, and U of M Extension should enlist more
volunteers, arborists, and other underutilized parties, especially master gardeners.

Bottom line: The state must adopt an integrated, consistent plan of action and communicate it
clearly.to all parties, especially the public.

A ripple becomes a swell

The Minnesota Forest Resources Council invited Quick to present her and Kuzma's research
findings and the roundtable recommendations. The council, comprising private landowners, tribes,
the DNR, Superior/Chippewa National Forest, the forest industry, and others, advises the governor
and Legislature on sustainable forestry policies.

Council Executive Director David Zumeta says the focus group and
the roundtable were valuable because they brought together two
groups that don't always talk to each other: urban and community
forestry interests with folks from the broader forest resources
community statewide.

"It was a unique opportunity to talk about the ash borer impacts from
the streets of the Twin Cities to the BWCA wilderness," says Zumeta.
"This is important because urban areas are a breeding ground for
spread to rural forests."

Impressed by the U gatherings, Shawn Bernick, vice president of
Rainbow Treecare Scientific Advancements, convened a roundtable
with, among others, experts from other states with more pervasive
EAB infestations. Because mature trees are so ecologically valuable
and replacing them is so expensive, they focused on tree preservation. For example, treating just
some city trees with insecticides could limit the damage—and expenses—in any one season.

All native ash trees will eventually succumb, Bernick says, but Asian ash trees may have some
resistance. Planting other trees next to ashes to shorten the replacement interval is another
approach.

"Our objective is to make sure that regarding EAB, the Twin Cities area is the most prepared and
educated metro area," Bernick says.

Looking back, Zumeta finds the Quick/Kuzma approach unique.

"It's quite unusual for social scientists to do this kind of research, focusing on an insect problem," he
says. "I think we need to figure out ways to have more scientists do this." 

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Shopping tips

Bring change and small
bills.

Bring large bags with
handles or a backpack to
carry your purchases.

Arrive early for the best
selection. (Arrive near
closing time and you may
find a deal.)

Ask questions and get to
know the farmers.

Fresh eats on Church Street
July 10, 2013

Relax with a chair massage, enjoy
free organic mint tea, and pick out a
bouquet of fresh-cut flowers. Sounds
like a day at the spa, but you can do
all this—and throw in a delicious
lunch from the Northrop Grill—at the
U of M's Church Street Farmers
Market. The market kicks off its ninth
season July 10, 11 a.m.–2 p.m., and
continues on Wednesdays through
October 9. Join the estimated 3,000
people likely to attend the opener;
mark your calendars now: Put this on
my Google calendar.

Growing partnerships
Thanks to partnerships with, for example, University Dining Services to Northrop's Summer Music
Festival, the market has become a reflection of the vibrant culture the University of Minnesota offers
the Twin Cities community.

The produce-packed tables are still the market's main attraction, offering fresh, locally grown fruits
and vegetables that can otherwise be difficult to find on or near campus. Vendors offer apples,
melons, squash, tomatoes, herbs, potatoes, peppers, Brussels sprouts, lettuce, carrots, corn,
berries, and more. Jen Arntzen, who administers the market on behalf of the Office of Human
Resources' Wellness Program, says the Farmers Market is a highlight of summer on campus for
many employees.

"It's a treat for all the senses—and just a short walk from people's workspaces," says Arntzen.

In addition to local farmers, the Wellness Program partners with several other University
departments to enhance the Farmers Market's offerings. The Campus Club offers free samples of
their organic mint tea, which they make exclusively for the market with mint grown at Cornercopia—
the University's student-run organic farm located on the St. Paul campus.

For those employees who use their lunch break to visit the market, University Dining Services and
Northrop Grill are on hand, offering grilled chicken sandwiches, bratwurst, and kabobs.

"We use as many Cornercopia produce items as we can for the menu," says UDS Marketing
Manager Suzanne Hedrick. "Customers can eat a wonderful, fresh lunch and enjoy the market at
the same time."

In addition to providing Campus Club and UDS with ingredients, Cornercopia Student Organic Farm
also sells produce at the Farmers Market, and has the distinction of being the market's only certified
organic vendor. Farm manager Courtney Tchida is looking forward to seeing familiar faces at the
market this summer and sharing recipes that put the farm's produce to good use. "The market is a
great way for Cornercopia to fulfill its mission to feed our local campus community food from our
farm," says Tchida.

One unique attraction at the market is a chair massage offered on a first-come, first-served basis by
Boynton Health Service. The massages are available on four market days: July 10 and 24, and
August 7 and 21. Boynton uses the market as an opportunity to increase awareness of its nutrition
services that are available to students, staff, and faculty, says communications manager Jolene
Johnson.

These and other cross-departmental collaborations make the U Farmers Market a truly nourishing
experience for employees. And even with the Central Corridor Light Rail construction, Church Street
is still accessible. Walk over to the market, stroll down the pedestrian mall, and it is possible to build
some easy physical activity into a lunch break. View these maps of easy wellness walks around the
Twin Cities campus and other health options available to the U community.
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President Kaler signed a memo of understanding with
President Wang Enge of Peking University, one of the
highest ranked universities in China. This was one of 10
collaborative agreements that Kaler signed during his
11-day trip to Hong Kong, Shanghai, Beijing, Tianjin,
and Taipei.

U of M ranked 29th in
world

While U of M President Eric
Kaler was in China, the
highly respected Shanghai
Jiao Tong Academic
Ranking of World
Universities were released,
and the U of M was named
the world's 29th best, and
the 9th top public university
in the United States.

At Taipei's National Yang Ming University, President Kaler, a chemical engineer, visited a biophotonics lab. It
was one of many sessions during his trip where he met with leading scientists and scholars to strengthen
relationships and build partnerships between the U and top Chinese universities.

A global U: President Kaler visits China
July 10, 2013

President Eric Kaler returned home
recently from a highly successful 11-
day trip to China, the first international
venture in his two-year tenure at the
U.

The trip was designed to solidify
partnerships with key China
universities, to explore research,
student, and scholarship exchange
opportunities for the University, and to
launch the U's 100th anniversary
celebration of the arrival of Chinese
students to its Twin Cities campus.
(Learn more about the century-long
engagement between the U of M and
China at China 100.)

The whirlwind journey included two
days in Hong Kong, another two days
in Shanghai, five days in Beijing and
Tianjin, and another two days in
Taipei.

There was a cancelled flight and numerous traffic jams along the way, but the hectic pace yielded a
trove of accomplishments.

"Curiosity is the driver for creative work in all fields," Kaler told an
audience. "There is, admittedly, a certain questioning of authority in the
liberal arts and humanities, but it is a questioning that seeks to examine
and then solve some of the world's most pressing problems."

Kaler and other U leaders signed a total of 10 cooperative agreements
with Chinese universities and research centers. In addition, there were
a host of meetings with leading education, government, and business
officials in the region and four engaging gatherings with enthusiastic
alumni.

"We learned much and renewed and built strong relationships." Kaler
said of the trip. "China's best and brightest want to be our students.
China's top universities and research centers want to be our partners.
And we want to ensure that our Minnesota-born students and others
from the United States gain the global competency that comes
through exchanges with China's best higher education institutions. I
expect a large return on investment from this trip."

Renewing partnerships and forging new ones
Kaler and his small contingent—including his wife, Karen, and Meredith McQuaid, the associate vice
president and dean of international programs—hit the ground running on day 1, as Kaler signed a
cooperative agreement with Asia's top-ranked university, Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology, and visited Hong Kong's Science and Technology Park to share ideas about innovation
and to learn about tech transfer possibilities for U discoveries.

In the evening, the Kalers and McQuaid hosted about 75 alumni from Hong Kong, including
graduates of the College of Liberal Arts, the College of Design, the College of Science and
Engineering, and the Carlson School of Management (CSOM). CSOM Dean Sri Zaheer was also on
hand to strengthen ties with Carlson School alums who live and work in Hong Kong.

That pace continued throughout the trip, as Kaler, McQuaid, and other U deans and leaders who
joined the group in various locations made inroads with their counterparts in higher education and
other business and education dignitaries.

In Beijing, Kaler renewed a five-year partnership agreement at Hanban/Confucius Institute
Headquarters. Hanban is committed to providing Chinese language and cultural teaching resources
around the world, and the U has one of the United States' most successful Confucius Institutes,
established on campus in 2008.

While in Tianjin, Kaler and others visited the Tianjin University of Sport (TUS), home to the
University of Minnesota’s unique American Cultural Center for Sport. A program funded partially by
the U.S. State Department, the center brings culturally-oriented instruction, exchanges, and
engagement to Chinese people using the medium of sport to examine deeply held cultural values
within American society.

At TUS, students could be seen wandering the hallways with maroon-and-gold Gophers caps and
jerseys—a nice touch of home for the Minnesota visitors.

Kaler also delivered a major address in two locations titled "Global, Innovative, and Open For
Business: The American Research University in the 21st Century," A chemical engineer himself,
Kaler outlined the differences between China's research and technology transfer practices and
those in the United States, and promoted the idea that the liberal arts and critical thinking are
elements of innovation.

The second address was at the University of the Chinese Academy of Sciences, the leading
graduate school in China, and the first was at Shanghai's Jiao Tong University (STJU). As he
entered his lecture at STJU, Kaler was greeted by a billboard-sized likeness of himself, an indication
of good, old-fashioned Chinese marketing. Students there also presented Kaler with a fetching
caricature of him more or less standing on the top of the world.

The trip itself was a great opportunity to travel halfway across the world to make new connections
with a nation that now has a century-long relationship with the U. And as a global university in a
global marketplace, that effort becomes increasingly imperative as other American universities
compete with the U for important and meaningful partnerships.

Coincidentally, while Kaler was in China, the highly respected Shanghai Jiao Tong rankings were
released, and the University was named the world's 29th best, and the 9th top public university in
the United States.

"That is remarkable," Kaler said, "and this trip underscored how strong and respected the University
of Minnesota is around the world, for our teaching, our faculty, our research and the broad and deep
impact we have. We are truly a 21st-century global university, and this trip will help us build on that
mission and vision."

For more highlights from the trip, including photos, see a travelogue of the trip.
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Professor Chris Larson, with students Jordan Rosenow
(left) and Sara Nichol (center) in their sculpture, "Mega
Golf."

Art aflame

Chris Larson's work
recently grabbed the
attention of The New York
Times, as well as
thousands of festivalgoers,
at this year's Northern
Spark arts extravaganza.
Larson constructed a
replica of a home designed
by Bauhaus architect
Marcel Breuer, then burned
it to the ground. The title of
the work was
"Celebration/Love/Loss."

Chris Larson's class in their creation, "The Ames Room."

Mini golf as art
July 10, 2013

Students in U of M assistant professor
Chris Larson's sculpture course, "Site,
Environment, Community," probably
weren't expecting mathematics and
power tools to play such an important
role in their creation of art.

But then, it's not every class that gets
to design and build two holes of mini
golf for a world-renowned museum
like The Walker Art Center.

This year marked the 25th
anniversary of the Walker's outdoor
sculpture garden, and the 6th year the
museum has hosted its summer treat,
the 15-hole Artist-Designed Mini Golf
course.

You are the art
It's not passive art, to be sure. There are no velvet ropes to stand behind, and if art derives any
value from how and perhaps how many people interact with it, then the 50,000 visitors who tramped
through the course this past summer are testament to the power, regardless of the medium, of big
ideas.

The Walker approached Larson, a renowned artist, and asked him to submit proposals to create
one of the holes as a project for his class, then came back and upped the ante to two holes—no
small feat, even for mini golf.

"We submitted four proposals, and they selected the two most ambitious projects," says Larson.
They were chosen from more than 60 proposals from teams of Minnesota artists, architects, and
designers.

And while mini golf may not be the most serious of games, the combination of art and mini golf
proved quite serious. Students worked long hours, fretting away evenings, and, as Larson says,
even worked weeks beyond the conclusion of the course to make each hole its best.

One of those students was U of M junior Jordan Rosenow. She says the class started by throwing
out ideas.

"We decided that we wanted holes that were challenging, but that were more interesting, holistically,
than just playing golf," says Rosenow. "So we brainstormed words—'geometric' was one and 'scale
shift' was another."

In the end, students decided on one hole called the "Ames Room," a distorted room that creates an
optical illusion, in this case of golfers, so that those nearest appear as giants compared to those in
back, despite their separation of just a few meters. Its hole-in-one happens to be incredibly
challenging.

The other sculpture, "Mega Golf," is a walk-in geodesic dome containing a full replica of the
Walker's grounds, complete with a miniature spoon and cherry on top.

"Almost every concept we proposed involved a scale shift in some way," says Sara Nichol, a
classmate who worked with Rosenow and 13 other students on the project. "Mini golf is already a
scale shift, so we wanted to take advantage of that."

A serious endeavor
But the course wasn't without challenges. Some of the students blogged about the project, and one
of those posts from Feb. 21 tells it all:

"What at first just seemed fun is turning into a heavy amount of time spent calculating dimensions
and measurements. … Basically what we're doing this week is A LOT OF MATH. Turns out basic
math skills are a necessity, even for artists."

Rosenow says the effort was exciting, but exhausting, too. "We went two or three weeks over, with a
couple of overnights, and we had to build it four times," she says. "So this class kind of showed us
that everything in life takes longer than you expect—that it's a lot more work, but we learned how to
get around challenges."

The students also learned perseverance and collaboration—skills that will carry on beyond art, in
everything they do.

"It's challenging to take 15 students and collectively come to a meeting point," says Larson. "But I
think it happened. And it is invaluable what the students gained from this class—working with a
world-renowned museum, with the curators. To be 18 years old and have your work featured here—
it's remarkable. And you could feel as the class went on, everybody bumped up—they felt it—that
this is bigger than us."

And that, certainly, is a truth much more than a trick of the eye.
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Dr. Katrice Albert was named vice president for Equity
and Diversity on Dec. 7, 2012. Albert comes from
Louisiana State University.

A U for Everyone
July 11, 2013

Growing up in a town called New
Roads has inspired Katrice Albert to
take unexpected journeys throughout
her life.

But the inspiration goes beyond the
name of the rural Louisiana county
seat where the U's new vice president
for equity and diversity was raised.
Rather, it springs from a strong family
foundation—one dedicated to hard
work, academic achievement, and
public service.

Albert's chemist professor mother and
engineer father fostered that
philosophy. And it was enhanced by
an undergraduate experience focused
on social justice at Xavier University,
the only Catholic school among the
nation's Historically Black Colleges and Universities.

After earning a Ph.D. in counseling psychology from Auburn University, Albert took a clinical
internship with Boston Medical School's Center for Multicultural Training in Psychology. The
opportunity gave the southerner a crash course in "how to manage snow" and expertise in working
with underserved communities. Albert went on to Louisiana State University, which, she says,
"helped solidify my love of the land-grant institution."

In 2005, she began service as LSU's chief diversity officer. Her tenure is marked by the school's
highest recruitment rates for African Americans and Latinos, two new buildings housing an African-
American center and a women's center, and the groundwork for creating domestic partner benefits
for LSU employees and students.

Drawn to the U
The opportunity to serve at a world-class land-grant university where equity and diversity are top-of-
the-list attracted Albert to the University of Minnesota.

"Combining a grass-top and a grass-roots approach to equity and diversity was really appealing to
me," she says. "I'm grateful that President Kaler and U of M faculty have made these issues a
priority."

Building on a solid foundation was also a draw. "The Office of Equity and Diversity has a strong
strategic plan in place and excellent leaders," says Albert, who notes Minnesota's long legacy of
inspiring leaders. "Josie Johnson, Rusty Barcelo, and Robert Jones have all left major imprints here.
I am standing on the shoulders of giants who have been thoughtful about access and opportunity for
everyone."

Beyond campus, Albert is excited to tap into the Twin Cities lakes culture, ethnic restaurants, and
women's basketball. She's been to seven of the last NCAA Women's Final Four tournaments and is
thrilled with the prospect of being reunited with the Minnesota Lynx's Seimone Augustus, who was a
student athlete at LSU.

She's also looking forward to experiencing the area's vibrant arts scene and continuing her years of
service on several boards.

"I enjoy offering my time, talents, and treasure to the arts because I know how transformative they
can be, especially in regard to understanding difference," she says.

Next Step
Albert says she plans to be "very intentional about learning the complexities of the U," while meeting
with faculty, staff, and students on all system campuses in the coming weeks. She is also looking
forward to meeting with community members and advancing initiatives such as Generation Next,
which aims to lessen the academic achievement gap between students of color and their peers in
Minneapolis and St. Paul.

Addressing the gap along the K-12 pipeline and among undergraduate and postgraduate programs
is a top priority for Albert. She sees the University's recent tuition freeze as a key development in
helping to increase recruitment and retention for under-represented and under-resourced students.

Albert plans to take time to share the successes around equity and diversity. "It's important for the
University to tell its story about how cultural transformation happens here every day," she says.
"Preeminence comes when you tell the story of the good work."

Albert is thrilled to once again be embarking on a new road.

"This is an adventure," she says. "I'm enjoying every minute of it."

Related Stories
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Nursing students practice on a mannequin at the new
Bentson Healthy Communities Innovation Center.

The Bentson Center is an inviting place for nursing
students to work and study.

Calling all nurses

A 2010 report by the
Institute of Medicine on the
future of nursing calls for
increasing the percentage
of nurses with at least a
baccalaureate degree from
50 to 80 and doubling the
number of nurses with a
doctoral degree by 2020 to
respond to the nation's
health care needs.

Quick facts

The Bentson Center's name
honors the Bentson
Foundation's lead gift, of
$3.7 million toward the $7.8
million project. The center
began operations in
January 2013 and serves
nearly 900 undergraduate
and graduate students.

Simulation center gives nurses an edge
July 16, 2013

Bentson Center gives realistic, worry-
free nursing practice

In a quiet room, five nursing students
examine a 60-year-old man in a
hospital gown. 

After they have taken his history, one
listens to his lungs and heart with a
stethoscope.

The sounds are audible to everyone
in the room, and they don't sound
very healthy. But when a student
checks his feet for swelling, she finds
none—until instructor Mary Benbenek
produces a picture of swollen feet. 

The man is no patient, but an actor
trained to report symptoms of heart failure without volunteering too much. He plays his part well, but
even an Olivier couldn't fake swollen feet.

The students, in the University of Minnesota's Doctor of Nursing Practice (DNP) program, are
learning to become family nurse practitioners. The simulation with the actor is just one of many that
give nursing students hands-on, worry-free practice in the School of Nursing's new Bentson Healthy
Communities Innovation Center.  

"This is the closest you'll get to a clinical setting without risk of hurting the patient or embarrassing
yourself," says DNP student Vanessa Kruse. "And an actor gives you feedback that a real patient
may not verbalize."

The center comprises a suite of rooms
that simulate everything from homes
and nursing homes to acute care and
hospitals. In the above case, the heart
and lung sounds were actual heart
failure sounds that matched the
"patient's" symptoms, played through a
"ventriloscope."

The students also work with
mannequins, which have the
advantage that you can insert IV tubes
and catheters, draw blood, and perform
other procedures that nurses do every
day. From the center's control room,
every move can be observed and
recorded, and mannequins can be
controlled to simulate the patient's
condition and responses.

The space has 38 remotely controlled video cameras and recorders so students can play back their
performances and spot areas for improvement. 

"Especially things like filler words and body language," notes Kruse. "This lets you see it."

Even though DNP students are already seasoned RNs, simulations are invaluable. 

"We've been doing assessments on real patients, and I've done this
for three years, but without help," says DNP student Janna Zwillaing.
"I love the idea of being able to observe myself."

Continuum of care

With 11,000 square feet, the Bentson Center has enough space to
expose students to what Mary Rowan, director of pre-licensure
programs in the School of Nursing, calls "the continuum of care."

"[N]ursing care in the community and in home settings is increasingly
important, and can be authentically simulated in the Bentson Center,"
she says.  

Leading a visitor through the suite of rooms, she points out some of the simulated environments:  

• A home with a kitchen and, in the family room, a large digital screen for practicing health care from
a distance, using the center's telehealth technology.

• A room in an extended care facility. Its ceiling-mounted patient lift—not typically found in a nursing
school—teaches safe operation of the equipment. Its state-of-the-art beds have built-in scales and
mattresses that are softer near the foot to lessen pressure on heels, a source of dangerous
bedsores. It even has a working, glass-walled bathroom for learning how to help patients use the
facilities safely.

• A large ward room, where pre-licensure students use mannequins to learn basic nursing
interventions like taking vitals signs and performing IV therapy

• An ICU simulation room, where students can practice managing a critically ill patient on a
ventilator or requiring tracheal suction

Camaraderie in action

"Students just love coming in here," says Rowan. "It has elements like
soft light, earth tones, and curved walls [like] the health care facilities
being built today, designed to help people feel better emotionally,
which helps them heal physically."

The center also brings together teams of professionals—nurses,
physicians, pharmacists, physical and occupational therapists, oral
health professionals—to simulate team care in, for instance, large-
scale, complex situations like what a hospital may see after a disaster.

"Hospitals don't have the luxury of closing for a day to do this kind of
training for their staff," says Tom Clancy, assistant dean for faculty practice, partnerships, and
professional development. "We offer that here." 

"The profession of nursing has changed in recent years, giving nurses broader and deeper
responsibilities and opportunities to lead," says Connie White Delaney, dean of the School of
Nursing. "The Bentson Center gives our students an edge and gives our school an opportunity to
grow and provide a world-class nursing education." 

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Visiting graduate student Anne-Laure Rouger performs
solvent assisted flavor extraction. ~photo by David
Hansen

The Tastemakers
July 22, 2013

From a sweet deal to the bitter end,
there's no accounting for taste.
Descriptions of flavor are littered
throughout our common sayings, and
there's a good reason for that. Food
and flavor sensations are a key part
of the human experience, and
everyone knows what "bitter" feels
and tastes like.

But what happens when a scientist
tries to quantify taste? What, exactly,
is flavor? What makes a food taste
sweet, or salty, or even cooked?

It turns out, the answer is
complicated. There are about 10,000
taste buds in the human tongue, as
well as texture and temperature
receptors. All of those combined with
smell create what we think of as flavor. It is a complex equation that involves thousands of chemical
reactions in every mouthful. So while you might know what "sweet" is when you taste it, defining
exactly what can cause a food to taste sweet is so complicated that scientists still struggle with the
question. And food companies are very interested in the answers.

For example, what is it that makes whole grains taste bitter? Maybe more importantly, what does it
take to change that bitter taste—to get more people to eat whole grain bread—without affecting the
inherent health benefits? This is a question that plagues producers in the food industry, and it has
framed one of the first projects for the University of Minnesota's Flavor Research and Education
Center.

The business of taste
Gary Reineccius, head of the Department of Food Science and Nutrition, founded the center in
August 2011 as a partnership between scientists and businesses in the food and flavor industries.
The concept attracted 12 members in its first year, including giants like Nestle, Pepsico and General
Mills; that number has since grown to 19.

The center operates out of three world-class labs on the St. Paul campus. There, researchers break
food down to its component parts, identifying single molecules or compounds that help create a
target sensation. While the topics of the FREC's research projects are influenced by its business
members' suggestions, the ultimate decision on a project's plan and goals comes from associate
professor and flavor researcher Devin Peterson, and the results and findings are published and
shared with everyone.

"The center is about open innovation in taking foods apart and trying to understand what flavor is,"
says Peterson. "There's no directed research for any one particular company, no proprietary
information. It's about ideas that can benefit the industry as a whole."

For instance, food processing companies struggle to provide more nutritious food options that can
sell competitively with a less health-conscious option. And that's important when just five percent of
Americans consume the recommended amount of whole grains. At the suggestion of the center's
members, the FREC has tried to identify what molecules in whole grains, or what chemical reactions
in producing whole grain bread, generate bitterness. The hope is that this information can lead to
solutions that don't rely on the conventional: adding sugar to mask the bitterness.

"A success for us would be to provide a means for more accessible, healthier, higher-quality
products for the general population," says Peterson.

The full palate
The most important tool in the center's research approach is an analytical method it is pioneering,
dubbed "flavoromics." The concept was developed by Reineccius after he attended a presentation
about the medical use of mass spectrometry to detect the cause of silent heart attacks. That field of
study uses a big-picture approach to map every tiny molecular compound in the body that is a result
of creating energy—breath, waste, circulation—and applies statistical analysis to identify cause and
effect on the molecular level. It occurred to Reineccius that these doctors were looking at the same
types of molecules that he studied in relation to flavor and aroma.

"I thought, 'They're investing billions of dollars in medicine, just for us!'" Reineccius says, laughing. "I
figured we could link all of these chemical components in food to aroma, to flavor…we could use
these tools they had created to identify the drivers of perception, the compounds in food that
indicate 'cooked' or 'salty'."

Flavoromics uses the same high-throughput data collection and tools as metabolomics to separate
and identify thousands of compounds in food and then statistically associate those compounds with
changes in flavor perception. The process wasn't initially accepted by the scientific community—
Reineccius' first flavoromics paper was rejected—since the approach is basically the opposite of
conventional flavor research.

The food industry traditionally solves flavor questions empirically, Reineccius says. When they
encounter an odd flavor problem, they try empirical solutions until something works, and move on. If
a processor wants to reduce sugar in its foods, it isolates sweet-tasting things, but it has no
techniques to register compounds that enhance sweetness, or textures, or smells that are perceived
as less bitter.

"The tremendous power of flavoromics is that it gives us tools to find things that we have no other
way to find except serendipity," Reineccius says. "It's not easy or straightforward, because we're
establishing statistical correlations between compounds and sensations. It doesn't always mean
they're related, but at least we have a tool to start narrowing it down. Serendipity's a tough way to
go about life."

The full version of this story, written by Sara Specht, appears in the spring edition of Solutions
magazine, a publication of the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences.
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The swellings on these porous silica fibers are bacterial
cells that can eat organic compounds found in oil.

After the frack

About 70 percent of the
injected water gets left
behind in oil- and gas-
bearing rock layers after
fracking. Chemicals injected
with it, plus any natural
chemicals released by
fracking, have raised
concerns about
contamination of aquifers
used as domestic water
sources.

Earth sciences professor
Calvin Alexander says:
"There is remarkably little
documentation of near-
surface aquifers being
contaminated by current
practices. A study in
Pennsylvania found no
evidence that fracking
contaminated drinking
water. Many of us believe
it's a real problem, but it's
hard to document. But what
if aquifers start going bad in
50 years?"

Tackling fracking
July 26, 2013

Bacteria may someday clean leftover
frack water

In humans' eternal quest for more
energy, a relatively new oil and
natural gas mining technique targets
deposits locked in pockets of rock.

Called hydrofracturing, or fracking,
the technique uses lots of water,
which goes in clean and comes out
contaminated with organic
substances that render it unfit for
reuse.

Purifying that water would reduce the
pressure on waste disposal sites
called injection wells, as well as on
sites of wastewater spills. Working
toward that goal are University of Minnesota microbiologists Larry Wackett and Michael Sadowsky,
who have already pioneered the use of pollutant-eating bacteria against soil contamination.

Along with mechanical engineering professor Alptekin Aksan, Wackett and Sadowsky are
developing a silica sponge stuffed with oil-eating bacteria. The researchers and College of
Biological Sciences Dean Robert Elde—whose role is to help commercialize the work—are funded
by a National Science Foundation grant. 

Here's a glimpse of the problem and the potential solution.

Fracking 101

Fracking helps drillers reach pockets of oil and gas trapped in bubbles within impermeable rock,
says U earth sciences professor E. Calvin Alexander, Jr., an expert on how water moves through
rock. 

"Oil companies figured out they could 'fracture' rock with high-pressure fluids that lifted and broke
the rock," he says. "This could be done in horizontal wells extending thousands of feet. Then to get
the oil [or gas] out, they reduced the pressure." 

But it wasn't that simple, because reducing the pressure allows the rock to fall back in place, closing
the new fractures and blocking the flow of oil or gas. So drillers inject sand to hold the spaces in the
rock open. The porous sand allows oil and gas to flow, and cocktails of organic chemicals, including
soaps, are injected to lubricate the sand so it can get into cracks.

However, reducing the pressure sends some of the injected fluid—water—gushing out again.
Trouble is, "it comes out with salt and other buried ugly stuff, like heavy metals, in addition to the oil
or gas," says Alexander. "The secondary flowback water, [now contaminated with] the chemicals
they put in to lubricate the sand, creates waste."

How much water is involved? Wackett says he's seen up to 5-7 million gallons per frack, and one
well may be fracked several times. To put it in perspective, the annual water use is about 2 percent
of the amount used in agriculture, he says.

Sponging 

It is estimated that frack wastewater contains more than a thousand
contaminants; many are organic, and so potential food for bacteria.
Biochemistry professor Wackett and microbiology professor
Sadowsky, both members of the U's BioTechnology Institute, teamed
up with Aksan to blend their knowledge of bacteria with his expertise
in bioencapsulation.

The researchers separate out thousands of chemicals in frack water
and identify them. Then, knowing the major sources of carbon in the
water, they look for naturally occurring bacteria that will eat the
chemicals. (Spreading genetically engineered bacteria on wastewater
ponds or spill sites might result in an uncontrolled release into the
environment.)

Aksan and postdoc Boris Tong have found a way to embed the
bacteria within porous silicon fibers. There they are protected as they
absorb oily compounds through the pores in the walls, which are
thinner than the bacterial cells.

Wackett likens the spongy material to cotton candy, with bacteria
trapped in the strands. A spill on a field could be treated by rolling out
and spreading "what looks like a foamy, cottony material" over it,"
Wackett says. Treating a body of water would require pumping it
through a cylinder with bacteria trapped in sturdier structures: highly
porous microscopic beads.

The researchers have filed for a patent on the sponge manufacturing
process.

"This work would reduce contamination of water used for industrial purposes and agriculture," says
Wackett. "If it's to be used for fracking a second well, the interest isn't so much specific chemicals,
but reducing the carbon load. When they inject water, they like pristine water because organic
chemicals could promote the growth of bacteria that could quickly clog the operation."

Much work remains to scale up the technology for commercial use, but the researchers are
optimistic.

"I feel very confident that good things will come out of this," Wackett says. "Fracking is starting in
China and elsewhere in the world, so I think it's important to work on treating and recycling water. If
we can find ways that water can be cleaned to the extent it can be re-used in industry, agriculture, or
the oil and gas industry, there will be less demand on fresh water." 

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Excited argon gas atoms glow as they flow through the
glass tube of a plasma reactor. The plasma is a reactive
environment used to produce silicon nanocrystals that
can be applied to inexpensive, next-generation
electronics.

An atom of silicon (brown) interacts with an oxygen atom
(red) in a molecule of solvent (2-butanone) at the surface
of a nanocrystal. Chlorine atoms (green) tug on electrons
in silicon, which in turn tugs on electrons from the
oxygen. Black and white balls are atoms of carbon and
hydrogen, respectively.

New twist in electronics
July 31, 2013

A new form of silicon finds a niche

In one of Uwe Kortshagen's dreams,
cheap electronic inks result in
touchpad devices that cost barely a
dollar, and every schoolchild in Africa
learns to read and do math with one.

In another dream, rooftop solar
panels have given way to shingles
embedded with electronic inks that
help turn sunlight into electricity at
hardly any extra cost.

Kortshagen, a professor of
mechanical engineering at the
University of Minnesota, graduate
student Lance Wheeler, and their
colleagues have come up with a
technology that may make those
dreams come true. They have found a
new way to produce cheap but
superior electronic inks from nanometer-sized crystals—nanocrystals—of silicon.

Printing with electronic inks holds promise as the basis for next-generation solar panels and
electronic display devices like cell phones and touchpads. Silicon makes a better choice for
electronic displays than the commonly used lead and cadmium because unlike them it's abundant,
cheap, and nontoxic.

"It's a way of making electronic devices significantly cheaper and more accessible to a wide public,"
says Kortshagen. "For example, one could make a display device or touchpad computer with a few
dollars instead of hundreds. We want to make electronics available to everybody."

The team, along with researchers from the National Renewable Energy Laboratory in Golden,
Colorado, reports on the technology in the journal Nature Communications. The researchers have a
U.S. patent pending on their work.

No doping necessary

Silicon has built its reputation—not to mention that valley in California—on its prowess as a
semiconductor. That means its ability to conduct electric current falls between that of a metal like
copper and an insulator like rubber or glass. A semiconductor can change its conductivity when
prodded by various cues, which makes silicon an invaluable component of electrical on-off switching
elements.

But electronic inks based on silicon nanoparticles have suffered from two big problems:

• Soap-like organic molecules called ligands must be added to give the inks a good shelf life, but
they lead to detrimental residues in films printed from the inks.

• The nanoparticles must be "doped" with implanted impurities to enhance their electrical
performance.

In a new approach, the researchers
used an ionized gas, called nonthermal
plasma, to create nanocrystals of
silicon coated with a layer of chlorine
atoms (see video). 

The chlorine atoms set up an
interaction between silicon and
molecules of many commonly used
solvents; this stabilizes the ink and
gives it "an excellent shelf life,"
Kortshagen says, with no ligands
needed. 

"Our films are pure and stable, and
don't crack like others," he notes. "
[And] this mechanism dopes itself. The
electrical conductivity of films printed
from our inks is 1,000 times that of
undoped silicon nanocrystal films."

Energy-saving inks 

The researchers see great potential for the new inks to bring solar energy to a wider public. For that
to happen, solar cells must be cheap enough to compete with fossil fuels.

"The biggest barrier to solar cells on the roof is cost," says Wheeler, who is first author on the
journal article. "But inks can be printed. And different sizes of nanoparticles can absorb different
wavelengths of light—that is, in a tunable way. This is important for solar cells." 

Kortshagen says his group looks for materials that, while harder to make, have good electronic
properties and are more stable and better for the environment.

"While many obstacles still remain, these … discoveries have brought the era of printed silicon
electronic devices a step closer," he says.

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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Take a strong wind, convert it to hydrogen, add nitrogen
—and you've got an eco-friendly fertilizer.

An added benefit

One of the greatest barriers
to wind power is the
problem of storage. If the
wind blows overnight, for
example, when electricity
demand is low, then storing
that wind energy by
creating hydrogen allows
flexibility to produce other
things like fertilizer, says
Reese.

Winds of change
August 5, 2013

On a glacial ridge overlooking the U's
greenest campus, two 1.65-megawatt
wind turbines generate renewable
electricity for the college and the
region. Stand at the top of the hill, and
you can hear the wind whistling; to U
of M researchers at the U's West
Central Research and Outreach
Center nearby, it's the sound of
opportunity.

In mid-July, the center officially
launched a process believed to be
one-of-a-kind, which takes the energy
from wind, converts it to hydrogen,
and then to ammonia that can be
used as fertilizer on surrounding
farmlands. The processing plant is
part of the center's larger efforts to
reduce fossil-fuel consumption in agriculture over the next 5 to 10 years, says Mike Reese, director
of renewable energy research at the center and project lead.

Capturing wind
The final pieces of the puzzle were locked into place with the
installation of equipment that takes nitrogen from the air, combines it
with hydrogen from the plant and makes anhydrous ammonia that can
be used to fertilize farm fields. The typical "steam methane reformer"
method, says Reese, uses natural gas to separate carbon and
hydrogen in a process that may ultimately prove more costly and less
efficient than the center's new facility.

Here, the process takes place in two sheds in a fenced-in area near
the wind turbine marked "ammonia production room" and "hydrogen
production room." Inside the ammonia room, a series of pipes and
gauges connect to a tall, pressurized reactor where the chemical
conversion takes place.

The pipes bring in hydrogen and nitrogen under high pressure, mix the gases, preheat them to 800
degrees Fahrenheit and then send them into a reactor. The gases then pass through an iron-based
catalyst to create ammonia gas, which is cooled to become liquid anhydrous ammonia. The
ammonia is then pumped into nearby storage tanks, and residual hydrogen and nitrogen are
recycled through the system. The process uses 10 percent of one turbine's energy capacity.

Economies of scale
The idea is that a plant like this could produce enough fertilizer for a group of farms or a small-town
cooperative, Reese says. Annually, the center will produce about 25 tons of fertilizer and sell it to
farmers via Morris area co-ops. That's a tiny portion of what local farmers need, but it provides an
alternative that may grow over time as the facility proves itself.

Scientist Joel Tallaksen is using life-cycle analysis models to evaluate exactly how much fossil fuel
can be saved by using the system, as well as the costs of energy inputs and the net carbon
balance. Though Tallaksen is still gathering and quantifying that data, he says it's clear that the
process will save "a lot of fossil fuel energy."

Consumer demand
Economics then, are surely part of the puzzle, Reese says, but consumers' opinions will play a role
in whether the process catches on. He believes that consumer demand eventually will lead toward
greener fertilizers.

Indeed, a growing "field to market" movement within agriculture and the food sector, especially
among large corporations, is working toward sustainability throughout the food chain. Reese and the
center recently had a visit from members of the World Wildlife Fund, which is working with
companies like General Mills and Coca-Cola that are responding to consumer demand for
sustainable products.

"Consumers are looking for food products that have a low-carbon footprint, and these companies
are taking notice of that," says Reese.

Coca-Cola, as one might guess, uses a lot of corn syrup in the manufacturing of soda. So if
consumers are pushing for a lower carbon footprint, says Reese, one of the best options for Coke is
to use corn syrup and grain made with renewable energy fertilizer.

"Fertilizer accounts for roughly 14 percent of the carbon footprint of corn production," says Reese.
"So if we can produce fertilizer in a renewable way, we can take out a big portion of that."

A version of this story originally appeared in the spring edition of Solutions magazine, a publication
of the College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences.
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Nine billion people are expected on the planet by 2050
—likely demanding a doubling of the world’s food
supply. It’s critical to know where the world is heading,
so that we all have enough to eat in the future.

Sustainable Agriculture
"Thirty percent of
greenhouse gases entering
the atmosphere today are
from human agricultural
activity. That's more than
from all of our
transportation, it's more
than from all our electricity,
and it's more than from all
manufacturing. Agriculture
has been the single most
powerful force unleashed
on this planet since the end
of the ice age—no question.
But agriculture is not an
option. It's a necessity." –
Jon Foley. Learn more by
taking a short course (one
day) with instructor Jon
Foley: What's Next?
Feeding the World and
Sustaining the Planet.

Can we feed the world?
August 7, 2013

Key food crops in many regions of the
world could be in jeopardy, according
to a study led by IonE research fellow
Deepak Ray.

It’s especially gratifying as a
researcher—as a human, really—
when your work doesn’t land with a
thud. A bang or a splash—always
better. In particular, when you’ve put
three years of your life into a project,
you hope that people will take notice,
that it will make an impact, leave a
mark. In doing so, it helps to conduct
research that affects every single
person on the planet. 

Start with this: Everyone eats.
Whether we all have enough to eat in
the future, and how to make sure we
get there—that’s an attention getter. 

U of M research led by Deepak Ray and scientists with the U’s Institute on the Environment (IonE)
and McGill University in Montreal, Canada, certainly has people talking. The research, published
recently in Nature Communications (where it was the most shared paper for nearly three weeks),
showed with more specificity than any previous research where important food crop yields are
stagnating or declining, and where they’re still rapidly improving.

“The next question is trying to answer whether we are on track—a very
profound question. Given the current rates—if nothing happens, where
will we be? Will we reach the moon or end up in the gutter?” –Deepak
Ray.

In their study, the researchers developed geographically detailed maps of annual yields of the
world’s four key crops (corn, rice, wheat, and soybean) from 1961 to 2008. These crops currently
provide about 64 percent of agricultural calorie production. They distilled the information to such
specificity that it includes about 3,800 percent more data than any previous research, says Ray—
thus the three-year duration of the project. They examined 13,500 land areas, with crop yields fine-
tuned by county whenever possible—not just by country, as in most previous research. That, in turn,
yielded big data.

Making a splash
News organizations around the world picked up on the research, and Ray himself was, for weeks,
fielding near-hourly requests to share his findings. He received emails from NGOs and researchers
in Japan, the Philippines, China, India, Pakistan, South Africa, Sweden, the UK, France, Italy,
Slovenia, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Chile—to name more than a few. The research has
practical information that enables policymakers to identify successes and failures, and to propel
food production by modeling those successes.

“Other research may have shown that ‘you have a problem,’ but not the ‘What are you going to do
about it?’” says Ray.

By providing data on the county level whenever possible, says Ray, a municipality or its
policymakers can compare and say, “So, on the county level we have data that says that compared
to our neighboring county, or a county 10 counties away, we are not doing so well—and why is that
so? And they can perhaps discuss. It’s actionable intelligence,” he says. 

It wasn’t perfect—in China they could only get provincial-level data. And Russia’s data, too, was
hard to come by. But previously, the best measurement of crop yields came from national data, like
that from the United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization’s (FAO) national crop statistics.
That’s problematic, says Ray, because it takes too broad a view. The FAO, for example, suggests
that American wheat yields increased everywhere between 1999 and 2008. In fact, Ray’s study
showed that yields in approximately 36 percent of the American wheat-harvested areas are not
improving.

It also showed that among the top crop-producing nations, vast areas of China and India—where
more than a third of the world’s population resides—are witnessing especially concerning stagnation
or decline in yields.

"We are still building on this research," says Ray. "This step told us
how much area has witnessed yield improvement. The next question
is trying to answer whether we are on track—a very profound
question. Given the current rates—if nothing happens, where will we
be? Will we reach the moon or end up in the gutter?"

Proposing solutions
Ray got his answer just a couple months later, when he completed a
second long-term research project, which showed that, indeed, crop
yields worldwide are not increasing quickly enough to support
estimated global needs.

U researchers have also proposed solutions. They found, for example,
that improvements in crop water productivity—the amount of food
produced per unit of water consumed—could boost global food
security and water sustainability in many parts of the world. And that
the world's croplands could feed 4 billion more people than they do
now just by shifting from producing animal feed and biofuels to
producing exclusively food for human consumption. Even a smaller,
partial shift from crop-intensive livestock such as feedlot beef to food
animals such as chicken or pork could increase agricultural efficiency
and provide food for millions.

Research on food is an area near and dear to the U's Institute on the Environment. IonE's director,
Jon Foley, a coauthor on this study, has hammered repeatedly on the theme of agriculture and
feeding the world sustainably.

With nine billion people who increasingly want to eat Western, meat-rich diets expected on the
planet by 2050, it's critical to know where the world is heading—and to find solutions now.

Related Stories
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Jody Gerdts (foreground) and Becky Masterman
promote bee health through training, education, and
partnerships like this one with the Weisman Art
Museum. ~Photos by Dave Hansen.

Bees need your help

What can you do? Plant
flowers. And grow plants
without pesticides, which
can harm bees. Native
perennials that are good for
bees include prairie clover,
mountain mint, bee balm,
milkweeds, and late season
asters, and goldenrods.
And if you can wing it,
support the Bee Squad.
Sponsor a colony, or make
a gift. In Minnesota, bees
need to be ordered by
March 1. They come late
May/early April, and then
you get to work. For more
information, email the Bee
Squad at
BeeSquad@umn.edu.

The artistry of bees
August 19, 2013

A story about bees at a world famous
art museum.

Bees are artists
Patrons at the Weisman Art Museum
(WAM) on the University of
Minnesota's Twin Cities campus are
in little danger of being stung by
honeybees, despite their close
proximity to 100,000 of them. Bees
basically mind their own business,
and they have much to attend to.

There are more bees atop the
museum's roof than all of the U of M's
faculty, staff, students, and other daily
visitors combined. But the bees don't
take up much space. They live
relatively quietly, if buzzingly, in two
delightfully designed colonies,
stenciled with abstract pollen and bee
figures created courtesy of the Weisman, with each abode perhaps 30 cubic feet. Rent consists of a
bit of honey, and a willingness to go about their tasks under the watchful eye of U of M researchers
—an agreement to which the bees seem amenable.

The bees were put atop the Weisman in mid-May by the U of M's Bee Squad, in a partnership to
educate the community about the need for bee-friendly landscapes, and about the trials and
tribulations that bees face. Bees, it's true, are beset by many challenges—not least of which, and
really, let's just admit it at this point—most of which are caused by humanity.

Brood disease, poor nutrition, and pesticides are killing bees, and dying bees pose serious
consequences. As pollinators, bees are vital to growing fruits and vegetables. One-third of the
nation's diet depends on bees. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the grocery store, where no
more bees means no more apples, no more onions, no more lemons and limes, and many, many
other edibles. U researchers and others around the world have spent years sounding the alarm
about declining bee populations.

Marla Spivak, a University of Minnesota entomology professor and
internationally recognized honeybee authority, launched the Bee
Squad program out of the University's St. Paul Bee Lab three years
ago, with a portion of the funding awarded to her as recipient of a
"Genius Grant" from the MacArthur Foundation in 2010.

Bee Squad co-coordinators Jody Gerdts and Becky Masterman
promote bee health in the Twin Cities metro area through training,
education, and programs like the one with the Weisman.

Today, Gerdts and Masterman are visiting the hive, as they do every
12 to 14 days. To really appreciate how much goes on in these little
boxes—to see how busy bees really are—it's best to get on the roof
and get your face in very close to the bees. No kidding. A beekeeping
hat and veil are advised.

"Do remember," says Gerdts, "that the season is changing—there's a
lot of older foragers out—the ones who are wise to the world, and
they've been out looking for flowers all day. They're kind of like long
haul truckers—they bring back nectar and hand their load off to a
house bee, who will then store it in a comb. So imagine you're out
working all day, and you come home and someone has torn your house apart," she says, pulling out
trays so onlookers can see the inner workings of the colony.

Admittedly, this takes some sweetness out of the experience, until Gerdts takes out a tray and dips
her finger into the wax comb, where just below the surface lies succulent, delicious honey unlike
anything you're apt to find in a supermarket. Out it comes on fingertips and into eager mouths—and
to the bees, this must be as if a meteor has crashed into their home. But without complaint they will
assemble a crack team to repair the damage.

All abuzz with Google Glass: U of M staffer Andria Waclawski was selected by Google to test its
new ground-breaking wearable technology, Google Glass. She came along to see for herself what
all the buzz was about. Check out images and video of her experience through her own eyes at
UMNexplorer.com. A sample video is below.

Bees are busy
Bees work hard, sun-up to sundown, says Gerdts—forget about the 40-hour workweek. It's
overtime, every day. As fall approaches, the bees are getting ready for winter, making and stashing
the honey they'll need to survive. Honey beyond the bees' needs—that succulent, delicious honey—
will soon be for sale in the Weisman's Shop, just another benefit of sponsorship.

Since May, each colony has grown from about 10,000 to 50,000 bees.

"The queen of each colony can lay up to 1,500 eggs per day," says Masterman.

But upon further inspection, Gerdts and Masterman can't find the queen in one of the two colonies—
the workers and the drones are without a leader. And it's not the first time it has happened. This
queen was last seen July 30.

It's a trend they've noticed, and they can call it a trend because it's happening at multiple locations
among the 50 colonies they manage around the Twin Cities (from individuals to the Minneapolis
Institute of Arts) through their various programs. The Weisman is participating in what the squad
calls its "Hive to Bottle" program, where the squad takes care of everything, and the sponsor (the
Weisman) doesn't have to worry about a thing. They have two other levels, too (each at different
costs)—a mentoring apiary, and a home apiary, each with lesser involvement from the squad.

"This huge new issue of queen failure—we don't know why the queens are dying, but it's happening
to about 30 percent of our queens every year—they just die—or they're superseded, which means
the worker bees sense something and decide they need to be replaced," says Masterman.

"We need a happy queen in here by September 1 in order to make sure she's able to lay eggs and
get them through winter," she says, obviously concerned with the disappearance. Without the Bee
Squad's diligence, this colony would remain queenless, and wouldn't survive the winter.

And that's not the only issue. Another plague of the bees—varroa mites—suck the blood of bees in
their pupating stage, weakening their immune system and vectoring viruses into the bee, says
Gerdts. Fortunately, the mites, at least, can be controlled with vigilance, but without beekeepers
these colonies would be wiped out within two years.

"Beekeeping is not the lazy man's game—not anymore," says Gerdts. "It used to be that way. You
could just put a colony in your backyard and say, 'Let me eat the honey when you're done with this.'
You can't do that anymore."

Want to learn more? Take a class.

The U of M offers public courses through the Bee Lab.

You can take Beekeeping in Northern Climates Part 1 (Getting Started in Beekeeping), on Nov. 16
or Feb. 22 at the U's Landscape Arboretum. Follow-up with Beekeeping in Northern Climates Part 2
(Keeping Bees Year After Year), Feb. 23, or Apr. 12. Classes take place at the U of M's Landscape
Arboretum.
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See U at the fair
August 21, 2013

The U is a big presence at the
Minnesota State Fair

It's time again for the great Minnesota
get together. And once again, the U is
one of the main attractions.

From August 22 through Labor Day,
more than 100 experts and scholars
will be on hand at the newly
remodeled University of Minnesota
Building, at the corner of Dan Patch
Avenue and Underwood Street.
They'll share insights on student
opportunities, new research, and
discoveries that change lives
throughout Minnesota and the world.

You can also experience the U's statewide reach by visiting the 4-H Building, at the intersection of
Cosgrove Street and Wright Avenue. A U of M Extension program, 4-H engages youth K-12 from all
87 counties. The building houses more than 6,000 exhibits and demonstrations.

See the full schedule at the U's State Fair website.

Highlights at U of M Building

On Stage

August 22: Physics Force. MinnesoTap. The Gold Standard Show Choir. U of M Alumni Band.

August 23: UMD Sustainability. UMD Marching Band. UMD Black Student Association. Center for
Transportation Studies. Chanhassen Dinner Theatre. UMD School of Fine Arts. Glensheen
Mansion.

August 24: Student Network for Abuse Prevention (SNAP). Vocal U. U of M Trivia Contest.
Conversation with Minneapolis Mayoral Candidates.

August 25: Homecoming 2013 Royalty. Minnesota Broadcasters. Gopher Sports Update.
Conversation with GOP Candidates for Governor. Preview of the 2014 Legislative Session.

August 26: The Raptor Center. UTango. The Confucious Institute.

August 27: U of M Alumni Band. U of M Players and Coaches.

August 28: U of M Alumni Band. U of M Players and Coaches.

August 29: U of M Trivia Contest. UTango-University of Minnesota Argentine Tango Club. Medical
Devices Center. Fencing Club. U Connects/MCAE Stage Stars 2013. Fencing Club.

August 30: Alpha Chi Sigma Chemistry Group. Wangensteen Historical Library. Fencing Club. U of
M Trivia Contest.

August 31: Hip Hope. Andrew Grande, M.D. - Department of Neurosurgery. U of M Trivia Contest.
Thaddeus S. Walczak, M.D. - MINCEP Epilepsy Care. N. Bud Grossman Center for Memory
Research and Care.

September 1: On stage: U of M Alumni Band. U of M Trivia Contest. UMR Ballroom Team. U of M
Marching Band in State Fair Parade! Salsa Dance Club.

September 2: U of M Trivia Contest. Serenade the City. MinnesoTap.

Exhibitors
University of Minnesota Physicians. Institute for Prostate and Urologic Cancers. Minnesota
Geological Survey. Weisman Art Museum. Support the U. Minnesota Institute for Astrophysics.
GRADE Study. Anthropology. Telemedicine. Health Sciences Libraries. Microbiota Therapeutics
Program. Department of Computer Science and Engineering. Institute on Community Integration.
UMD. Center for Transportation Studies. College of Veterinary Medicine. Graduate Program in
Neuroscience. Innovative Engineers. College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences.
Gopher Athletics. Department of Chemistry Outreach Program. Driven to Discover Building. Office
of Admissions. College of Pharmacy. Community-University Health Care Center. Engineers Without
Borders-UMN Student Chapter. College of Food, Agricultural and Natural Resource Sciences. U of
M Homecoming. Gopher Motorsports. Department of Family Medicine and Community Health.
Center for Spirituality and Healing. Center for Bioethics. GOFIRST Student Robotics Team.
Cardiovascular Clinic. Zebrafish Core Facility. Medical Devices Center. Department of Psychology.
Goldstein Museum of Design. Masonic Cancer Center. Institute of Child Development. Institute for
Global Studies. Confucius Institute. School of Dentistry. Blood and Marrow Transplant Program.
Zebrafish Core Facility. Department of Civil Engineering. Minnesota Lions Eye Bank - Restoring
Sight Through Eye Donation. Journalism and Mass Communication. Integrative Biology and
Physiology. Paul and Sheila Wellstone Muscular Dystrophy Center. Healthy Foods, Healthy Lives
Institute. Observational Cosmology Lab - School of Physics and Astronomy. Center for Medieval
Studies. Rocket Team. Driven to Discover Building. Early Modern History. Solid Organ Transplant
Program. Clinical Neuroscience. Alpha Chi Sigma (AXS) Professional Chemistry Fraternity. U of M
ROTC. Institute for Mathematics and Its Applications. Student Sight Savers. Center for Lung
Science and Health. Solar Vehicle Project. U of M Extension 4-H. UMR: Recoding the DNA of
Learning. Graphic Design Program. Student National Medical Association. Division of Rheumatic
and Autoimmune Diseases. Solar Vehicle Project. Grocery Assistance Program Study.
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Josie R. Johnson

Join the conversation

On August 28 at 7 p.m., the
U of M Humphrey School
will remember and honor
the March on Washington
with a panel discussion on
the significance of the
historical event, then and
now. Included on the panel
will be Josie Johnson, Sam
Myers, former VP Walter
Mondale, and others who
were in attendance that day.
The event is sold out but
will be broadcast live online.
Follow the event on Twitter
at #HHHCivilRights.

Also on Aug. 28, the U of M
will join a national bell
ringing at 2 p.m. CDT to
commemorate the march.

Fifty years later: 'I have a dream'
August 26, 2013

U faculty and leaders reflect on the
historic day and its aftermath

Fifty years ago, on August 28, 1963, a
young preacher delivered a speech
that would go down as one of the
most important and powerful in all of
American history. “I Have a Dream”
became the cornerstone of the March
on Washington, a march which
galvanized a people and energized
the civil rights movement. One year
later, the Civil Rights Act was signed
into law by President Lyndon
Johnson. 

Seven months earlier to the day,
Martin Luther King Jr. delivered a
speech to a crowd of about 2,000 on the U of M campus in Northrop Auditorium. The cover of
January 29, 1963 Minnesota Daily read, “Much Remains in Path to Freedom—Dr. King.”

King told the crowd on Jan. 28 just that—much had been accomplished, but there was still a great
deal to be done.

Today, for Josie R. Johnson, that message is the same. She was at the March on Washington, 33
years old and with a delegation of about 60 Minnesotans. 

“We left very early in the morning—3 or 4 a.m., and when we got to DC everything was very quiet.
We didn’t see anybody. We went to a church to have coffee and donuts, and Hubert (Humphrey)
came, and Walter Mondale…but I was very worried—because I didn’t see anybody. And my fear
was that it was going to be a failure. Such an effort, all the plans…and if no one showed up it would
look as if the effort for civil rights has failed,” she says. 

A leader in Minnesota

Josie Johnson was—is, even at 83—a leader in civil rights and social justice in Minnesota. She was
the first African American elected to the U of M Board of Regents, and one for whom the U’s annual
Josie R. Johnson Human Rights and Social Justice Award was established. 

Her fears that day were not realized. Crowds were estimated to be near 300,000. People came by
the busload from all over the United States. 

And when she heard Dr. King speak, she says, “…it was like a prayer. His words were so powerful.
He began to talk about his dream—the dream we all have for America—that things that are fair and
just will happen in your lifetime… and there was such a hush over that crowd—a quarter million or
more people. I wept. I could hardly believe that someone could deliver such a powerful speech. And
for him to say that he dreamed his children would be evaluated on their character meant a lot to us
parents, who hoped the same for our children,” says Johnson, who at the time had children of her
own aged 5, 7, and 9. 

Measures of inequality

Not far away in Baltimore on that day, U of M professor Sam Myers was readying himself for his first
year of high school. 

“I was a swimmer. And in 1963 I began my freshman year in high school and went out for the
swimming team,” says Myers. “But swimming pools in Baltimore were segregated by law—
because…the view was that it would be immoral to have Negroes in the water with white females.
We couldn’t practice with the white team—we couldn’t do relays with the white teams…so I’m trying
to tell you, in 1963 segregation was a way of life. It was well understood in Baltimore where I grew
up—right across the street from where the march was held. This was accepted.” 

Myers is today the Roy Wilkins Professor of Human Relations and Social Justice in the Humphrey
School and directs the Roy Wilkins Center for Human Relations and Social Justice. He is an
economist who specializes in the impacts of social policies on the poor. 

Fifty years later, he says, one measure of inequality in substantive economic areas hasn’t changed.

“I don’t think the average American knows that the earnings gap, the income gap, the
unemployment gap is the same—is the same in 2013 as it was in 1963. It is just hard to
comprehend,” says Myers. “The ratio of black unemployment to white unemployment in 1963 is
exactly the same as it is in 2013,” he says. 

“What we did in 1963 was needed at the time—but there is still a lot more work that needs to be
done. On a number of significant measures of socioeconomic progress—we’re not that much better
off 50 years later,” he says. 

Open doors

Josie Johnson couldn’t have known it at the time, but near where she and 60 other Minnesotans
stood at the back of the reflecting pool that day, facing the Lincoln Memorial on the National Mall,
was a girl of 16—a future Minnesotan, born and raised in DC, standing on a bench to see Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.

Patricia Whyte is now the director of the Office for Diversity in Graduate Education at the U of M.
She’s been at the U working in diversity issues for 30 years. 

“It was so quiet in Washington that day…more quiet than the middle of the night,” she says. People
were worried about the potential for violence, she says, including Whyte’s father, who told her she
could not go to the march. 

“But I had an ally in my mother. I was at breakfast and I said, you know, there’s going to be this
march, daddy—and I can’t imagine why we wouldn’t go,” she says. “And so it was decided that he
was going to stay, but mother and I would go—because if someone spit on him, there was going to
be a fight,” she says.

She says of the social climate at the time, “Many of my relatives and
folks thought he was upsetting the apple cart—this young preacher
who was a rabble rouser, stirring things up. And they kind of bought
into the rhetoric going on around the country in that regard. Until they
saw dogs turned on people. And the fire hoses turned on people. And
then it became a matter of pride—of racial pride to affiliate with this
man,” she says. 

Whyte later went on to integrate into a largely white college, Defiance
College in Ohio, because in part, she says, “Doors had been opened
—and if we don’t walk through those doors, they are going to close.”

There were 10 students of African descent in her class, she says.
Twenty total of about 1,200 students at the college.   

“I know because we used to count each other, because that’s what
you do when you’re all by yourself,” says Whyte.

At 66, she has no plans to retire. 

“Even today, I still feel a part of this vanguard that was going make
America better,” she says.

Still dreaming

For Josie Johnson, the 50th anniversary is an opportunity for America to have a conversation again,
to move to the next step. 

“I would like to believe, as Dr. King said, that someday, our children…but I’m not so sure…” says
Johnson. 

“I think society is more conscious of color, of position…than they’ve ever been. I think that 2013 is a
time when all people need to recommit—to justice, and freedom, and equality. And that’s all people.
Because you can dream forever. But it has to become real…”
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A premier feature of the building’s main lobby is a
striking wall of reclaimed Twin Cities wood, made by
Wood from the Hood utilizing felled area trees.

Sustainability features

The 17th Ave. Residence
Hall was built to emphasize
energy efficiency and
sustainability. At the hall,
rainwater collects in large
cement cisterns, then
moves to storage tanks
underground. The water is
used for the halls toilets and
sprinklers. The hall also
includes a green roof for
additional storm water
management. Tables and
carpeting throughout the
hall are made from
recyclable materials, and
high efficiency plumbing
and lighting fixtures, as well
as heat recovery
mechanical systems make
the hall one of the most
sustainable buildings on the
U’s campus.

Engaged living
August 26, 2013

The U ushers in a new era of on-
campus housing

New residence halls on the U of M’s
Twin Cities, Morris, and Crookston
campuses are welcoming students to
the fall 2013 semester and ushering
in a new era of housing. The trend in
residence halls has been to integrate
student lodging so that it augments
academics. A new hall on the East
Bank of the Twin Cities campus, the
17th Avenue Residence Hall,
advances that trend with features
designed to create engagement and
foster community among residents,
who will be a mix of first-year and
upper-division students. 

“The design of the building was very
intentional, with community and interaction among students top of mind,” says Laurie McLaughlin,
director of housing and residential life. 

“There’s research that indicates that living on campus contributes to academic success—to higher
graduation rates, and to better retention,” adds McLaughlin. 

Living to learn

Twenty-five years ago, the U of M–Twin Cities was a commuter campus, with only about 50 percent
of its first-year students living on campus. That number has grown to 87 percent over the years, and
may be close to 90 percent this fall, says McLaughlin. 

Graduation and retention improvements are attributable to a dramatically improved undergraduate
student experience, through efforts like the innovative Welcome Week and freshman seminars, but
part of it, too, is because the U is bringing students into an engaged community through its
residence halls. 

“On a large campus, especially one in an urban area,” says McLaughlin, “that matters. … Here, they
have access to resources, to friends, and that’s really important in terms of staying on track to
graduate—the distractions here are less,” she says.

Four Living Learning Communities (LLCs) will also be located in the hall, including the Second year
Experience LLC, Pillar House LLC, Leaders in Transition LLC (transfer student community), and
Huntley House for African American Men LLC.

Built with a façade to match the Greek housing along University
Avenue, the hall includes three dedicated Greek spaces in the
building, with two chapter rooms for Greek communities that
previously didn’t have homes. Students who become involved in
Greek communities are often more active and engaged on campus
and in the community. 

"For our Greek organizations to have space in this new residence hall
is extremely important," says Matt Levine, director of the U’s Office for
Fraternity and Sorority Life. "The two chapter rooms and the Pillar
House will benefit the entire U of M Greek community."

Other features

•  Each floor has a community adviser who facilitates interaction and
programming among students.
•  Three community lounges, three study rooms, and a large lounge
are located on each floor.
•  The hall's ground-floor restaurant, the Fresh Food Company, offers
an open kitchen where chefs prepare made-to-order, fresh food in full
view of customers. It is open to the public.
•  The hall’s basement has dedicated music practice rooms, a game
room, and a community student kitchen. See a photo album of the hall
on Facebook.

The building is the U’s first new, on-campus residence hall since Yudof Hall opened in 2002. More
than 600 students began moving into the building on Aug. 26. 

At the University of Minnesota Crookston, Heritage Hall, completed in January 2013, is the first
suite-style housing on the campus. Each residence hall built at UMC since 2006 has included a
successively larger classroom space, designed to encourage a living and learning environment as
well as offer the latest in technology. Heritage Hall’s Harris A. Peterson Classroom holds up to 118
and can change from a classroom to a larger space for hosting campus events. It is the largest
classroom on the Crookston campus.

Meanwhile, the U’s greenest campus, the University of Minnesota Morris, has just opened the
Green Prairie Living and Learning Community. The facility is an innovative living and learning
environment (watch video). The two-story facility will provide housing for 72 students during the
academic year as well as summer living and learning spaces for research, workshops, and
programs linked to campus renewable energy platforms. The hall was designed to complement
UMM’s focus on environmental sustainability and its existing campus aesthetic; it is expected to
meet Minnesota B3 sustainability guidelines and Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
Gold standards. The hall will also feature unique programming designed to engage residents in one
of four teams focused on select aspects of green living.
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Lisa James and Apostolos Georgopoulos with the MEG
brain-imaging machine. During tests, subjects lie with
their heads supported by a headrest (in researchers'
hands).

How MEG works

The advantage of MEG is
its ability to detect brain
activity on a scale of
milliseconds. The
researchers placed an
apparatus resembling a
helmet over the heads of
the subjects, who were
asked to fixate on a
stationary dot with their
eyes for 60 seconds. The
helmet contained 248
sensors, each of which
detected the magnetic fields
generated in a population
comprising tens of
thousands of cortical cells.
Together, the sensors
scanned the magnetic
activity over the whole
cortex.

The trail of trauma
August 27, 2013

Trauma, and resilience to it, can be
tracked in brain scans

When a disaster strikes, groups of
people spontaneously form and start
talking all at once.

And your brain does the same thing in
response to personal trauma.

Groups of neurons in the cerebral
cortex start firing at the same time,
"talking" to each other, and get locked
into a correlated pattern of activity. 

Previous work by University of
Minnesota researchers identified a
particular pattern so strongly
associated with post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) that they can clearly
tell who has PTSD. Now, a new study
shows that in people with PTSD, these patterns persist, just as do the intrusive, incapacitating
memories or re-experiencing of the events, emotional numbing, and hyperarousal that define the
disorder. 

But, they found, in people who have not developed PTSD despite exposure to trauma, the patterns
lack staying power.

In them, "these patterns loosen and dissipate over weeks, months, or days," says lead researcher
Lisa James, an assistant professor in the U's Department of Psychiatry and a researcher in the
Brain Sciences Center at the Minneapolis VA Medical Center, where the study took place. "This
wipes the slate clean. 

"Our work means that in resilient people the brain can actively adapt to traumatic experiences in a
way that those with PTSD cannot. The better we understand the brain mechanisms associated with
PTSD, the sooner we can apply that knowledge to evaluating treatment efficacy."

Co-author Apostolos Georgopoulos likens the situation in a trauma-exposed brain to an infection.

'It's like having a disease, where you make antibodies," says
Georgopoulos, a Regents Professor of neuroscience and director of
the Brain Sciences Center. "If you can't make antibodies, you don't
adapt to the virus. Similarly, if you don't de-correlate your brain
networks, you're still sick."

Short-term tracking of the PTSD-linked patterns in people exposed to
trauma could potentially identify those who are resilient vs. those who
need treatment. Pattern tracking could also be used to monitor
progress during PTSD treatments or to validate a simpler test for
resilience, such as genetic or personality traits, the researchers say. 

The work is published online in the journal JAMA Psychiatry.

How to eavesdrop on brain chatter

The researchers studied 86 veterans with PTSD and 113 veterans
who were resilient to trauma. A questionnaire revealed the extent of
their exposure to trauma; those with trauma exposure but no PTSD
were, by definition, resilient controls. 

The team used a noninvasive technique called
magnetoencephalography (MEG; see sidebar)) to study the magnetic
fields generated in neurons of the right temporal lobe cortex as they received messages during
neuronal "talk." Neurons receiving messages experience movements of ions across their outer
membranes; these movements generate the magnetic fields.

The MEG measured the strength of correlated patterns of activity in cell populations—i.e.,
simultaneous generation of magnetic fields—characteristic of PTSD. They discovered:  

• Among controls, weaker PTSD-related patterns tended to occur in those with higher trauma
scores. In other words, "In controls, big trauma leads to a big adaptation," says Georgopoulos.   

• Also in controls, the right temporal cortex had a crucial node in which brain activity was
decorrelated, a signal of adaptation. This area of the brain is a focus of future study.  

• Resilience isn't an all-or-nothing trait, but a continuum.  

The trauma landscape

Most people are resilient to some events, so the question becomes: Why isn't everybody?

"About 60 to 90 percent of people will experience a potentially traumatic event in their lifetime, like a
car accident or the sudden death of a loved one, but they are resilient. They don't develop
symptoms of a psychiatric disorder," says James.

"Only seven percent of people in the general population and about 20 percent of veterans develop
PTSD. Most come back [from service] without PTSD—what enables them to do that?"

To answer that question, the researchers are turning their attention to a search for genetic markers
of resilience. If certain genes or, perhaps, personality traits, are found to be associated with
resilience, that could allow researchers to predict one's degree of resilience before trauma hits.

"PTSD sufferers have options that include medications, talk therapy, and interventions to treat
nightmares," James says. "We're interested in what happens in the brain as individuals with PTSD
respond to treatment."

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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There's love to spare at the U's Building at the State
Fair, along with plenty of exhibits and more freebies
than you can shake a stick at.

Maroon and gold at the fair
August 29, 2013

U attractions are a cool choice as
Maroon and Gold Day approaches

Those who look forward to the Great
Minnesota Get-Together bringing the
last blast of summer certainly haven’t
been disappointed. Dehydrated
maybe, but not disappointed. 

As the State Fair enters its final
weekend there is still much to see
and do, especially when it comes to
events and activities associated with
the University of Minnesota. 

Maroon and Gold Day is Sept. 1

Maroon and Gold Day at the fair is
Sunday, September 1. Visitors are
encouraged to proudly wear their
maroon and gold attire, stop by the U building to show their love for the U in a photo opportunity for
Instagram, and watch the U of M Marching Band in the 2 p.m. State Fair Parade.

University President Eric Kaler and his wife, Karen, will also visit the fair on Maroon and Gold Day.
The Kalers will tour the U building, participate in 4-H youth projects in the Education Building, visit
the new CFANS wing in the Agriculture-Horticulture Building, and ride in the 2 p.m. parade.

Lots more to do and see

This year the U of M building is newly renovated and is providing a great experience for fair guests.
Located on the corner of Dan Patch Avenue and Underwood Street, the building features exciting
discoveries and research, including booths from the following areas: Agriculture & Natural
Resources, Gopher Athletics, Design, Education, Liberal Arts, and Science & Technology.

In addition to many experts and attractions in the U building, fairgoers can check out the U’s
statewide impact by visiting the 4-H Building. 4-H, a University of Minnesota Extension youth
development program, engages K-12 participants from all 87 Minnesota counties. More than 6,000
exhibits and performing arts shows will feature the knowledge and skills that these youth have
acquired throughout the year. 

Approximately 2,200 “blue ribbon” kids will exhibit livestock in the animal barns. Additionally, there
are several exciting science activities to try in the 4-H Building, including Rube Goldberg machines,
mini and human-sized hovercrafts, and a remote-controlled super robot. 

In addition, the U of M stage in front of the building continues to feature a diverse array of
programming. For a full stage schedule and more information, visit the U’s State Fair website. 

Weekend highlights at the U of M Building:

August 30: Alpha Chi Sigma Chemistry Group; Wangensteen Historical Library; Fencing Club; U of
M Trivia Contest.

August 31: Hip Hope; Andrew Grande, M.D. — Department of Neurosurgery; U of M Trivia Contest;
Thaddeus S. Walczak, M.D. — MINCEP Epilepsy Care; N. Bud Grossman Center for Memory
Research and Care.

September 1: U of M Alumni Band; U of M Trivia Contest; UMR Ballroom Team; U of M Marching
Band in State Fair Parade; Salsa Dance Club.

September 2: U of M Trivia Contest; Serenade the City; MinnesoTap.

Related Stories
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Fast forward to a big future
September 3, 2013

U student's dream job would be
American ambassador to Japan

Sukanya Momsen, 20, enters the
University of Minnesota Law School
this fall after finishing her
undergraduate degree this spring
after only two years. She grew up in
Golden Valley, Minnesota, and in high
school took enough college-level
courses that she already had junior
status when she entered the U in fall
2011.

Q&A with Sukanya Momsen

What was your major?
I was an English major with an Asian Languages and Literature (Japanese) minor.

Why a major in English?
There is no set major requirement for law school, so I decided to choose the major that interested
me the most. English has always been one of my favorite subjects. And I love analyzing words and
writing, so it turned out to be a great fit!

What have you found most meaningful about it?
The major provided for a deep analysis of written work for every detail, from words to punctuation.
This will be especially helpful to me in law school, and I am proud to have acquired a strong
analysis skill.

What's your career goal?
While I am open to many possibilities in the legal field, what interests me the most is international
law. I have always had a connection to Japan, and I hope that I will be able to utilize this connection
in my future career. While many other things interest me, my dream job would be to become an
American ambassador to Japan. 

What's one challenge you've faced as a college student?
Probably the biggest challenge I faced was expenses. The stress of being tight-budgeted was high
for me.

How did you meet that challenge?
By creating a budget to stick to. When I feel stressed about money, I just remind myself that I have
budgeted it all out and I will be fine in the end. While I did do many internships and volunteer
opportunities during my two years at the U, I also had various part-time jobs, and at least two part-
time jobs at one time.

Memorable learning experiences outside of class?
I had an internship at the Japan America Society of Minnesota, which was one of the first
internship experiences I had at the U. This experience was memorable, as I learned how to work
independently at a nonprofit, and also learned the importance of networking. This experience has
taught me the skills necessary to succeed at other internships I have participated in over the past
two years.

Why the University of Minnesota?
I narrowed my choices between the U of M and Duke. While I was at first very enthusiastic about
attending Duke, and the financial aid package they offered me was significant, it did not match the
prices at the U. Also, Duke would not accept as many of my credits as the U, so I wouldn't have
been able to graduate two years early. And I don't think I would have as many opportunities open to
me now if I had gone to Duke. In the end, choosing the U was one of the best decisions I have ever
made.

Where do you find inspiration?
Through my futuristic goals. I realize what I want to do in life, and that inspires me to take all the
necessary movements to get to where I want to be.

What's been key to your student experience?
Planning ahead. If I hadn't planned all my classes ahead of time, and made use of time
management skills to get essays and reading done in a timely manner, I most likely would not have
been able to take on internships, volunteer, and part-time jobs on top of school and student groups,
while still maintaining a social life.

Advice for freshmen?
Make the most of your first year. It may seem like the first year isn't as serious or important as future
years, but by utilizing your free time for internships or student groups, you can really make the most
of your experience and time at the U.
 
What do you do outside of class?
I like to hang out with friends in various places around Minneapolis.

Favorite movie?
I like various movies and don't have a favorite.

Favorite book?
Wuthering Heights, by Emily Bronte.

Favorite spot on campus?
Lind Hall.

Funniest moment at the U?
When someone dressed up as Einstein walked into physics class near Halloween season.
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Students Taylor Hansen (front) and Michael Broshat
sample two of the new machines in the greatly
expanded University Recreation and Wellness Center.

Membership details

Individuals that are affiliated
with the University of
Minnesota are eligible for
membership. Individuals not
affiliated with the U are
eligible for a community
membership at the St. Paul
Gym or can be sponsored
by a current member at the
U Recreation and Wellness
Center. Learn more.

Well, now! See how this space works out
September 9, 2013

The University just opened a massive
expansion to its Recreation and
Wellness Center

The first thing you notice when you
stroll around the new addition to the
U’s Recreation and Wellness Center
(URWC) is a sense of vast openness.
Are you naturally a bit claustrophobic
in gyms or health clubs? This is your
place.

It’s not that crowds aren’t flocking to
the new space; early last week, visits
to the URWC were up more than 90
percent from the same time last year.
It’s just that there’s now so much
space to fill. The new South Building
of the Center, which celebrated its
grand opening during the first week of
classes, adds a whopping 175,000 square feet of space to meet the changing needs of the
University community.

What fills that space has U students and staff buzzing. There are tiered levels of large fitness
rooms, cardio and strength machines in every corner, and new, state-of-the-art equipment to
promote cross training in every conceivable fashion. (See slide show at end of story.)

“This space is amazing!” says Reanna Frigge, a second-year grad student in physical therapy. “I’m
still in awe. I think it’ll probably take me all of first semester before I realize everything that is here.”

Heck, it’s good for the spirits just being inside the building and taking in the daylight streaming
through the floor-to-ceiling windows on the entire south side of the building, which faces the U’s
Scholars Walk.

“I feel like no one will ever have to wait for a machine, unlike the
awkward [time] after Christmas break when everyone went on their
New Year’s resolution and the line was five people deep for an
elliptical.” — Reanna Frigge

"We are thrilled to open this much-needed facility for the University community," says Jim Turman,
the U’s director of recreation and wellness. "Demand had far exceeded availability in the original
space. The expanded Recreation and Wellness Center will provide University students, faculty, and
staff a place to gather, to play, and to develop healthier, more productive lifestyles."

Taking health and wellness to new heights

For members who want variety in their workouts, the new space offers more options than you can
even begin to learn about online or in a brief tour. Some highlights:

•  Four tiered levels of cardiovascular and strength training equipment, a lower level strength center,
and several additional cardiovascular and stretching spaces

•  A climbing wall spanning up to 38 feet in height and with more than 3,200 square feet of climbing
surface, including a large bouldering wall and seven top ropes

•  A suspended jogging track (9 laps to a mile) with exterior views of campus and interior views of
activity spaces below

•  Seven multipurpose rooms designed for group fitness classes, sport club practices, informational
fairs and presentations, or special events.

•  A room for spin classes that features three different levels of bikes, offering essentially theater-
style cycling with a clear view of the instructor or of scenery that can be projected on the front wall

•  A multipurpose court that can be adapted for sports such as floor hockey, team handball, and
arena soccer

•  A new Wellness Resource Center to connect students, faculty, and staff with customized
information on everything from nutrition to exercise programs

In the case of the new building, it’s not just a matter of adding space for space’s sake. It’s more a
case of, “If you build it, they will come.”

“What we’ve seen from talking with [schools] like Ohio State, Illinois, Iowa—places that have
expanded or built new facilities—they’ve seen their attendance has even doubled,” says Brad Hunt,
University Recreation and Wellness marketing director. “Typically, we’re at about 900,000 to 1
million visits a year. We predict we’ll be right at about 2 million [this year]. It definitely puts us closer
to the top of the Big Ten.” 

Heaven or the East Bank

On the second day of the new semester, students were exploring the new building and walking
around to check out machines they’d never seen or used before.

“I think it’s really awesome,” says Max Thompson, a senior biology student who has plans to test the
new climbing wall. “Last year the old Rec was getting really crowded, [and now] there’s so much
open space. And with the new equipment here, you can do so much more with the ropes, the
kettlebells, and everything like that. I think it leads to a better workout when you have room to
actually move around and you’re not fighting people for machines. It’s really nice.” 

Kjersten Grinde, like Frigge a second-year PT graduate student,
recalls the angst she had in trying to figure out the sign-up sheets in
the old space and the etiquette and hassle involved in using treadmills
and elliptical machines. 

“This is going to alleviate a lot of that stress of coming,” she says.
“There are just so many little corners and nooks you can find that are
pretty quiet, where there’s still equipment. I think many people have
already expressed a lot of happiness and satisfaction that there isn’t
that time limit on the machines and that there are a lot of places to
go.” 

“It’ll be great here,” adds Frigge before laughing at a memory. “I feel
like no one will ever have to wait for a machine, unlike the awkward [time] after Christmas break
when everyone went on their New Year’s resolution and the line was five people deep for an
elliptical.”
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Military veterans and MBA students (l to r) Ernie
Lietzan, Heidi Sandell, Robert Paulus, and Andrew Tsai
are putting their skills and experience to work in the
business world.

Cool under pressure

Philip Miller sums up the
maturity of veterans in this
anecdote from when he
worked in the private sector
and supervised a former
Navy SEAL. "He was
working on a team that had
to present a corporate
strategy to the CEO. I
dropped in and asked how
it was going. He said, 'I'm
not cold or wet, I'm not
bleeding, and I'll sleep in
my own bed tonight. I'm
okay.'"

Birth of an initiative

The Veterans Initiative was
born when alums Bill Van
Dyke, retired CEO of the
Donaldson Co., and Bill
Walter, an avid Gophers
booster, decided to do
something to help veterans
who, like Van Dyke and
Walter on their return from
service in Vietnam, were
having a tough time
transitioning to new lives
and new jobs. They
approached Carlson School
Dean Sri Zaheer and said
they'd like to do something
to help veterans and the
school. They asked if
programming and financial
support for veterans could
be put in a package, and
the rest is history.

From military to MBA
September 9, 2013

How the Carlson School supports
veterans going for an MBA

Looking to apply to an MBA program,
Heidi Sandell faced a common
problem among veterans.

"I had a hard time translating my skills
into something the business world
could use and appreciate," says
Sandell, who served four years in the
U.S. Navy.

When she told some business
schools that she had served as
navigator aboard ships deployed in
the Pacific and the Persian Gulf,
responses ran from blank stares to
the verbal equivalent of a shrug.

Since the ship's navigator is
responsible for all aspects of voyage planning and operations, those responses didn't bode well for
the schools' comprehension of what military veterans have to offer.

But when Sandell checked out the University of Minnesota's Carlson School of Management, she
found a place where veterans seeking an MBA are welcomed with a package of financial, peer, and
programmatic support. The Veterans Initiative helps qualified veterans navigate the transition to
what is often a completely different world, but one where they can continue contributing to the nation
and society.

In her two 8-month deployments, Sandell performed duties that required "meeting short deadlines
with a high level of accuracy," she says. She was responsible for ensuring the success of
amphibious landing training exercises in the Black Sea and Arabian Peninsula. She picked
launching sites and balanced the requirements of the Marines going ashore with those of the ship,
taking into account weather, time of day, tides—"the same factors as the D-Day planning, but on a
small scale.

"It was stressful because when we had an operation, I was the last
point of failure, the last one responsible to the mission commander,"
says Sandell, now a first-year MBA student at the Carlson School. "At
Carlson I've learned that I actually know a lot about project
management and managing people."

The initiative has just begun serving the third class of entering MBA
students. Since its inception, the number of veterans per year class
has risen from two to 16. All four branches of military service, plus the
National Guard and reserves, are represented. The school's Veterans
Scholarship fund, which aims to help at least 15 veterans per year,
has received more than $8 million toward its goal of $10 million.

"Our average veteran gets about 60 percent of the maximum support
available under the GI Bill," says Philip Miller, the school's assistant
dean for MBA programs. "We supplement that. Not all the veteran
students receive financial support, but even without it I think we're an
attractive program."  

We want you

In April 2012 the Carlson School brought former Navy Commander Charles Altman aboard to recruit
veterans to the MBA programs. Altman, who served three years in the Middle East, offers not only
expertise in presenting the school to prospective students with military service, but a presence—
someone who understands the veterans' experience and speaks their language. 

"There's a translation issue," says Altman. "Say there's a commissioned officer who's been in the
military 10 years, and [after leaving service] they kind of get lost. It's a difficult pill to swallow if you
have to worry about tuition, rent, classes, your family, and so forth. 

"But we tell them. 'If you can get in, you'll get tuition and stipend support.' I was at a meeting of
commissioned officers, and this message really [got their attention]."

"I've personally had the experience of recruiting military [in the private sector] and here, and you can
see the struggles," says Philip Miller, assistant dean for MBA programs. "They need programming
as well as monetary support."

Beyond money, the school gives veteran MBA students a lockstep program that gets them into the
business world. And its Carlson Enterprise programs give all students hands-on experience helping
real-world clients manage their businesses.

Miller calls the Enterprises an example of the "much more experiential and intimate" atmosphere at
Carlson, which enrolls 100-125 students per year in the Full-Time MBA program, compared to many
others in the top 25, which admit 300 to 900. 

Crucible for life

At the core of the Veterans Initiative is the recognition that the skills and experience of veterans will
stand them in good stead in the often rough-and-tumble world of business. None who were
interviewed for this article mentioned the most obvious stress—being shot at—but Altman said that
at least three have had that experience, as has he.

Andrew Tsai, a former Army infantry team leader, describes himself as "more passive" when he
entered the military. He served, among other missions, as a gunner patrolling for rockets, artillery
fire, or roadside IEDs during Operation New Dawn, the pullout phase of U.S. involvement in Iraq.

"There's a viewpoint that military people tend to be one type of
another," he says. "But we have more common denominators with the
rest of the student body than with each other. For example, the way I
learned to manage my team in the infantry may be different from the
way it's done in other branches of the Army, let alone other branches
of the service." 

There is a certain commonality of experience among veterans, says
Ernie Lietzan, a former Navy pilot and president of the school's Military
Veterans Club.

"We do have the courage of our convictions, and experience talking to
large groups and putting across our point of view," Lietzan says. "But a
lot of what we see now is for the first time. For example, I had no
accounting or finance background, so that's very different."

Very different, indeed, from landing a plane on an aircraft carrier at
night, as Lietzan did during deployments in the Pacific and Persian
Gulf. He now focuses his leadership and other skills on strategy and
business development and has interned with Polaris Defense. 

"It's not a matter of skills, it's the lens through which your skills are
viewed," Lietzan observes. "From day one we're taught teamwork,
team management, crew resource management, flexibility,
communications, and situational awareness." 

Altman says veteran students have impressed the Carlson School faculty.

"One says, 'I love veterans—they sit in the front row, raise their hand, and ask intelligent questions,'"
Altman says. "Another prof says that whenever he needs somebody to run a group, he knows a
veteran will volunteer."

First-year student Robert Paulus, a former Marine captain, was a platoon commander focused on
counter-insurgency in Iraq. In Afghanistan, he was responsible for planning, coordinating and
clearing planes, choppers, etc. for action.  

"These were complex situations," he says. "I had responsibility for all this as a 24-year-old." After
seven years, his last position was at the Marine Corps base in Quantico, Virginia, where he taught
newly commissioned Marine infantry officers the elements of officership and requirements of a
provisional rifle platoon.

"The people at Carlson have been very understanding and willing to translate that experience into
business," Paulus says. "They're very open to helping us define what our experience means." 

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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'The civil rights issue of our generation'
September 15, 2013

Millions are disenfranchised by
education system, says U student

Adam Iversen graduated in spring
2013 with a degree in geoengineering
and a minor in sustainability. He spent
the summer working with artisans in
India (see final question below).

Q&A with Adam Iversen

What's the history of Students for
Education Reform?
SFER was founded in fall 2010 by,
quite simply, a group of students who
were interested in education reform. The first chapter was started in Princeton the previous year,
and we were the sixth chapter and first non-Ivy League group. There are over 140 chapters
nationally and a dozen in Minnesota alone!

The goal of SFER?
To bring the students' voice to the discussion that dictates education policy. As the most recent
benefactors of the K-12 system, college students have a unique voice and fresh perspective that
needs to be heard. We seek to bring awareness to the achievement gap—the discrepancy in
performance across racial lines and income levels—and advocate for policies that will help close it.

Why is education policy important?
Education is the civil rights issue of our generation. Across the nation, students of color and
students in poverty perform drastically worse than their white, middle-class counterparts. This
"achievement gap" is not an ability gap but rather an opportunity gap. Bringing equality to the
education system will break the cycle of poverty seen in urban hubs and forgotten rural districts.

What's your most satisfying SFER moment so far?
It was during a debate we hosted for the Minneapolis Public Schools (MPS) School Board
candidates. After the debate, several candidates stated that our probing questions challenged them
on the real issues in education more so than any of their previous debates, which were put on by
much larger, well-known organizations.

What's one challenge you've faced in this work?
During an MPS School Board meeting a public school teacher handed me an article she had written
for a local publication. She was pretty vocal in her opposition to progressive reform and treated us
like misguided, impressionable youth. One of the most intriguing aspects of education reform, in my
opinion, is that it's way too complicated to paint it black-and-white. … The bottom line is that the
education system is disenfranchising millions of students in this country every year. Whether you
call it "reform" or not, something desperately needs to be done, and it is going to take ideas from
both "sides" to make it happen.

What's your career goal?
I would love to put my engineering degree to good work in the developing world. Anything that
would allow me to travel a bunch and make a difference here and there!

Why did you choose the University of Minnesota?
I transferred from a small, private university my sophomore year and was blown away by the
opportunities at the U. I was able to major in my niche engineering interest, minor in an emerging
area of study that I'm fascinated by, study abroad in an incredible new country, participate in a club
sport and fly with a team to a national event, start a student group when I saw an interest and a
need, turn a school project into a business in India, and feel part of a bright and enthusiastic student
community!

What are you most curious about?
Anything related to climate change and how society will deal with such a pressing issue. Climate
change discourse blends politics, science, religion, globalization, and basically everything into one
unifying and somewhat frightening production.

What was your project this summer in India?
I had the opportunity to spend time in India through a grant from the Acara Institute at the U. We
spent six weeks meeting with artisans [in Orissa, one of the poorest states in India,] and learning
their stories. These artisans create incredible and unique items, but they often lack the ability to
even leave their village to showcase and sell their products. In response, we launched Pragati
Handicrafts, a fair trade website to connect the artisans to a broader global market.
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The study didn't define what breakfast food is or needs
to be, but it's a good bet that asparagus would pass
the test.

The most important meal?
September 16, 2013

Research shows a correlation
between eating breakfast and a
reduced risk of type 2 diabetes

As Americans continue to fight the
obesity epidemic and try to stem the
incidence of type 2 diabetes, dietary
guidelines are becoming increasingly
important.

Among the possible keys to better
health? Eating breakfast, for starters. 

U researchers have found that eating
breakfast daily or frequently is
strongly associated with a reduced
risk of developing type 2 diabetes,
along with other metabolic conditions
like hypertension and abdominal
obesity. The study, led by Andrew
Odegaard, a research associate from the School of Public Health’s Division of Epidemiology and
Community Health, appeared in the journal Diabetes Care.

In other words, that age-old axiom that “breakfast is the most important meal of the day” may very
well be true.

Not just ‘all or nothing’

The researchers analyzed data from the Coronary Artery Risk Development in Young Adults
(CARDIA) study, reviewing nearly 3,600 participants who did not have type 2 diabetes when their
breakfast and dietary habits were assessed.

Odegaard points out that previous studies have looked at eating breakfast as either all or nothing,
but this study noted the full spectrum of people’s habits. According to the data, 43 percent of
participants reported eating breakfast infrequently (defined as 0-3 days per week), 22 percent
reported eating breakfast frequently (4-6 days per week), and 35 percent said they ate breakfast
daily.

Compared to infrequent breakfast eaters, frequent breakfast eaters and daily breakfast eaters each
had a significantly lower risk of obesity, abdominal obesity, metabolic syndrome, hypertension, and
type 2 diabetes.

“When we have issues of obesity and diabetes and metabolic disorders
in this country and throughout the world, is this a low-hanging fruit
that has some relevance for dietary guidelines?” — Andrew Odegaard

In addition, researchers found no evidence that the relationship between frequently eating breakfast
and metabolic risk changed with a person’s overall diet quality.

“Even if they had a poor overall diet, the people who had greater breakfast frequency had a lower
incidence of metabolic syndrome,” Odegaard says. “For people with a poor diet, the ones who didn’t
eat breakfast had the highest level of metabolic syndrome development. For those who ate a poor
diet but reported eating breakfast daily or frequently, there was a stepwise decrease in the incidence
of metabolic syndrome.

Odegaard cautions that this was an observational study, “but it suggests that there could be
something going on. And it was consistent across dietary quality; we saw the same thing with
people who had the high-quality diet, too.”

He speculates that the potential health benefits of breakfast have to do with both the timing of the
meal and the content of the food, and he hopes to do further research to clarify the roles of each.

“We think there’s some relevance to this,” says Odegaard. “When we have issues of obesity and
diabetes and metabolic disorders in this country and throughout the world, is this a low-hanging fruit
that has some relevance for dietary guidelines?”

If the answer is yes, you might be advised to grab that fruit and take a bite. Especially first thing in
the morning. 

Contact the writer at: moore112@umn.edu
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Scott Studham (center) with IT director Renee Rivers,
and Brad Cohen, associate CIO for academic
technology.

Giving back

Prior to Scott Studham's
arrival, the U had a contract
to pay a vendor to haul
away the U's old
computers. He saw an
opportunity to give to the
community and formed a
partnership with Computer
Technology Services, which
takes donated computers,
refurbishes them, and gives
them to people living in the
TC area who aren't able to
afford a computer. The
move saves the U around
$70,000 per year.

Since May 2012, 150
working computers have
been donated.

CIO of the Year
September 20, 2013

Scott Studham, named a CIO of the
year by the Minneapolis/St. Paul
Business Journal, wants to change
higher ed. He's not wasting time.

Scott Studham just turned 39. He
looks even a bit younger. And, to be
sure, he has the resume' of a person
much older—perhaps someone aged
142. He has accomplished much, and
he isn't done. On Sept. 20, he was
named the Minneapolis/St. Paul
Business Journal's nonprofit CIO of
the Year, after being at the U of M for
just 18 months.

One of his overarching qualities is
that he moves quickly, and perhaps
there he has some kinship in his love
of, and work with, computers and
information technology.

Named VP and Chief Information Officer of the University of Minnesota in February 2012, Studham
hasn't been wasting time—his, or anyone's. One of the first things he did after settling in and making
a few phone calls was to save potentially 22,000 hours of people's time per year.

He quickly grew tired of hearing a voicemail recording on U of M phones that instructed a person, in
about 15 seconds of detail, how to leave a voicemail. "I was annoyed by it. I didn't want to wait. So I
called up the guy who was running the phone system and asked if he wouldn't mind turning it off. It
turns out that with 5.4 million voicemail messages left per year at the U, if no one ever hit the # key
to skip the 15 seconds, it multiplies to about 22,000 hours. It had simply been like that for years.

"It is often amazing what people who are new to an organization can see," Studham says.

A culture of 'we'
In a short time, Studham has seen much, and he's making changes,
but his leadership style is a bit unorthodox. He attributes that to the
time he has spent in the South, where hospitality takes a different
tone.

"In the South, the way you show people appreciation is to have them
over for supper. My plan when I got here was to eventually have all
1,300 IT people at the U over at my house. I had two dinner parties a
week for six months—I got told to stop because I was freaking people
out," he says.

They wondered what his angle was, what the ulterior motive might be.

That style carries over to his work, where he leads by inclusion. One
of the most significant changes since Studham has arrived is the
creation of a shared IT governance process.

Studham began "formal communities of practice" and invited the
University community to become involved in important IT initiatives.

"The idea with communities of practice is that anyone can come work on an initiative," he says. "It
doesn't matter if you work for OIT or the College of Liberal Arts. It's a real shift in thinking. One of
the greatest challenges facing IT is the inherent need to balance 'central' and "distributed" IT
resources. It is a dichotomy that can lead to a culture of 'us' and 'them.' We are changing that to a
culture of 'we' so that all 1,300 IT staff across the system, regardless of reporting unit, are working
together on the same team to accomplish common priorities."

Studham also values direct communication, and so he made a move early on to eliminate layers
between himself and his staff. In February 2012, central OIT had 70 managers for 375 staff. A new
organizational structure led to 20 managers, so that each staff member now has no more than two
layers of management between them and the CIO.

Curriculum vitae
Studham's career is impressive enough that you can't help but wonder why he's in higher ed, in a
world where people are quite often driven by the dollar (or yuan, or yen).

Six times in his career he was the program manager or architect for one of the world's top ten
supercomputers. At age 35 he was named CIO at the University of Tennessee, and at 29 named
CIO of Oak Ridge National Laboratory, where, among other things, he was principal adviser for the
U.S. Army CIO on cyber warfare. He designed and delivered the fifth fastest computer in the world
and the fastest nonclassified computer in the United States, aged 25. He also likes to BBQ—
competitively (He can control his BBQ grill from his phone)—and he is a home brewer, with three
styles of beer currently on tap.

Before coming to the U of M, Google was knocking on his door with a VP position, and he was
asked to be the chief technology officer for the U.S. Air Force—stationed in Maui.

But it was the mentoring by a faculty member when he was an undergrad in college that led him to
where he is today. He calls that experience "active learning"—something that universities can do
particularly well, and at which he believes the U of M is among the best.

"I didn't learn facts—I learned scientific inquiry, I learned how to think like a scientist," he says. "I
had a faculty member allow me to come in and he challenged me with a million dollar problem—to
go build a computer. That's an active learning environment," he says.

"Students are given a challenge, and then all the faculty, all the resources of the University are
available to them to go out and explore that. If it's biology, then they learn how to be a biologist—
and along the way they're taught biology."

He says one of his goals at the U is to create learning environments—not only classrooms, but labs
—that contribute to active learning.

Changing higher ed
Studham is here, he says, because higher education is a great cause.

"I hate cold weather," he says. But President Kaler said he wanted to do things differently, and
faster. "After a short call with President Kaler, I caught on to his passion. I want the U of M to have a
seat at the table of changing higher education in the United States—for kids to have the experience
of being inquisitive, finding what they're passionate about, learning as much as you can about it,
and having people around you who can mentor you and explore with you as far as you want to
explore. So I came—but I save all my vacation for February."
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Goldy, the mascot, and Nicholas Legeros, the artist,
stand on either side of Goldy, the statue, which was
unveiled on September 23.

The artist

Nicholas Legeros has a
master of fine arts degree
from the University of
Minnesota. For more than
20 years he was an artist-
in-residence and instructor
at the Minnetonka Center
for the Arts. He also taught
for Metropolitan State
University, Breck Schools,
and the Edina Art Center.
Ten years ago Legeros left
teaching to pursue a full-
time career as a sculptor.

It's Goldy's day!
September 23, 2013

The U unveils a life-sized statue of
Goldy Gopher outside of Coffman
Union

Goldy Gopher’s legend is already
large. National champion mascot,
accomplished skater and scooter
rider, and furry creature that never
fails to get smiles and high-fives from
kids and grown-ups alike.

And now our legendary, golden
mascot has been immortalized in
bronze. On Monday, to help kick off
Homecoming week, the University
unveiled a six-foot-tall statue of Goldy
outside of Coffman Memorial Union.

The statue, in the works for more than
two years and constructed out of
bronze as well as maroon granite, was designed and sculpted by artist Nicholas Legeros—a U of M
alumnus with a master’s degree in fine arts. Legeros has produced several statues around the Twin
Cities metro area.

“When you look around campus for the personality with the highest energy, the most fun disposition,
the most flexible neck muscles, and the greatest school spirit, it’s my personal friend, Goldy,” said
President Eric Kaler a minute before the unveiling. “I’ve never heard Goldy say a bad word about
anyone, for Goldy’s silence is golden … or maroon and golden.”

Kaler also read a proclamation from Gov. Mark Dayton, which concluded: “Now, therefore, I, Mark
Dayton, Governor of Minnesota, do hereby proclaim Monday, September 23, as Goldy Gopher Day.”
Added Kaler: “And that’s official.”

The actual unveiling drew loud cheers from the students and other
fans of Goldy who had gathered outside the east door to Coffman
Union on a gorgeous day—the first full day of autumn and, it turns out,
Kaler’s birthday. 

Goldy the statue is dressed in an old-school collegiate sweater, has
very prominent—if not overly fierce—teeth, and bears the customary
broad grin. And students have been eagerly awaiting the arrival of the
newest piece of art on campus. Overheard last Friday was one
student saying to her friend at Coffman, “It’s going to be so fun to take
pictures next to that!”

Fundraising for the statue was student-driven and also included
contributions from many alumni, donors, staff, faculty, and even
campus visitors. All donations were completely voluntary, and the
Offices of Student Affairs and Dean of Students agreed to match all
funds up to $50,000. The total cost for materials and sculptor compensation was approximately
$95,000. 

Replicas of the Goldy statue, created and signed by Legeros, will be available for purchase from the
University of Minnesota. For more information on the replicas, visit the University of Minnesota
Bookstore at Coffman Memorial Union or online. 

And, in case you were wondering, the Goldy statue’s head does not spin.

Homecoming kicks off

The statue unveiling was one of the first events of Homecoming Week. The U has been celebrating
Homecoming since 1914, and 99 years later the festivities include a campus-wide scavenger hunt,
cheer and lip sync competitions, community service events, pep rallies, the Homecoming parade
and, of course, the football game Saturday against Iowa—the annual battle for the Floyd of
Rosedale trophy. For more information, see Homecoming.

Contact the writer at moore112@umn.edu 
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In this photo from the Blue Earth County Historical
Society, Dr. G. A. Dahl from Mankato poses with a
photographer. Estimated year: 1900.

American history at your fingertips
September 23, 2013

The launch of the Digital Public
Library of America brings greater
access to local treasures.

History became easier for the nation
and the world to access, thanks to the
recent launch of the Digital Public
Library of America (DPLA).

The DPLA is a groundbreaking project
that, for the first time, will make many
of America's significant digital
collections searchable and accessible
to the public from a single site. It will
aggregate millions of digital artifacts
from local archives, libraries,
museums, and cultural heritage
institutions across America and
deliver them to students, teachers,
scholars, and the public via a
powerful search interface.

The University of Minnesota played a key role in the statewide collaboration to assist in the launch
of the massive online library, providing the expertise to digitize many of the materials and make
them searchable.

Millions of artifacts
Planning for the DPLA began in October 2010; several states launched pilot projects this past April.

With total funding to date of about $7.8 million, the DPLA brings together a national network of more
than 40 state/regional digital libraries and myriad large digital libraries. These include large "content"
hubs, such as The Smithsonian Institution, and state and regional "service" hubs, such as the
Minnesota Digital Library.

The Minnesota Digital Library (MDL) received $350,000 in funding for digitizing existing special
collections, making them searchable and accessible through the DPLA. The funds also provided
outreach and education to communities about the DPLA, supported the development of new, "born
digital" content, and captured the unique and diverse stories of the communities throughout the
state and region.

The MDL is supported through a statewide collaboration of Minitex, the University of Minnesota, the
Minnesota Historical Society, and other key institutions. In its role as a DPLA hub, the MDL will
serve as an "on-ramp" to interested public libraries, special libraries, colleges, museums, historical
societies, and other organizations across the state—ensuring that local and regional collections
throughout Minnesota can be discovered and accessed through the DPLA as part of this new
national initiative.

"We are very excited about this project," says John Butler, associate librarian at the U of M
Libraries. "Not only will we be able to digitize existing local content and make it accessible across
the country, but [DPLA] will help empower communities to share their rich histories in new ways."

Through a project called Minnesota Reflections, MDL began digitizing content in 2004. Today it
contains over 120,000 images, maps, and documents from nearly 150 of the state's libraries and
cultural heritage organizations.

Marian Rengel, MDL outreach coordinator, travels the state to meet with these organizations and
assists them in sharing their history through the digitization and inclusion of their unique collections
in Minnesota Reflections.

"We have been, for 10 years now, about access, helping organizations around the state share what
they have. And this will give us a chance to share on a national platform," says Rengel. "It will give
people across the country a sense of how Minnesota fits in with the story of America."

Community engagement
Overall, DPLA will be a major benefit, not just to scholars, but to the general public.

"We're looking to provide the DPLA with [the ability] to go out and engage the community and create
new kinds of digital documentation—be they audio storytelling or oral histories, documentary
photography, perhaps even documentary video," says Jason Roy, director of Digital Library Services
at the U of M Libraries and the project manager for the MDL-DPLA collaboration.

"The DPLA allows us access to an incredible set of unique digital collections," he says.

"[Now] we can begin to weave together a national story…gathered from across this great nation."

Adapted from an original story in Continuum magazine, a publication of U of M Libraries.
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Brian Herman brings a wealth of experience to his roles
as vice president for research and key player in the
University of Minnesota's strategic planning process.

Catch the conversation

Listen to Brian Herman's
Campus Conversation
about the strategic planning
process, from noon to 1
p.m. September 30, in the
Mississippi Room of
Coffman Union. See details
to hear him live or
streaming.

Driven to serve
September 23, 2013

The U's VP for Research has a long
history walking the walk

The top floor of Johnston Hall is a
long way from the family bakery in
Bristol, Connecticut, where Brian
Herman learned some of life's biggest
lessons.

"My father clearly demonstrated how
hard work led to success," says
Herman. "That was one of the key
messages I was imbued with at an
early age. 

"He also gave fresh baked goods to
people in need. He believed that
everyone should be treated equally."

The bakery and his father's example
came bubbling up as Herman, the University of Minnesota's vice president for research, talked of
his drive to expand the borders of knowledge and help others to do so. It stems from a love of
science that began in high school, although he originally had other plans.  

"I intended to go to medical school and picked Adelphi [University] because they had a good pre-
med program," Herman says.

But things changed during his last two years, as he researched the
question of why a fetus, being a foreign body, isn't rejected by the
mother's immune system. The answer promised to have wide-ranging
effects on, for example, understanding mechanisms of immune
tolerance. 

"Based on this experience, I decided to become a scientist because I
thought I could do more service to society if I discovered something
new and important," Herman explains.  

Cells spill their secrets

With his father ill, Herman worked in the bakery for the first few years
of graduate school at the University of Connecticut Health Science Center. At UConn he helped
develop new techniques for using optical microscopes to study the myriad processes that go on
inside living cells. One was the task that some cells—such as skeletal muscle—face when they
must fuse together in order to function.

He discovered an orderly process of membrane destabilization, without which fusion cannot occur.
This insight had ramifications reaching far beyond muscles. 

"This is how viruses fuse with cells," he says.  

As a postdoc at Harvard, Herman, along with his colleagues, became the first to describe the
regulation of the pathway by which substances taken up from outside a cell move within it.  

"This pathway is how cells, for example, take up cholesterol and how it's metabolized," Herman
explains. "Through this pathway, cholesterol gets into liver cells, the level of cholesterol is sensed,
and the cells are instructed to make more or less cholesterol."

Death knell for a cell

Later, Herman studied how cells die. Over 30 years split between UNC Chapel Hill and the
University of Texas, he studied an unavoidable consequence of normal respiration: the generation of
dangerous forms of oxygen. Most are destroyed, but the survivors cause slow, steady cell damage
called oxidative stress.

"Oxidative stress is thought to build up over our lives," says Herman. "The body can remove a
damaged cell through an orderly process called apoptosis, or the cell can die in an explosive,
uncontrolled fashion and cause local havoc, such as what occurs in a stroke or heart attack."

Herman and his colleagues applied their knowledge to three medical needs:

• They developed a solution in which to store organs for transplantation that inhibited the cellular
pathway that causes damage.

• During a heart attack, some heart muscle dies, while neighboring muscle—the "stunned
myocardium"—is left alive but vulnerable. They developed procedures to recover this tissue and
lessen the damage from heart attacks.

• Most recently, their studies of a specific enzyme have clarified pathways responsible for
osteoporosis and the development of chronic degenerative neurological diseases. 

Absolutely fabulous

At Chapel Hill, Herman found kindred spirits in legendary men's basketball coach Dean Smith and
the UNC chancellor, Bill Friday. 

"I got to know Coach Smith and respected his ethics and the way he interacted with people," says
Herman. "Friday was also very ethical and socially conscious, and wanted the less fortunate to be
taken care of. They both served in some sense as mentors in what drives me as I frame what I want
to accomplish in my personal and professional life."

And that's just the tip of an iceberg of experience Herman brings to bear as head of the new
strategic planning effort to advance the U's research mission. Also, U President Eric Kaler wants the
undertaking to build a research enterprise that's less risk-averse, and who better to spearhead it
than a veteran of sky diving, hang gliding, and whitewater rafting?

As the planning gets under way, Herman looks forward to a collective effort to enhance research at
the U.

"I think the University has to think more about teams of not just scientists, but engineers, social
scientists, and humanists, to solve problems like climate change and wealth disparity, where a few
have most and too many have very little," he says. And he's looking forward to the challenge.

"My goal is to help faculty and other researchers achieve success with their areas," he says. "I feel
lucky every day because I get to work with fabulous and wonderful people."

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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The former Lowertown Depot building isn't much to look at right now, but down the road it's expected to
house the food hub, a cultural center, and other tenants. It's located in the Bruce Vento Nature Sanctuary just
east of Lowertown and beneath Dayton's Bluff. 
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U of M School of Public Health alum Tracy Sides' idea
for an Urban Oasis was the winner of the $1 million
Forever St. Paul Challenge.

Photo: courtesy George Pfaff

Eric Sannerud

'Urban Oasis' idea wins big
October 2, 2013

U alum Tracy Sides and friends win a
grand prize to help improve St. Paul

Tracy Sides believes in healthy
connections, the power of community,
and the “magic” of food. Those three
things have already played a role in
her career path, and now they’ve
come together in a vision that has
netted her a grand and … well,
healthy prize.

Sides, a University of Minnesota
alumna with both a master’s and a
Ph.D. in public health, found out in
early September that her idea for an
“Urban Oasis” was the winner of the
$1 million Forever St. Paul Challenge.

It emerged from a pool of 946 ideas to
be one of three finalists, and then
garnered over half of the more than
16,000 votes cast by the public to pick a winner.

The Urban Oasis, or food hub, would be the focal point for local produce, fish, and meat, and would
combine a food processing operation with a kitchen, a classroom, a café, and an events center. And
it would help transform an abandoned, graffiti-littered building in the Bruce Vento Nature Sanctuary
—on St. Paul’s East Side between I-94 and the Mississippi River—east of the burgeoning
Lowertown area and practically in Sides’ own backyard.

From epidemiologist to entrepreneur

Sides has already had what she describes as a traditional public health career. She earned a
master’s in epidemiology in 1995 and Ph.D. in 2006. She also worked at the U from 2006 to 2012 at
the Center for Infectious Disease Research and Policy.

Then she left to become "a public health entrepreneur,” she says, and founded the social enterprise
Bravely Be, which fosters “healthy connections” with people, the natural world, and one’s self. 

There’s a magic inherent in food, she says; food can create jobs, improve our health, and build a
sense of community and place. And that led to her idea for the Urban Oasis. “This idea, to create a
space where food can do all of these things, naturally built on things that are already happening on
the East Side in terms of revitalization.” 

She’s also thrilled with the food hub’s location in the nature sanctuary, a place rich in natural and
cultural history and on land that nourished Native Americans long before Europeans arrived.

“A testament of how we got more than half the vote is how rooted in the community and this place
the idea is,” she says.

Partners from the U and the community

As she built her plan for the Urban Oasis, Sides found other individuals and partners who shared
her vision. 

There’s Jenny Breen, another School of Public Health alum and colleague who is a professional
chef and works with the U’s Healthy Foods, Healthy Lives Institute. When Sides participated on a
panel in a class Breen was teaching, she met Eric Sannerud, a teaching assistant who immediately
became interested in the project. And Sannerud was connected in a sustainable food initiative with
Ally Czechowicz, who recently graduated with a master’s in landscape architecture.

Then there were people in the community who read about the Urban Oasis idea online and “cold
called” Sides wanting to help.

“So I called for a council,” Sides says with a grin. She asked all the participants what they thought
they could bring to the food hub idea and, “as serendipity happens, everyone had a complementary
piece to bring.” Other partners include Community Table, a farmers' cooperative; the Association for
the Advancement of Hmong Women; Twin Fin; and the Lower Phalen Creek Project.

Sannerud, another U alum with a self-
designed major in food systems
through the College of Continuing
Education, is excited about what the
project might mean for the local food
system, especially in terms of avoiding
spoilage and waste.

Composting excess food is fine, he
says, “but that’s a waste of nutrients
and a direct loss to [farmers’] bottom
line. So, if we can create a secondary
market for a lot of that produce—with
processing, chopping, cleaning,
freezing, [making] frozen pizzas,
anything—then we can help to solve

that issue.”

Picture this

Sides has lofty dreams for the food hub and for the four-story building—once known as the
Lowertown Depot—that will house it.

She imagines people walking or biking over to it on the trail from Lowertown, stepping through the
doors, and taking in the delicious smells from a cooking class taking place in the classroom
attached to a commercial kitchen. Or seeing workers processing food from local farmers that will
become healthy snacks for kids in schools, healthy ingredients in hospitals, and fresh ingredients in
restaurants.

And she’s excited about one scenario in particular: “On a Saturday, during the time when the St.
Paul farmers market is going on, people can buy a whole bunch of tomatoes and learn how to can
them [at the food hub].”

In addition, she says there will be a café and perhaps even a rooftop patio, so that people “[may be]
having a toast overlooking the river and downtown to celebrate a wedding or some other big event.”

Now begins the work of sorting out the details of the grant, for which the Farmers’ Legal Action
Group will be the fiscal agent. And Sides will have to figure out exactly what role she’ll play in the
development of the food hub.

“I’m very interested in staying intimately involved with this, just because it’s such a personal and
professional passion of mine,” she says. “I very much feel like a midwife—helping this idea that’s
kind of living in the community … I’m just helping to bring it into the world.”

Contact the writer at moore112@umn.edu
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Solar car charges across Australia
October 3, 2013

A student-built solar car enters a major international race

Twenty years ago, a plucky team of University of Minnesota students raced the U's first student-built
solar car, Aurora I, from Texas to Minnesota in Sunrayce 93.  

Now the latest in the lineage, the solar-hybrid Daedalus, is racing across Australia in the World
Solar Challenge October 6-13. 

Watch the video below for a look at the car and the team. For more images and information, visit the
Solar Vehicle Project. 

Go Daedalus!

© 2009–2014 Regents of the University of Minnesota. All rights reserved.
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James Collins, director of the Veterinary Diagnostic
Laboratory, which has developed a rapid and
inexpensive test for the deadly PEDv swine virus.

New weapon against killer of baby pigs
October 8, 2013

U develops test for deadly swine virus

All of a sudden, an outbreak of
diarrhea appears in a herd of hogs.

Any number of infectious agents
could be sickening the pigs, but if it's
porcine epidemic diarrhea virus
(PEDv), it will, if unchecked, wipe out
all piglets under two weeks old. 

Quick action is necessary to defend
against PEDv, which has recently
entered the Western Hemisphere and
struck herds in at least 17 states,
including a handful of cases in
Minnesota. But because PEDv may
masquerade as a more benign
pathogen, there's a crying need for a
quick and definitive test.

In June 2013, just 12 weeks after being asked to help with the problem, a team at the University of
Minnesota's Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory (VDL) unveiled a rapid, reliable, and inexpensive test
for the virus. While no cure exists, a positive test serves notice that a farm is infected so stronger
biosecurity measures can be put in place.

It may not kill mature pigs, but even a farm with no piglets could suffer economically from PEDv.

"We don't know if there's a slowdown in growth—we've not seen one yet," says James Collins,
director of the VDL. "That's the biggest threat to the swine industry.

"Or, it could enter a mature herd silently and then spread through manure. There isn't enough
knowledge and biosecurity to control its spread."

The economic repercussions have echoed down the continent. Mexico has closed its border to pork
—"a huge cost," Collins says—and Canada is contemplating actions, although pork tends to move
southward.

Have overnight mail, will test

If farmers notice diarrhea, their first step should be to contact the herd veterinarian. A vet trained to
recognize the disease clinically will collect samples of feces, fecal swabs, or other matter, using
guidelines from the VDL if necessary, then mail it to the VDL. 

The test searches for genetic material unique to the virus and also detects a second virus called
TGE, all for less than $50. Farmers who visit the VDL website can get the results at a secure site
within 24 hours. 

"We're accessible in the United States, Canada, and wherever else you have overnight mail," says
Collins.

Focus on future

The virus is believed to spread from farm to farm through the transport system. Infected manure that
contaminates a truck or the driver's clothes can pass PEDv to another farm by mingling at a
common point of transport or a slaughter plant, Collins says. Current biosecurity measures, though
sufficient for controlling TGE, haven't stopped PEDv, he adds. 

The industry is studying factors like the stability of PEDv—a USDA report says it can survive for 28
days in contaminated feed—and the recovery time for an infected herd to get back to normal
production. Industry funding is going to researchers at the U of M, Kansas State, South Dakota
State, and Iowa State, which share technology, including the test, and information.  

Among other research, the National Pork Board is funding a joint U of M-Kansas State project to
develop a second test for PEDv. It would detect antibodies to PEDv—and thus exposure to the virus
—which would catch the "silent" cases where the virus spreads through a mature herd but doesn't
kill.

With a "small" hog farm now numbering about 2,000 animals, the PEDv crisis is another sign that
"agriculture is changing so fast, it's a challenge to keep up," Collins says. To do so, researchers
have had to band together.

"This virus is forcing everybody to understand the weaknesses in the transport system and the
value of pooling resources, instead of competing to defeat this," he says. "We want to be 'good
competitors,' who share data."

Contact the writer at morri029@umn.edu
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